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Chapter 1: Questions 1-20 

1. “What’s A Petty Injustice From Your Childhood That 
You’re Still Mad About?” 

1) PurvoyerOfFineWeres wrote: 

“I was a chubby, unathletic child and always did really 
poorly in gym class. I can’t run, jump, catch, or throw, so it 
made the team-sports aspect of school really brutal. 

“In grade 8 we had a ‘fitness test’ (Canadian, so not the 
Presidential Fitness Test, but the same sort of idea). Part of 
it was lifting weights and recording your max weight and 
reps. 

“I was a farm kid so I’d been lifting heavy shit my whole life 
— I breezed through the weightlifting portion with higher 
weights than anyone else in class and more reps. For the first 
time I felt proud of my body and what it was capable of. 
When I handed my sheet in to the teacher, she, in front of 
everyone, told me I was cheating and that obviously someone 
like me couldn’t have done what I wrote down on the sheet. 

“I told her I’d show her and was adamant that I hadn’t lied, 
but I ended up getting sent to the principal’s office for 
cheating anyway. The teacher spent the rest of the semester 
making fun of me in front of everyone for pretending to be 
fit when I obviously wasn’t. 

“Still mad about it.” 

2) Sunstealer73 wrote, “We had a sub teacher in 3rd grade. 
We were silent-reading a story from our language arts book. 
I’ve always been a very fast reader and was reading books 
well over grade level by then. I finished the story and started 
doing something else. The sub looked at me and said she 
knew no one could read faster than her. I had to stare at the 
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book for several more minutes until she finished. I’m almost 
50, and it still bothers me!” 

usernameemma commented: 

“I once had a teacher try to fail me on a writing assignment 
about my life experiences because I used the word 
‘prejudice’ and she thought there was no way I could know 
that word at my age, so she scolded me and I argued and she 
made my mom come meet with her about my ‘lying and 
plagiarism’ only for my mom to tell her that I had been 
watching Pride and Prejudice since I was five years old and 
certainly knew what it meant since my mom was very 
passionate about teaching me stuff. 

“I was watching quantum physics documentaries by eight 
years old because it was just really cool, my mom used to 
make non-Newtonian fluids at home for us to experiment 
with and would tell us about how everything was made up 
of chemicals. I come from a long line of massive nerds.” 

3) reggie991 wrote, “I was in a reading group in 2nd grade. 
There were maybe a dozen of us, and I was the only boy. We 
sat a long table with benches, six to a side. One of the girls 
on my bench farted. Being in 2nd grade, we all laughed. My 
teacher told me I was being rude and that I should excuse 
myself. I told her I didn’t do it and she told me that it had to 
be me because everyone else there was a girl and little girls 
don’t do that sort of thing in public because it isn’t polite. I 
still said it wasn’t me and she got upset and kept me inside 
from recess.” 

LusciousofBorg commented, “She was mad because she’s 
probably been holding in her own farts for 50+ years.” 

4) maid-for-hire wrote: 

“I wet the bed a lot as a little girl. 
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“One time my sister and I were sleeping in the same bed. She 
wet the bed but blamed it on me. My mom did not believe 
me and I got punished for it. To this day I’m still mad about 
it.” 

spidey80082 asked, “You got punished for pissing 
yourself?” 

maid-for-hire answered, “All the time.” 

Boston_Bruins37 commented, “I think I know why you wet 
the bed.” 

5) writershoney wrote, “I remember my sister hitting me and 
then saying I hit her. My parents came up to me and said I 
can’t attack others based on my mood swings.” 

One_Eyed_Kiitten commented, “My brothers used to pull 
that; they would yell, ‘Ow, he hit me!’ They stopped doing 
it when I realised I was getting in trouble anyway, so I would 
hit them as hard as I could.” 

CedarWolf wrote: 

“I used to get a $2-a-week allowance, and at the time, Ninja 
Turtles didn’t cost too much. I think they were like $4-$6, so 
they weren’t unaffordable for a kid with some pocket 
change. 

“Anyway, I eventually amassed quite a collection of Ninja 
Turtles and all their little accessories. I had the Yojimbo 
rabbit samurai character, I had Casey the hockey player, I 
even had the sewer playset and the Turtles whose heads 
flipped into their chest/shells so you could have multiple 
expressions. With the exception of the sewer playset and the 
pizza launcher, I had bought them all with my own money, 
little by little. 

“When we moved to France, however, my mother saw an 
opportunity and dumped them all in a laundry basket and 
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sold the whole thing for $25. I must have had at least $200 
worth of Ninja Turtles in there. Heaven only knows what 
they’d be worth now. 

“The only thing I still have is the sewer playset, still in box, 
but it’s useless without any figures.” 

CedarWolf added: 

“None of them were new in box anymore, but I was careful 
with them and I still knew pretty much which accessories 
went with each figure. Getting one was a big deal for me, 
and I took pretty decent care of them for a kid. 

“Considering the older figures go for about $25-$50 
nowadays, and the ‘soft head’ Turtles can fetch $100+ … 
Eh, I probably had about $2000-$3000’s worth, I guess?” 

6) Brute_Squad_44 wrote: 

“We had a Jeopardy tournament in middle school. I got to 
the final, and one of the daily double questions in the first 
game I got and bet big on was about a 1980’s movie and 
specifically mentioned the Air Force. I provided the correct 
answer: Iron Eagle. I got counted wrong, and told the answer 
was Top Gun. 

“Top Gun is about the Navy. I lost what I bet, and since the 
finals were a two-day total, what I lost in that bet wound up 
costing me the championship. I was livid, I brought in the 
boxes from both movies (which I owned) and pointed out 
how even on the box that Top Gun says ‘navy’ and Iron 
Eagle says ‘air force.’ Eventually, I was told to shut up or 
I’d be stripped of my second-place finish and the prize, 
which was like $50. Taught me very early on that you can be 
100% right, but if the people in charge don’t want to listen, 
it doesn’t really matter. 
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“I am still, probably unreasonably so, mad about this 25+ 
years later.”1 

2. “Which Random Stranger From Your Past Do You 
Still Think About?” 

1) tinnedpotatoes wrote, “A man who came to the pet shop I 
worked at who loved his cats so much that he eventually 
moved to a ground floor flat so his cats wouldn’t fall out of 
the window. Such a sweet man.” 

2) DillardN7 wrote, “A waitress at a Moxie’s maybe 16 
years ago. Told her I thought her perfume was nice. She 
happily said, ‘It’s a vanilla body spray.’ When she returned 
to the table, she’d obviously sprayed more.” 

3) sorrybouthat00 wrote, “A state trooper who pulled me 
over when I was 17. I was going 20 over the limit and I didn’t 
have my up-to-date insurance info in my car because I was 
young and forgetful. He asked me why I was going so fast, 
and I just straight up told him I was being stupid and not 
monitoring my speed closely enough. He thanked me for 
owning up to it and let me go with just a verbal warning. 
There was something about his expression after I confessed. 
I think he really appreciated someone not trying to pull one 
over on him or give an excuse. I don’t know if he was having 
a rough go of it or if he was trying to instill a sense of 
understanding in someone young and impressionable, but it 
stuck with me for some reason.” 

4) PJskoolhouse wrote: 

 
1 Source: articulateantagonist, “What’s a petty injustice from your 
childhood that you’re still mad about?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 
November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/qtvax5/whats_a_petty_
injustice_from_your_childhood_that/ >. 
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“Can I share a Boy Scout summer camp story? 

“Camp Chawanakee, 0200, year — 2003. Those who had 
volunteered for the mission donned masks and proceeded by 
starlight on a route we had scouted in daylight, to the enemy 
troop’s camp. We stealthily entered every tent looking for 
the smallest scout — we found him. He looked no heavier 
than a 100lbs. We lifted him wholesale. Cot, sleeping bag, 
man and all. It was easy with five of us. The poor bugger was 
transported to other side of camp so gently that he never 
woke up. We deposited him on the lawn in front of the 
cafeteria, next to the flagpole, and called it a night. 

“The cook happened upon our victim at 5AM when he 
reported for kitchen duty. That morning all Scoutmasters 
were summoned for a pow-wow of the big chiefs. 
Apparently, the boy had never spent a night away from home 
before and didn’t take it quite as lightly as we had hoped he 
would. Neither did the camp staff. We never got caught, but 
our Scoutmaster knew it was us. He had been Scoutmaster 
for 20 years, and he knew all our older brothers who had also 
been scouts in his troop. I didn’t know it at the time, but our 
stunt had been directly inspired by some of our older 
brothers who had pulled the same thing years ago at a 
different camp, so our Scoutmaster knew. He came back 
from the meeting pissed as hell and refused to hear us 
gleefully regale him with our tale. The camp chiefs had 
threatened to kick out the offending troop never to be 
welcomed back if found. 

“That was the day I learned what ‘plausible deniability’ 
means.” 

5) Spiritual_Lake_9807 wrote:  

“A fella I dated about 17 years ago for a few months. 
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“I was not in a mentally healthy place, and I cut it off with 
him because the start of a healthy relationship scared the hell 
out of me. 

“We are friends on Facebook, and he’s happy with a 
wonderful wife, and I’m so thrilled he is doing well. 

“But he is definitely the one I should never have let go … 
but I couldn’t subject him to my dysfunction at the time, so 
I am glad I did.” 

6) daisyrare wrote: 

“A few years ago I was walking to high school via a bike 
path. I was going to be late when a girl on a bike stopped and 
asked if I needed help. She happened to go to the same high 
school, so I sat on the back of the bike and she rode us to 
place. I was able to make it on time thanks to her. 

“It’s crazy because we didn’t know each other at all and I’d 
never seen her before; it’s like she was an angel sent to help 
me. I don’t know why I still think of this, though!” 

7) Featherrcrank324 wrote: 

“An elderly gentleman I met at the Cleveland bus station at 
2am. I was waiting in line at the help desk when a man 
shuffled by wearing a suit, bow tie, bowler hat, and cane. He 
turned to me and said, ‘You must get into trouble with those 
eyes.’ I winked back at him, and he laughed and continued 
shuffling along. 

“Fast forward — I am sitting on a bench doing some work 
on my computer and I notice he is wandering around, 
looking a little lost. I ask him if he needs any help to which 
he replies he lost his ticket and isn’t sure if this is his final 
stop or not. I offer to look it up for him, so he shouts out his 
email and password so I can type it in. We figure out he is 
indeed at his final stop, so I offer to call him a ride. When 
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his ride arrived, he turned around and said, ‘Angels really do 
walk among us,’ and then he shuffled away into the night. I 
sure hope he had a great trip.” 

8) Axstro1 wrote, “When I was 11 years old, I was on a trip 
in Thailand just randomly in the street, and this woman came 
up to me and hugged me really tightly while crying. I asked 
her why she hugged me she said it was because I looked like 
her son who had passed away. She left right afterward in 
tears, and I still think about her. I hope she’s doing well.” 

9) Baby_GoatBaby wrote: 

“I was traveling alone in Madrid 20 years ago as a 19-year-
old American girl who didn’t speak any Spanish. I checked 
into a hostel-type place. A young friendly Egyptian man 
asked if I wanted to split a room, and I said sure why not. He 
stayed on his side of the room, I stayed on mine. 

“I have marveled at this many times since then. I had zero 
sense that that might be an unsafe thing to do. And it turns 
out, it wasn’t. I hope he’s doing great.” 

10) Southern_Snowshoe wrote: 

“The nice lady who took it upon herself one night to lead my 
lost mother (who we soon learned was suffering from 
Alzheimer’s) home across a bewildering metro area to the 
safety of my house. This lady drove a good 20 miles out of 
her way to do this. Maybe more like 40 considering she had 
to return. 

“Apparently Mom (who was a recent transplant to this city) 
had set out to get herself a bucket of the Colonel’s finest 
chicken, believing the KFC was just down the street from 
her little apartment. She just kept driving until she was 
across the river and two communities over, absolutely lost. 
She went into a drug store to ask for directions, but she 
couldn’t really articulate very well where she needed to go. 
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“She was scared and upset and the clerks weren’t much help. 
Another lady overheard and told Mom she knew where Mom 
wanted to go. She told her to get into her car ‘and follow 
me.’ That’s exactly what she did, and the lady led her right 
to my driveway. I was out of town at the time, but my wife 
thanked that lady profusely for her kindness. 

“Kind lady, if you’re reading this, I thank you from the 
bottom of my heart. You’re a good person. 

“PS — Yes, I convinced Mom it was time to surrender her 
car keys.” 

11) 1980pzx wrote, “I lost my wallet once in high school. A 
day or two went by, and I was in class and got called to the 
office. I figured I was getting detention for ditching class or 
something. I was wrong. The dean said the school received 
a call from a Chic-Fil-A in the mall and they had my wallet 
that I had lost. Apparently an older couple found it on the 
floor and turned it in. All my money and my driver’s license 
were still in the wallet. It let me know there are still honest 
and good people left in this world.” 

12) ALittleFrittata wrote, “I was walking back to my car at 
Purdue University after taking a final when I suddenly 
became seriously ill and collapsed. Three random students 
picked me up and got me to the student health center. I never 
got their names, but hey, thanks, guys (and young woman); 
I couldn’t even walk.” 

12) Freewheelinrocknroll wrote, “When I was a little kid, 
maybe four or five, I was in a toy store and wanted one of 
those fake rubber snakes. My parents said no and I started to 
have a fit, crying and IWANNA-ing and all that. A few 
minutes later a young kid (maybe 12 or 13) came up to me 
and said, ‘You wanted that snake?’ I did a pouty ‘Yeah.’ He 
reached into his bag and pulled out the snake and gave it to 
me and then turned around and walked out of the store before 
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me or my parents could even say thank you. I never saw him 
again, but I still have that rubber snake and I still clearly 
remember his face. This was almost 50 years ago.” 

13) 1wndwyt wrote:  

“I went to UK for about a week some years ago, and going 
from one town to another by train, I accidentally got off at 
the wrong station. 

“This particular station was in the middle of nowhere and it 
was starting to get late. I was hoping to just catch the next 
one and be on my way, but all the other trains for the 
following hour passed it by without stopping. 

“I didn’t have a way to connect to internet or to make a call, 
and as a female in my mid-20’s at the time, I started to get a 
bit nervous. I reluctantly started wandering around the ghost 
town. I only saw one man walking by and asked him for help. 

“He walked me to a bus stop and went with me to the closest 
big station that was bound to take me where I needed to go. 

“We took a double-decker bus, and we sat at the top front 
seats. We laughed about how weird and different the vantage 
point seemed to me. We chatted the whole way there, and he 
made a scary situation for me into a safe and pleasant one. 

“I hope he’s doing all right.”2 

3. “Which Stranger Do You Owe An Apology To?” 

1) doctor-rumack wrote: 

 
2 Source: therealBobsonDugnutt, “Which random stranger from your 
past do you still think about?” Reddit. AskReddit. 17 November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/qw3qp8/which_rando
m_stranger_from_your_past_do_you_still/ >. 
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“The four 18-year-olds who came up to me outside of a 
liquor store and asked me to buy them a 30 pack of Bud. (I 
was 23-34 years old at the time.) Just as I was going to put it 
in their truck, a cop came barreling over in his cruiser, and I 
had to talk him out of arresting me. He told the kids to GTFO 
[get the fuck out], and I walked away with a free 30-pack 
and their change. 

“Sorry, boys. Don’t give money to strangers.” 

JackDrawsStuff commented: 

“‘I was 23-34.’ 

“You can’t remember when this was within an eleven-year 
margin of error?” 

doctor-rumack responded, “Ha, it was a crazy 11 years. I’m 
not going to correct it because it’s funnier this way.” 

2) Amity75 wrote, “A girl in a pub in Manchester about 20 
years ago. I was drunk, I was with my friends, and while 
walking past her on the way out the door I pinched her ass in 
a sad attempt to look ‘laddish and cool.’ It was totally out of 
character for me and I hate myself for it. If you’re reading 
this, attractive girl in the denim shorts, I’m truly sorry and 
every day I’m trying to redeem myself and be a better, more 
humble person because of it.” 

teamsleep commented: 

“Something similar happened to me when I was a teenager. 

“I was having a good night out dancing with my friends. We 
walked back to my car afterwards; on the way we walked 
past a group of lads. One of them quickly flipped up my skirt 
to see my underwear as they strolled past laughing 
hysterically. This was like ten years ago and I still wish I had 
clocked that guy in the face, I just remember feeling 
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embarrassed as fuck and by the time I had a reaction they 
were gone. 

“You sound like you are a genuinely mature and 
introspective person. I don’t think you need to feel bad about 
it anymore. 

“Guys who do this kind of shit — please remember these 
actions are inflicted on real people who have feelings and 
memories.” 

3) Few_Ad_8015 wrote: 

“I’ve been wanting to get this off my chest. I once billed a 
customer more than they should pay. I was part-timing at this 
small restaurant. We were closing, and. there were two tables 
left. If the customer stayed too long after closing time, we 
would do all the bill counting even before they asked for it, 
then saved it on the register. If they came to the register, we 
only needed to push a button to bring the number. 

“Well, I did table 1 bill, saved it, then customer from table 2 
came. Apparently I accidentally pushed the table 1 bill, and 
then started inputting all the orders that table 2 ordered, thus 
adding much more to the bill. The table 1 customers were 
shocked because their total bill was really incredible. Maybe 
it’s my luck or whatever, but they were drunk enough to just 
laugh at it, paid it, and didn’t even ask for the receipt. 

“When the table 1 customers came, I pushed the button to 
bring the number I thought I saved earlier, but it never 
showed up. That’s when I knew I fucked up. 

“I am really sorry, drunk customer who paid the table 1 bill. 
I don’t even know your name, so sorry.” 

4) omg_I_love_your_hair wrote: 

“I was 19 and driving from the west coast to the east coast 
(US I-40). It was my second night driving, and I was tired 
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but holding up — definitely looking forward to crashing at 
the first motel I could find as soon as I crossed the border 
from New Mexico to Texas. Past midnight so was listening 
to Jewel’s This Way CD, just zoned out in the right lane. 

“Something that looked like a fo stopped in the road ten feet 
in front of me. I was going ~70mph and I yanked the wheel 
without thinking. Ended up in the median. It wasn’t so much 
that time slowed down, but that my brain sped the fuck up. 
Quickly moved on from ‘should have fucking hit it’ to an 
image of my dad saying, ‘Turn into the skid’ —when I tried 
that, I probably severely overcorrected because that’s when 
my car flipped, and flipped, and flipped — and my next, 
clearest thought was, ‘Huh, so this is how I die.’ 

“Then my car landed on its roof. 

“I was hanging upside down by my seatbelt and was 110% 
sure my car was on fire. I had figured I was going to die 
while I was flipping, and was oddly okay with that, but I 
didn’t want to die by being burned alive. Couldn’t find the 
seatbelt latch — couldn’t remember which side it was on — 
checked both sides about five times. Just as I was beginning 
to panic, I managed to depress the button and landed on my 
head. Fucking Jewel song was still playing through the 
speakers as I army-crawled through the shattered driver-side 
window. 

“As soon as I got my torso out, I saw a mud-crusted pair of 
men’s boots at my eye-level, then above me he said, 
‘Woowww-ee! You’re still alive!’ and then he reached down 
and hauled me to my feet. The next thing he said was, ‘I’m 
not gonna touch you or nothin but hold onto me.’ I was 
babbling — I was only thinking in primary colors. I panicked 
about the fox (he assured me it was a coyote), my car being 
on fire (he assured me it wasn’t), how my dad was gonna kill 
me (he assured me he wouldn’t). We were halfway down the 
median to where he pulled his truck over, before I realized 
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my shoes had flown off during the accident and I was 
acquiring a sock of burrs — I was half dangling off his 
shoulders by the time we reached his truck and he lent me an 
extra pair of boots. 

“He helped me call my dad (and talked to him for me, I 
wasn’t really forming intelligent sentences), call the police 
and AAA, waited with me until they arrived, helped me with 
the statements and then gathered up my belongings which 
had been scattered around the accident — all at around 2 in 
the morning, as he was on his way home from a days-long 
hunting trip. He was the only one behind me, and he had run 
up to my car with no idea what he would encounter. 

“I don’t remember his name, or what he looked like. White 
guy, probably in his 40s or 50s, wearing his hunting camo, 
but I can’t even think if he was wearing a hat, or if he had a 
beard. Right before we parted ways, he handed me a slip of 
paper on which he had written his e-mail. All I remember it 
was 4 letter characters followed by a string of 8 or 9 random 
digits, \@aol.com. He wanted me to send him an e-mail 
when I got home ‘just for peace of mind.’ I promised him I 
would, but by the time I got back home, I had lost that slip 
of paper. 

“So I never sent the e-mail. It’s been over a decade and I 
think about it a couple times a year. 

“So, dear guardian angel with the dirty boots: I’m sorry I 
ghosted you, I didn’t try to. I’m sorry I don’t remember your 
name or what you look like, but I will never forget how safe 
you made me feel. You didn’t have to help me, and you 
certainly didn’t have to help me to the extent you did. I’m 
really glad you were that pair of headlights in my rear-view 
mirror. I hope your life has been good since then, and I really 
wish I could properly thank you.” 

5) bortandoron wrote: 
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“I used to work at a movie theater and to charge a credit card, 
you had to type in the price manually. I went to type in $7.20 
for a dude’s order and accidentally pressed the zero twice. 

“That man paid $72.00 for popcorn and a soda. I was too 
mortified to chase after him and even if I did, refunding cards 
required telling a manager (who wasn’t there). 

“He came in the next day and yelled at the manager, but they 
never found out it was me. I was 16, but the GUILT KILLS 
ME even a decade later.” 

6) MidnaMarbles wrote: 

“Oh, man, I think about this and cringe at least every few 
months! 

“I was running extremely late for a connecting flight and I 
was freaking out, sprinting through the airport and 
everything. Finally made it to my gate and you know that 
really annoying thing people (especially in America) do 
where they crowd behind where you’re supposed to line up 
instead of waiting for their group to be called? I had a fairly 
early group and as soon as I heard it called I didn’t waste a 
millisecond excusing myself through the unmoving crowd. 
One lady in particular was directly in front of me and I 
squeezed through quite rudely. Of course, she wasn’t one of 
those assholes just standing in the way — she was just slow. 
Lined up right behind me and I still wish I woulda turned 
around to say sorry but I was too embarrassed, realizing how 
awful and selfish I was, to say anything. No excuse for that 
behavior ever.” 

7) JDen38 wrote, “I saw someone swapping price tags on 
items at a thrift shop and said a rude out-loud statement 
directed at them about ‘how low do you have to be’ and etc., 
as I was leaving the store I saw that same person now 
wearing their employee uniform and realized they were 
likely just doing their job.” 
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8) MoxEmerald wrote: 

“One time the train conductor caught me in an extra angsty 
mood, and I tried to use a very expired train ticket. 

“He asked me to pay the on-the-train price.  

“I got all pissy and said, ‘You’re killing me, man.’ 

“Without hesitation, he said, ‘You’re killing yourself.’ 

“And that’s the story of how a confident train conductor 
served my bitch ass and made me rethink my life.” 

9) lllSnowmanlll wrote, “A homeless woman asked for some 
pads. I just bought some for my wife so I had some in the 
trunk. I lied and said I don’t have any because I’m used to 
saying no to beggars. I should have given her some. If she’s 
desperate enough to ask strangers for pads, she’s a real 
homeless person, not a fake.”3 

4. “When Has A Man Stood Up For You?” 

1) QwithoutU1982 wrote: 

“A creep was bothering me on a train. I was confrontational, 
told him to leave me alone, to fuck off, etc. He just got worse 
and worse and then pressed his body against me. A very 
young man, maybe even a teenager, quietly got up and 
slammed the man against the wall and held him there until 
the next stop . Then he pushed him off the train, came over 
to me and asked if I was OK, and then sat down. 

“Such a great kid. I bet his mom is really proud of him.” 

 
3 Source: starstufft, “Which stranger do you owe an apology to?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 18 November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/qwsabw/which_strange
r_do_you_owe_an_apology_to/ >. 
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2) TwoAgitsted1182 wrote: 

“A few years ago, I had just finished a late shift (1am) and 
had a short walk to the metro station. Creep started to follow 
me, making purr sounds, checking me out. I had seen on 
local Facebook groups that if something like that ever 
happens you should go to people. Creeps often leave if they 
see you around others. 

“Two guys were walking my way so I shouted, ‘Hey, Jake!’ 
with a big smile, like a girl happy to find her friend. I went 
towards them. One saw the creep following and he opened 
his arms, playing along. Creep left. We had a small chat, and 
they accompanied me back to the station to make sure I was 
safe. 

“That trick is very helpful when you are a girl.” 

3) FileOK8311 wrote: 

“Not a man, but a boy, aka my 7th grade ‘boyfriend.’ 

“Bullying was common in my class, and this other boy, V, 
wouldn’t stop making fun of my face and pointing (middle 
school kids, am I right?). All I remember is burying my face 
on the verge of tears from the group of boys. Next thing you 
know, as my friends described it, my ‘boyfriend,’ who is 
much smaller than V, lightly pushes him back and goes, 
‘You better back off, fool,’ with all the other boys going, 
‘OOOOH!’ 

“Probably one of the sweetest moments in our class’s 
history. Thanks, Justin!” 

4) abolle03 wrote, “My family constantly picks on me for 
some reason, and it has always hurt my feelings. I had a 
boyfriend who stuck up for me when this happened. Not in 
a mean or confrontational way. Just making a comment 
showing respect for me. I could tell it made my family 
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respect me at that moment by their comments immediately 
after. I think it was because they saw me being respected by 
another person. Kinda hard to explain. But it felt sooo good. 
He’s gone (we broke up because I was not physically 
attracted to him), but I hope I feel like that again someday. I 
doubt it.” 

bluntbean commented, “What were the things he said?” 

abolle03 commented, “I think it was along the lines of 
validating my opinion or agreeing with me. But honestly I 
have no idea what we were talking about or what he said. I 
just remember the feeling.” 

5) yellowaugust wrote, “This isn’t quite someone standing 
up for me in like a scary situation or anything, but a few 
years ago I was dating a guy for a few months and one of our 
first dates we were at this intimate little bar and some drunk 
guy who vaguely knew my date came up and just interrupted 
our conversation and was being obnoxious and started 
hitting on me and trying to make conversation with us and 
my date very confidently and straightforwardly just cut him 
off and hit him with the ‘Hey, man, it’s good to see ya, but 
we’re on a date right now. I’m trying to get to know her, if 
you don’t mind leaving us to it’ kind of thing and I remember 
for some reason it turned me on so much that was actually 
the first night we hooked up. Hahahah. It was just cool to see 
someone take back a situation like that because most people 
are kinda (understandably) complacent or awkward about 
things like that. I don’t know if it counts, but I still think 
about it every once in a while. Haha.” 

6) lennaxxx wrote, “Once I was in a carnival block here in 
Brazil and this guy kept pulling me and trying to kiss me 
even though I was pushing him and saying, ‘No, thanks.’ 
Lol. Then people started to notice and a bunch of guys 
started to fight him, so I left.” 
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7) Laxsie wrote, “Constantly. In almost every situation 
where things have been uncomfortable, violent, or 
dangerous (think a lot of late nights out, concerts, walks 
home, etc.), either my male mates or male strangers have 
stepped in to either help diffuse a situation or to check on 
me.” 

DoubleDuke101 commented, “Same. My guy friends / 
family / co-workers have never let me down. I love those 
fellas.” 

8) Maya_2908 wrote, “My husband always stands up for me 
when my mother-in-law is being unreasonable or picking on 
me. I am so grateful because he is always partial and 
objective. (He calls me out when I am being unreasonable, 
too.)” 

9) Icecream1872 wrote, “In middle school these two girls 
were bullying me because of the clothes I was wearing and 
this boy said to them, ‘Does it matter? She looks great.’ Yup. 
I’ll remember that forever.”4 

5. “When Did You Really Wanna Punch A Child?” 

1) bloodcnmyhands wrote, “Sitting in Tim Horton’s, I spent 
my last $10 for the month on a sandwich and some chili so I 
could have something to eat, and this little goblin runs up 
and swipes his arm across the table and tries to take my 
sandwich, knocking the chili onto the floor. His hands were 
all slimy and spitty, so I couldn’t eat the sandwich afterward, 
either. I dunno if I wanted to dropkick him or bounce his 
momma’s head off the table while she laughed about it.” 

 
4 Source: McCrysler, “When has a man stood up for you?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 19 November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/qxabit/when_has_a_
man_stood_up_for_you/ >. 
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2) freshavoqadoo wrote: 

“When my mother forced me to lend my favourite toy car to 
a kid down the street who I didn’t even know or like. 

“I was without it for months, and when I pestered my mother 
to ask for it back, I got it back and it was all broken. 

“I’ve never felt more rage.” 

MasterGreenbolt commented, “We moved when I was about 
6-7 years old, and my parents ended up giving the neighbors 
a whole bunch of our toys. Original He-Man figures, extra 
walking thingies, and a whole bunch more. My siblings and 
I were furious and I’m still a bit mad at it. Some of them can 
sell for 3-4 figures today, given you find the right person.” 

FourCatsAndCounting wrote: 

“I’m still pissed about my Ninja Turtle action figures my 
mother gave to her friends’ kids. When I wanted them back, 
she turned it back on me like I was a selfish ‘Indian giver,’ 
as they used to say. Bitch, I didn’t give anyone anything! 

“I still love you, Rock N Roll Michelangelo with the wind-
up wrist action, wherever you are!” 

CandyAndKisses commented, “This is why I don’t make my 
kids share anything. As a grown adult, I don’t want anyone 
forcing me to share my stuff.” 

JohnRandolph commented: 

“My parents encouraged me to share things, but never 
compelled it, and never gave away anything of mine behind 
my back. 

“If my mom wanted to get rid of clothes I’d outgrown, for 
example, she’d tell me to look through them and see if there 
was anything I wanted to keep. 
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“I’d say it’s important to respect a kid’s property if you want 
him to respect anyone else’s.” 

3) Rosieapples wrote, “I was a taxi driver and one morning 
I picked up a man with his daughter, she was going to school 
and he was going to the railway station. They were fairly 
upmarket. Anyhoo I asked the kid to put on her seatbelt. (I 
insisted all passengers wear belts, wasn’t negotiable.) Little 
madam says, ‘I don’t wear a seatbelt in my daddy’s car and 
I’m certainly not wearing one in yours.’ ‘Oh, is that so, now? 
Well missy, you’ll be wearing one if you want to get to 
school and your daddy will be doing the same if he wants to 
catch his train.’ I looked daddy straight in the eye and he 
knew damn well I wasn’t moving till they were both buckled 
in.” 

4) autotune-mexican wrote, “Kids on the opposing laser tag 
team putting duct tape on their sensors so they don’t die. I 
got out of my sniping tower, tracked them down, and tore off 
the tape on the sensors and shot them point blank range. I 
was so fucking pissed.” 

5) NeonWalker22 wrote: 

“I was at the beach and I bought this $120 champagne. It was 
supposed to be a get-together with my family, which is why 
I had spent so much on it. Left the bottle unattended for two 
minutes, came back and I pour myself a glass. Then I find 
that the bottle was poured out onto the sand by a five-year-
old. She thought she wouldn’t get caught if she poured sand 
into it. 

“Afterwards I told the parents and they told me she was just 
playing and refused to pay for another bottle. Never been 
more furious in my life. $120 down the drain!” 

6) Yoshilover617 wrote: 
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“For context, there are random middle schoolers hanging 
outside of my school when I get out. I don’t know why, but 
apparently it’s where all the ‘cool kids’ hang out. 

“I have a daughter who is two months old. My mother came 
to drop her off with me at the end of the day so my boyfriend 
and I could go over to his house. When she gave me my 
child, I went over to a tree to wait for my boyfriend. There 
were a couple of the random middle school kids nearby, and 
one of them said loudly, ‘Notice how the baby is mixed, and 
the father is nowhere to be found.’ (My boyfriend is Asian 
and I am white. All of these fucking twelve-year-olds are 
white.) 

“One of the other kids added, ‘I bet the police caught him, 
just like they caught George Floyd.’ 

“I just looked at them and said, ‘Oh no, another one. 
Abortion is really expensive these days, and it’s a shame 
your parents have to live with the definition of a broken 
condom.’ 

“It might have been a little harsh, but I don’t fucking care. 
It’s racist shit like this that just pushes me over the edge.”5 

6. “What’s A Really Fucked-Up Thing You’ve Witnessed 
As A Kid But Didn’t Realise It Was Until You Were 
Older?”  

1) Handsome121duck wrote: 

“When I was a kid, all the kids would sleep in the basement 
on Christmas Eve to give space for Santa to drop off the 

 
5 Source: Javanatronix, “When did you really wanna punch a child?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 27 November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/r3rave/when_did_you_
really_wanna_punch_a_child/ >. 
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presents. That night there was a lot of noise coming from 
outside on the street, but we couldn’t see anything because 
there was snow covering the egress windows. My mom came 
downstairs and told us to stay there. But soon we heard sirens 
and saw police lights reflecting in the snow. There was a lot 
of commotion that we couldn’t see. Then my dad came 
downstairs with the very real Santa Claus. He told us that his 
sleigh crashed in the snow and that the kind police officers 
were helping him get unstuck and while they were working 
he was visiting the kids in the neighborhood. He pulled out 
a present for each of us and sat with my family while we 
opened them and sang a few Christmas songs. When things 
calmed down outside, he went back to delivering toys. 

“Years later I learned that there was a large gang fight 
outside of our house and that a few people died right outside. 
An older man from our church lived down the road and 
knowing my parents had undoubtedly scared children at 
home, put on his Santa suit and came over once the police 
arrived. Santa was a hero to me as a child, but that man is a 
hero to me now.” 

2) ErisianMoon wrote: 

“Living in an abusive situation as a whole. 

“As a child domestic violence was the norm for me. When I 
was at the house of a friend from elementary school one time 
and his parents were having a disagreement over something, 
I asked my friend when they’d start hitting each other and he 
just looked at me funny, not getting what I meant. 

“As an adult, looking back on my childhood, it’s only then 
you really understand how fucked up it all was. As a child 
it’s intense and frightening, but you don’t yet grasp the full 
situation yet.” 

HiltaGoatfounder commented: 
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“Can seriously relate to this, especially that last statement. It 
took until I’d been out of the house three years, and then 
lucked into going to university for me to realise that the vast 
majority of people around me did not live like that, that the 
young people around me had learned all kinds of social and 
personal skills I’d never even been exposed to, and that I had 
no clue how an ‘ordinary’ person thought, felt or behaved. 

“Took years for me to cobble together an ‘ordinary person’ 
face so I could just live in the same world as everyone else. 
But I did, and I got through to my 70s without repeating the 
pattern. For me, that’s a major victory.” 

therabbitplushasked, “If I may ask, how did you learn how 
to do it? I feel so far behind everyone else, social / personal 
skills wise. It’s like everyone is living their lives and I’m 
only pretending to live.” 

HiltaGoatfounder responded: 

“By reading, and close observation of people around me. 
Seriously. I decided really quickly that I did not want to be 
like my father, so I had to learn to be like someone else. 

“Books had always been my comfort, and being as I found 
myself in a university, there were a lot of them around: 
fiction and non-fiction. So I read up on what people’s lives 
were supposedly like. And I spent a lot of time sitting, 
apparently reading, but also, frankly, spying and 
eavesdropping on the people around me: What do they talk 
about? How do they express themselves? What interests 
them? What do they think is right and wrong. (I had no idea 
what those were outside ‘whatever I say is right!’ from 
someone who, I now understood, had no concept of either.) 

“And I picked certain role models, people who seemed to me 
to have the skills I needed, and I paid very close attention to 
them. Couple of professors, couple of students, an author. 
Focusing on their specific skills and behaviours allowed me 
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to make up a lot of ground I had never covered in my 
upbringing. 

“Of course, I also had to practise, and it did not always go 
well, especially at first. People who knew me thought I was 
distinctly odd. But odd is better than dangerously insane, so 
I built in a certain degree of eccentricity — it is an excellent 
cover for social and emotional dysfunction. 

“It took some years, maybe a decade, but it did work. Yes, 
there are still scars and blank spaces underneath the veneer, 
but no one would know unless I tell them. Otherwise, I’m 
just a mildly eccentric little old woman with rather 
passionate political beliefs about treating everyone with 
compassion and respect. 

“Wonder where those came from …. 

“Later Edit: The number of people for whom this rang a 
bell is amazing! I have tried to read everyone’s comments 
and answer, but forgive me if I missed you: The dog is 
chewing my ankle and suggesting I have to take her out 
RIGHT THIS MINUTE or be prepared to wash the floor. 

“It can, and does, get better, I swear. It’s hard work, and 
sometimes you think you’ll never quite fit in. Well, you 
probably never will, entirely. But, as I tell my various fosters 
and pick-up kids, you don’t have to be on the moving 
sidewalk to live a good and socially ‘acceptable’ life. You 
can walk alongside it, spend time exploring, see things 
others will never see, and then go back for a while to share. 

“All that matters is that you are comfortable in yourself and 
do no major damage to others.” 

foxtongue commented, “I was in class and asked how long 
dads usually put moms in the hospital. Like, does someone 
have an average? I’m five or six and I’m trying to figure out 
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if I have enough bread at home for sandwiches to eat and 
feed my baby brother until she’s back.” 

3) Xskyninja wrote: 

“My mom would sometimes have us play a game called 
‘Army,’ which consisted of me, my mom, and my siblings 
army-crawling around our apartment. Kind of a hide-and-
seek style game. She would yell, ‘Hit the deck!’ randomly 
and we would all drop and find a hiding spot. We would 
giggle and giggle while my mom army-crawled around 
looking for us. We loved the game so much. 

“I realized a few years ago while retelling the story that we 
lived in a really terrible neighborhood, and she would yell it 
out when she heard gunshots outside the building. I’m 
assuming she was worried about stray bullets.” 

4) pineapplebish wrote: 

“My dad has chronic insomnia and developed pretty gnarly 
alcoholism because of it. When I was little, I was too anxious 
to sleep in my own bed, so I normally slept in my parents’ 
bed with my mom, and my dad would be up late drinking 
himself silly until he got tired and then he’d just sleep in my 
bed because it was empty. 

“I remember one of the first times I realized he was getting 
black-out drunk every night was when I started sleeping in 
my own bed and I woke up to him climbing in my bed to go 
to sleep and he didn’t even notice that I was there. I just got 
out of his way and went and slept either on the couch or in 
my mom’s bed. 

“Things started clicking. That’s why I would find him 
zombie-like in the kitchen in the middle of the night, why he 
seemed to always throw up at night although he wasn’t sick, 
why he was so grumpy and groggy in the morning. To this 
day he can’t function in the morning. 
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“He was a great dad, though, never violent or took anything 
out on me. He’d be sober all day long and wouldn’t drink 
unless I was in bed. We would go on adventures and play 
video games, I adored him. But realizing your dad is an 
alcoholic is pretty tough to swallow.”6 

7. “What Is The Sweetest Thing You’ve Ever Done For 
Your Sibling/s?” 

1) fleabag1991 wrote, “When my younger brother was in 
college, he struggled with financial problems during a time. 
He studied in the mornings, had an internship on the 
afternoons and during the nights he had another job as a 
waiter. But even so things were difficult to him. So I did a 
big online grocery shopping to him (we live in different 
cities) to deliver in his house, as a surprise. He was so happy 
and moved by this. I was really happy that I was able to help 
him during that time.” 

2) searedscallops wrote, “One time, my kids and I (and my 
then-new partner) drove five hours to pick up my sibling 
who was being discharged from a psych hospital where they 
would discharge only to a family member. And then drove 
17 hours total to deliver my sibling home. It was actually a 
pretty chill trip other than the fact we were all soooooo 
tired.” 

 
6 Source: Banjoman653, “What’s a really fucked up thing you’ve 
witnessed as a kid but didn’t realise it was until you were older?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 28 November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/r43ssj/whats_a_really_
fucked_up_thing_youve_witnessed_as/ >. 
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3) The_Special_Teacher wrote, “I gave my sister a zoo pass. 
She has kids and they need to get out of the house. She can 
go to the zoo whenever she likes for a year.”7 

8. “What Do You Think Is Number One In The ‘Girl-
Code’?” 

1) 14941494 wrote, “Even if you don’t like her, if she asks 
for a pad / tampo, you give it to her.” 

gilliwid commented, “I think along with this, if you see that 
they have a stain from their period, you say it and help them 
out no matter what.” 

CRJG95 commented: 

“I was at a wedding recently and the bridesmaids were 
dressed in pale, pale blue. One of them has a long history of 
openly flirting with my partner in front of me and had been 
making him very uncomfortable all day. (He was a 
groomsman.) 

“About an hour into the wedding, I noticed a very obvious 
bloodstain on the seat of her powder-blue dress. Do I like 
her? No. Did I spend 20 minutes in the bathroom rinsing the 
blood out for her and holding the dress under the hand-dryer 
while passing her tissues and promising no one would even 
be able to see it now? Of course I did.” 

Whatserface wrote, “True. My 7th grade English teacher 
despised me, but she still let me know about that stain.” 

 
7 Source: iwuvspotato, “What is the sweetest thing you’ve ever done 
for your sibling/s?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/r4ewz4/what_is_the_s
weetest_thing_youve_ever_done_for/ >. 
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thatsMYBIKEpunk wrote, “Lmao. Mine was a 7th grade 
language arts teacher! She gave me a hug and said, ‘You 
have your period’ quietly in my ear.” 

ACABForCutie420 commented, “I used to have an 
incredibly … diverse flow. One day I would put in a light 
tampon and have it stick to the inside, the next I’d put in a 
super and have it barely holding everything in. My teacher 
was aware of this and while I could tell she didn’t like me (I 
was a radical aggressive ninth grader at a southern USA 
school), she would always check in on me and had a very big 
blanket she would let me wrap around myself when I bled 
through. It just looked like I was cozy while my mom 
brought me some different pants. :).” 

misssamy242 commented, “I hadn’t thought of this, but it’s 
something that isn’t even taught. It also extends to single 
dads. If a dad is trying to buy pads and asks for help, you 
help him.” 

rifrif wrote, “I don’t even get my period anymore (IUD), but 
I still carry two pads, two tampons always.” 

observer152 wrote, “I was at the airport recently and had a 
single emergency pad in my purse. I got the intuition that I 
might get my periods so I had kept it in my teeny-tiny purse 
that doesn’t hold much. I was at a bookstore and a woman 
came there anxious. Asked if the shopkeeper sold sanitary 
napkins. With a straight face he said, ‘No.’ Apparently the 
coin machine in the washroom wasn’t working where she 
could get pads. She looked so distraught. The shopkeeper 
made an annoyed face, I don’t know why, as she stood there 
even after he said no. (Most men don’t understand or know 
that wanting a pad is an ‘urgent’ situation and some women 
have a really heavy flow with sudden cramps.) I was in a 
diffeerent aisle, but I slightly overheard the conversation, 
though I was not really sure if she was referring to a pad or 
not. I just walked over to her and asked, ‘Hey, do you need 
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a pad?’ And I cannot explain how her face glowed! The 
smile just returned. She said yes and I opened my purse and 
gave one to her. She asked if she could pay me or buy me 
something in return, and I was like ‘no, girl, you run to the 
loo’ now. Felt like I did a good job. God helped me in return 
by not starting my periods on the plane. It started 
immediately once I reached home.” 

2) LicoriceSucks wrote, “If a young lady in public looks like 
she’s being threatened / stalked / harassed, go up to her and 
act like she’s your cousin, or friend. Big hugs. Come join 
us.” 

7Dragoncats wrote, “This also goes for people you’ve never 
seen before in your life who walk up and insist they know 
you. Play along for a minute and take a look around, there’s 
a fair chance they have a lurker they’re trying to escape.” 

serendipitousempath commented, “This. I was once in my 
local bar by myself because my friend bailed on me at the 
last minute, but the bar was opposite my house so I decided 
to go have a drink anyway. A random older guy wouldn’t 
leave me alone and was making me uncomfortable, but I 
didn’t want to leave the bar in case he followed me home 
across the road. There was a group of young guys in the bar 
on a stag do, and they saw what was happening. They were 
watching and one of the guys mouthed across the bar to me 
‘are you okay?’ I mouthed back ‘help’ and they instantly 
came over and pushed the guy out of the way and were like 
‘Oh, my god, how are you? I haven’t seen you since school!’ 
and they sat with me until the old dude left. They were all 
super lovely and really looked after me until I felt 
comfortable enough to go home. I always feel super grateful 
for them even now.” 

dogoverkids commented, “When you see another woman 
give you that ‘look.’ The ‘oh, my god, get me the fuck out 
of here. What is happening?’ look because some creep won’t 
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let her past him, some idiot is dancing like a toddler around 
her, or she needs to get away from danger … always, 
ALWAYS pretend you know them. We need each other. 
This isn’t girl code … it’s like, girl power.” 

3) RosyClearwater wrote, “Do not give out your friends’ 
number or social media without their consent.” 

MyCurrencyOfYouth commented, “There was a post on this 
sub or some other about a woman being stalked by a psycho 
man because her friend gave him away her number and 
address. She had red roses by her door, and the guy would 
send her some creepy messages all day long and call her 
from unknown numbers.” 

IANALbutIAMAcat commented: 

“I had some shitty women turn on me in college and they 
created a bunch of fake dating profiles of me with my info 
and phone number, then chatted up a bunch of strange men 
living in our small college town. 

“It was so so scary having 20+ men texting me, sending me 
pictures, and possibly knowing more about me than I even 
realized. Were they going to come find me? Some of them 
wouldn’t leave me alone even when I never responded. 

“I have a very deep mistrust of other women still nearly a 
decade later because of those shitheads.”8 

 
8 Source: gilliwid, “What do you think is number one in the ‘girl-
code’?” Reddit. AskWomen. 29 November 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/r5ddnl/what_do_you_
think_is_number_one_in_the_girlcode/ >. 
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9. “What Is Something That’s Perfectly Legal But Raises 
A Ton Of Red Flags?” 

Kiwozzie6 wrote, “Following another car for too long, 
especially in side streets.” 

On_Too_Much_Adderall wrote: 

“My parents taught me that if this happens, to never go home 
but instead to make random nonsensical turns and drive in 
loops. If they continue to follow, then call for help. 

“This actually happened to me once when I was 16. I made 
several random turns like they had taught me. The person 
indeed continued to follow me. I’d been close to my home 
when I noticed them, so I left my neighborhood and stayed 
a good distance away. 

“This person was right on my ass, following me left and 
right. After a few minutes of this I called my parents 
explaining the situation and within five minutes, I see my 
parents’ other car trailing closely behind the guy and 
copying his every move. Essentially sandwiching him 
between my car and their car. 

“Once the driver realized he was caught, he fucked off onto 
a nearby freeway and sped away, but it was too late. They’d 
gotten his license plate and called the police already. He was 
caught right away (he lived nearby and had just gotten 
home), and my parents called and said it was safe to go 
home, but that they were going to follow up with the police 
to see what happened and possibly press charges against this 
mystery person. 

“It turned out it was a teenage boy. His excuse was ‘I thought 
I knew the girl in the car and I wanted to scare her.’ 

“I did not know the person, nor had I ever seen his car. 
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“No charges were pressed (apparently the boy was very 
apologetic, and the cops and my parents believed he thought 
he knew me), but his parents took away his car privileges 
and grounded him for the rest of the summer, then 
apologized to my parents profusely for his behavior. 

“I’m still glad that it was just a kid attempting a prank, and 
not something worse, because I admit I was scared shitless.” 

ShamusJohnson13 commented: 

“My parents had a car following them as they were making 
their way home from my grandparents’ place. So they started 
doing the random turns and it kept following and following 
them. Eventually they pulled into a random driveway and the 
car ended up parked at the same place. 

“Turns out the people driving the car that was following 
them actually lived at that place and were very confused as 
to why these strangers (my parents) had pulled up into their 
driveway.” 

Littman-Express wrote, “I had a car following me home for 
about 20 minutes one night, including down some pretty 
obscure more rural roads. Was getting kind of nervous and 
was approaching my driveway wondering if I should pull in 
when I realised it was my neighbour.” 

TurkeySmackDown commented, “It happened to me one 
time, too. Once I noticed they were following me, I started 
making random turns and looping around some of the same 
streets. After about five minutes, the woman in my passenger 
seat started FREAKING out. She was convinced it was her 
ex-husband who was following us to kill her or something. 
Another five minutes and they are still following us as I am 
turning down random streets and speeding off. They aren’t 
doing anything threatening, just following. At this point the 
girl is losing her shit. She calls the cops and tells them that 
her ex was chasing us down. They told us to meet a deputy 
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at the local grocery store parking lot. I didn’t even stop the 
car and she jumped out and sprinted screaming to the cop. I 
parked, and the following car parked next to me. It was two 
teenagers who were obviously high and smiling at me. ‘Hey, 
man, that was pretty fun. Your taillight is out.’” 

ITpuzzlejunkie wrote: 

“I got lost in a town known for one-way streets and being 
really hard to get out of. There was a truck following me the 
whole time. My ex, who was pretty dangerous, had the same 
truck. I pulled over freaking out. Turns out they were just as 
lost as me and picked a car to follow hoping to find a way 
out. 

“Side note: I didn’t realize until that day that I was carrying 
that fear, still. I looked him up and found his obituary. The 
relief was intense. Then, I felt terrible for feeling relief at 
someone’s death. It took me a while to realize that was 
okay.” 

Sp4ceh0rse wrote: 

“I was the follower once. A woman in front of me at a stop 
light accelerated backward into my car and then continued 
to try to back up into me, like she didn’t realize I was behind 
her. Then, she drove off so I followed her, trying to get her 
to pull over. She noticed me then. I guess, because she drove 
straight to a police station. Meanwhile I had been on the 
phone with the police the entire time I was following her, 
reporting her as an unsafe driver. 

“The absolute nerve of her to think I was a danger to her 
when she hit my car!”9 

 
9 Source: XanderBlackflame, “What is something that’s perfectly legal 
but raises a ton of red flags?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 December 2021 < 
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10. “How Do You Feel About Free Healthcare? Should 
Everyone Have It?” 

Note by David Bruce: The United States of America does 
not have universal healthcare, which would be paid for by 
taxes. The World Health Organization defines universal 
health coverage” in this way: “Universal health coverage 
means that all people have access to the health services they 
need, when and where they need them, without financial 
hardship.” 

1) Soggy-Macaron-4612 wrote, “We had no insurance. My 
daughter had a hospital bill over $400k. (Twenty-eight years 
later she is doing great.) She would have grown up in 
absolute poverty if the Shriners hadn’t paid it. Gotta love 
those guys; they literally changed the course of our family’s 
future. Not everyone gets this lucky.” 

2) Cthulhuu2016 wrote, “I have a friend who’s a heavy 
smoker. He said if he gets cancer he’ll kill himself because 
he would rather die quickly than have a hospital keep him 
alive, hooked up to a machine, making money for a 
pharmaceutical company. He’s right: His funeral would cost 
his family only $5,000. My grandfather died of a cancer he 
got it from the company he retired from; they knew they 
caused it so they had to pay his medical expenses after the 
result of a class action lawsuit. His hospital bill was over 
$600,000 by the time he died. I can’t even wrap my mind 
around that type of a bill.” 

3) DumDumGimmeYumYums wrote, “A good friend had 
her first child before the ACA [Affordable Care Act]. This 
is important. Her kid was born at 26 weeks and was 
obviously premature. So their family spent a lot of time in 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/r8g248/what_is_somet
hing_thats_perfectly_legal_but/ >. 
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the NICU [Neonatal Intensive Care Unit] and made friends 
with another family who was there all the time as well. My 
friends’ kid did pretty well, and it was mostly just the time 
in the NICU. Their bill was $300K, but they had good 
insurance. They had met their deductible and just paid 
something like a $200 co-pay. Great! The people they made 
friends with had more complications. Their child needed 
multiple surgeries at multiple hospitals to, you know, live. 
This included helicopter fees between hospitals. Their bill 
was over $3M. And unfortunately their employer insurance 
didn’t have a maximum out-of-pocket limit on it. This was 
allowed pre-ACA. So they had to pay co-insurance on the 
entire bill. I don’t remember exactly what percentage it was 
but let’s just guess 20%. Twenty percent of $3M when they 
HAD insurance. So obviously they started out their family 
with a bankruptcy because there was no other choice.” 

4) Revolutionary-Sink20 wrote, “No man should ever have 
to lose his house trying to keep his wife from dying of 
cancer.” 

5) Gua_Bao wrote, “I have national healthcare in Taiwan. 
It’s cheap and convenient; people think the US is crazy for 
putting up with such an expensive system.” 

Gua_Bao added: 

“I went to the dentist for a checkup and it cost about $3 USD. 
There are clinics and pharmacies on every street and the 
medicine is super cheap. I’ve never spent more than $3 to $5 
USD for medicine. 

“What’s most convenient for me is taking care of my eyes. 
Back in the US I’d need to go for a checkup at the eye doctor 
at least once a year because you can’t buy contact lenses 
without an updated prescription; doesn’t matter if it hasn’t 
changed or not. The checkup is maybe $70 USD and then 
the contacts are $100+ USD. Here in Taiwan I can just walk 
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into any glasses store, or even 7-11, and buy a pair of 
contacts for like $4 USD.” 

AggravatingRaison73 commented, “For the USAmericans 
who can’t travel to Taiwan: If you save your prescription you 
can order contact lenses directly from the UK; it saves a 
TON of money.” 

empie16 commented, “I have dual citizenship with Taiwan 
and the U.S. It’s awesome to know I can get such 
ridiculously affordable healthcare in Taiwan, versus what I 
deal with in the U.S.” 

5) BigDaddyJeeves wrote, “Universal healthcare is one thing 
I’d be happy for my tax money to go to.” 

Agent__Caboose commented, “The irony is that 
USAmericans wouldn’t have to pay extra taxes for it. The 
US already pays 17% of its GDP [Gross Domestic Produce] 
on healthcare. That’s 7% more than Germany, and 9% more 
than Canada or the UK. All of which provide better services 
with less money.” 

6) Missstori122 wrote: 

“I live in Australia. We have universal healthcare and 
subsided medication. We pay for healthcare through our 
taxes. I earn $110k/year. Out of all the taxes I paid this year, 
only $2,500 went towards Medicare (our health system). I 
have been to hospital three times this year due to various 
illnesses and paid $0. I saw top-notch surgeons and Doctors. 
It is by no means perfect and needs some reform, but I’ve 
been able to receive great healthcare and it hasn’t made me 
bankrupt. 

“When everyone gets the proper medical attention, the 
nation is happier, healthier, and more productive. Everyone 
should have it.” 
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Epjoj commented: 

“I am also Australian, and agree, while not a perfect system 
(more money to dental and mental health, please!), our 
healthcare system is incredible! I work in healthcare and the 
care patients get is world renowned, I have worked with 
surgeons who are flown around the world (including the 
USA) to teach their surgeons new and improved techniques. 
These are surgeons who work in public hospitals, where we 
receive free healthcare as required. 

“I often see Americans concerned that ‘free’ healthcare 
means ‘bad’ healthcare. This could not be further from the 
truth under our system, and I am regularly proud to be a part 
of it, and grateful when I am a patient!” 

7) NoHandBananaNo commented: 

“Australian here, too. Just wanna add we ALSO have 
optional private health insurance for those who want more / 
different to what our universal healthcare provides. 

“Best of both worlds.”10 

11. “What’s A ‘Prank’ Someone Has Done That Was 
Straight-Up Malicious?” 

1) SCATOL92 wrote: 

“When I was in school, a guy from school started talking to 
me online. He seemed really nice, and he suggested we hang 
out sometime. We arranged a time and place. I wore my 

 
10 Source: Prestigious_Ad_2322, “How do you feel about free 
Healthcare? Should everyone have it?” Reddit. AskReddit. 7 December 
20211 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ras2w1/how_do_you_f
eel_about_free_healthcare_should/ >. 
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favourite outfit and put some makeup on and headed out to 
meet him. 

“After about 10 minutes, I started to wonder if he would 
actually come. After 15 minutes, what seemed like half my 
school year showed up. Some of them even quoting things I 
had said to the guy in messages. 

“This had been orchestrated over weeks. 

“I couldn’t contain my anger and sadness and I screamed and 
swore at them. I literally sobbed, surrounded by a braying 
mob of my peers. When I left, some of them even tried to 
follow me home to antagonize me further. To add to the 
hilarity of their little afternoon torture session. 

“Within a week, the videos of me crying and screaming were 
being circulated around the whole school. 

“The guy? I confronted him and he literally said, ‘It was just 
a prank. You made it worse for yourself by reacting that 
way.’” 

2) Thiirty_Helens_Agree wrote: 

“I’ll just say that a good prank makes everyone laugh, 
including the victim / patsy, and sometimes tricks the patsy 
into believing, for a short time, something ridiculous. 

“There are some things that are so serious that sensible 
people should be able to trust that others would never joke 
about them — among these are dead loved ones, pregnancy 
scares, infidelity, etc. In other words, it’s not a good prank 
to say, ‘Dude, your mom was just killed in an accident. Ha! 
Got ya, sucker!’ 

“I’ll just say that someone pranked me with one of those 
subjects and let it go on far, far too long.” 

3) MellyHagertyVibes wrote: 
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“I sleepwalk and have told people not to scare me while 
asleep. A friend of mine thought it would be funny to pretend 
she was the girl from The Ring. I ended up kicking her really 
hard and could have hurt her. 

“But the worst prank I saw? It was straight-up cruel. 

“A friend of mine (Carol) took her father’s ashes to be 
released on a mountain top. She had his urn for about two 
months before she went. Carol didn’t check the urn, because 
why would you? 

“When she went to release the ashes, glitter fell out. 

“Her boyfriend (who she dumped that day) had poured ‘Dad’ 
into the backyard garden, replaced the ashes with glitter, and 
thought it was hilarious.” 

4) KeepItWQarmForMorn wrote: 

“In high school my brother was friends with the school drug 
dealer, M. (It was a small private school, so there was only 
one and everyone knew who he was.) M eventually got 
caught stealing pills from his parents, and they sent him to 
some fancy rich-kid rehab. 

“A month or so later, my brother called M after he was 
supposed to have gotten home, just to check up and see how 
he was doing. M’s sister answered and passed on the sad 
news that M had taken his own life while in rehab. We were 
all shocked when we heard, but my brother took it especially 
hard. M was his best friend. 

“A week later M turned up back at school. Obviously this 
was a bit of an emotional roller coaster for my brother. 
Relief, confusion, betrayal. M thought it was hilarious that 
his ‘prank’ had worked so well. Bro took the smart route, 
though — he continued pretending that M was dead until 
they graduated and they never had to see each other again.” 
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5) Mean_Connection7813 wrote: 

“I have a friend who is allergic to a bunch of different fruits 
to varying degrees. His worst one is cranberries. So much so 
that if there is like cranberry juice, or cranberry sauce out in 
a kitchen he gets a mild reaction just from the air. 

“He started dating a girl and eventually went over to her 
house. The girl (according to her own story) explicitly told 
her mom about my friend’s allergies. Well apparently the 
mom didn’t believe someone could be allergic to cranberries 
or some shit and snuck them into a dish. 

“Well he eventually got to eating dinner. Severe allergic 
reaction, had to go to the hospital and everything. The girl’s 
mom swears to this day that it was supposed to be a harmless 
prank to prove he wasn’t allergic to cranberries.”11 

12. “What’s Something A Friend Or Family Member 
Said / Did That Made You Think ‘I’m Embarrassed That 
I Even Know You’?” 

1) Eezez wrote: 

“An ex-friend threw a temper tantrum in a Jack-in-the-Box 
because the cashier got her order wrong. Stamping her feet, 
gesturing with her arms, pouting, temper tantrum. 

“She was 23 at the time. 

“We are no longer friends.” 

 
11 Source: ElectricBubblegum_, “What’s a ‘prank’ someone has done 
that was straight up malicious?” Reddit. AskReddit. 7 December 2021 
< 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rb8i7k/whats_a_prank_
someone_has_done_that_was_straight/ >. 
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Powerful-Knee3150 commented, “An ex-friend was mad 
because Burger King did not cut her burger into halves for 
her. I was like ‘What are you, a toddler?’” 

SSuperWormsS commented, “When I was a waitress, an old 
lady yelled at me because I hadn’t squeezed the lemon that 
came with her iced tea into her iced tea for her.” 

2) iphOne wrote: 

“Last week my fiancée’s coworker decided to ‘skip the line’ 
by ordering Grubhub from the line. This was a Chipotle. 

“She ordered maybe 7/8 people back, and then proceeded to 
stay in the line with all of us saying, ‘I’m just picking up’ to 
everyone who asked what she wanted and would have made 
it in front of her. 

“When she got to the cashier and gave her the info, the 
cashier was like ‘Oh, ok, well, it will be ready in ten minutes’ 
because fucking obviously. 

“She flipped out. Like absolutely lost her shit, called 
everyone names, did the absolute ‘dependapotamus’ thing 
where she started shouting about how she was a military 
spouse and when she orders, ‘You make the fucking food.’ 

“She proceeded to break the phone out, start filming, and 
continue screaming at people for disrespecting a veteran that 
way. Again, I am fucking shocked I haven’t seen this online 
yet. 

“So how things round out, is they finish her order and the 
manager brings it to her, thanks her for her husband’s 
service, and tells her she needs to leave and he’d appreciate 
it if she never came back. 

“Her response was, ‘I don’t like your fucking wetback food 
anyway.’ 
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“I had driven my fiancée and this woman to this Chipotle, 
and I had to drive this total douche canoe home from this 
Chipotle. 

“It was total silence other than her texting furiously, and 
occasionally huffing and puffing, until we got about a block 
from her house and I didn’t feel like making a difficult left 
and told her to just get the fuck out of my car. 

“Easily the stupidest, worst person I’ve had to engage with 
to that degree since high school. Like, fuck politics: Who 
raised you?” 

3) SRIOUS_GAMER wrote, “My 80-year-old dementia-
ridden grandma said, ‘When are you due?’ to a fat man in 
Walmart.” 

TraderJoeBifdens commented, “She knew.”12 

13. “What’s An Uneasy Gut Feeling About Someone 
That Turned Out To Be Spot On?” 

“Years ago, my sister was being hit on by her Physical 
Education teacher. This was in the 1970s. He was 26, and 
she was 16. My mother saw this apparently and threatened 
him with legal actions. Smug jerk didn’t care apparently. My 
mother did the next best worst thing possible: She found his 
PARENTS and told them what was going on. 

“They didn’t have any more problems after that. I was 
adopted into this family at 15, by someone the age of a 

 
12 Source: AlyksTheSage, “What’s something a friend or family 
member said/Did that made you think ‘I’m embarrassed that I even 
know you’?” Reddit. AskReddit. 7 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rba8un/whats_somethi
ng_a_friend_or_family_member_saiddid/ >. 
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grandmother, so my siblings have at least two decades on 
me. 

“One day I get a message on Facebook from someone who 
thinks my sister is my mother (the age difference makes it 
possible) and asks if I can tell her he wanted to talk to her, 
but I knew his name from this event. 

“Ghosted that guy! I don’t think he was ever charged with 
anything, but if he was doing it to my sister, then I imagine 
he was doing it to others. 

“How schools hang onto these people is beyond me.”13 

14. “What’s Something You Shouldn’t Give To A 
Homeless Person?” 

1) polonaise wrote: 

“A frozen turkey. 

“I had a friend who used to send plated meals to the homeless 
people near her house, occasionally. One day one of them 
came to her door with a frozen turkey. Someone had driven 
to the homeless area and handed this woman a frozen turkey.  

“When the homeless woman delivered it, she said, ‘I figured 
you have an oven, so maybe you can use it. What did they 
think I was going to do with it? I’ve got a shopping cart, not 
an oven.’” 

godofcheese commented: 

 
13 Source: puzzlehead989999, “[Serious] what’s an uneasy gut feeling 
about someone that turned out to be spot on?” Reddit. AskReddit. 7 
December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rbf2cp/serious_whats_
an_uneasy_gut_feeling_about_someone/ >. 
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“When I was a kid who was poor but fortunately not 
homeless, we used to get a bunch of donated turkeys every 
Thanksgiving. Freezer would be wall-to-wall turkeys and we 
would be eating turkey for dinner for what seemed like 
months. Thank God we are least had a freezer or no doubt 
much of it would have been wasted. 

“People always donate turkeys on Thanksgiving but ignore 
the rest of the year, I guess. But eating turkey for a couple of 
months is a lot better than eating nothing. 

“I am thankful for anyone who donated something I ate as a 
kid, as I don’t know where I would be now otherwise. Dead, 
I guess.” 

wibblywobby420 commented, “Our grocery store used to 
donate turkeys every year for our Christmas drive (about 200 
families) but they would run into the issue of people not 
being able to store or cook them, or just not practical to give 
a turkey to a family of 1-3 people, so now they give $25 store 
specific, handwritten gift cards for people to get whatever 
they need.” 

learnedsanity wrote, “As a poor kid, a turkey to my family 
of three didn’t survive long. It’s nice to give people options, 
but we never would have looked at a free turkey with side 
eyes.” 

klem_kadiddlehopper wrote, “I hate turkey and used to get a 
coupon for a free turkey where I worked. Luckily, the store 
would let me get a chicken instead. I would buy a hen about 
the same size as the coupon stated.” 

godofcheese commented, “It’s funny, when my dad worked 
and we were just kinda poor we would always eat chicken 
on Thanksgiving because we couldn’t afford a turkey and the 
chicken was cheaper. It was only after we became dirt poor 
and relying more on food banks did we start having turkey.” 
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2) Tempshrugs wrote, “Food that needs to be cooked.” 

Puzzledheaded_Leggo commented, “Also, food that 
requires a hard bite — many are in need of dental care.” 

ariariariariariari commented, “I offered a man a Nature 
Valley granola bar once, because that was all I had, but he 
turned me down because he couldn’t eat it. :(“ 

fd3906 commented, “I offered an apple to a homeless man 
once. He grinned and handed it back to me. He had only 
three teeth.” 

schnozzberrypie commented, “This apple scenario also 
happened to me, so after I would buy a bunch of bananas and 
give them out along my walk home through east Vancouver. 
I’d also leave them like little smiles on parking meters, 
because potassium is sure to spark joy.” 

HI_Handbasket commented, “We were in Atlanta on a long 
layover at the beginning of the pandemic in 2020. A 
homeless guy came up and said he hadn’t eaten in so long, 
his colostomy bag was empty. He lifted up his shirt and 
showed us. We weren’t carrying cash, but my wife had a 
couple of bananas in her purse, which he was quite thankful 
for.” 

3) TrinketAChicken wrote: 

“I’m really surprised I haven’t seen this answer, but anything 
of noticeably high value. 

“Brand-name clothing or shoes, expensive backpacks, 
watches, etc. 

“This can get them killed, or at the very least targeted and 
mugged. It also makes things harder for them to be taken 
seriously and receive effective aid if they’re dressed in 
expensive clothing (that or it’s assumed they stole it, which 
is a whole other problem).” 
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4) TheCavesCrack wrote, “I’ve done outreach work. They 
get so much food and water, but females need feminine 
hygiene products and they ALLLLLLL need socks.” 

HandsyBread commented, “Nice socks and underwear are a 
small luxury that most people don’t spend enough money on 
but make a world of a difference. I buy 10-20 pairs of Darn 
Tough socks every year and hand them out, they are game 
changing. They keep you warm and dry in the winter, and in 
the summertime cool and dry. You can usually wear them 
for 1-2 weeks before needing to clean (need being an 
important word). And they are incredibly comfortable. I 
highly recommend them to everyone, but they are really 
game changing for someone who is out in the elements year 
round.” 

gele-gel commented, “My sorority collected bras and 
feminine products for an organization that supports 
homeless women. They were so happy to receive them. Next 
year we will be collecting feminine products for a middle 
school in our service area. (I had never heard of period 
poverty.)” 

5) TweekTweaker_ wrote, “This is gonna sound weird, but 
don’t give out homemade food. It’s better to give already 
packaged, ready-made food so that there isn’t any doubt that 
the food has been tampered with.” 

sainofhate commented, “Someone in my local subreddit 
reported some asshat was giving out sandwiches with feces 
in them.” 

SecondTalon responded, “You mean the now former cop, 
Matthew Luckhurst, who gave a shit-filled sandwich to a 
homeless man and was able to keep his job because of a law 
protecting cops, and was subsequently fired for further 
abuses?” 

Whowhatwhynguyen commented: 
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“I remember that story of the guy who replaced the Oreo 
cream in Oreo cookies with toothpaste and gave them out to 
the homeless. 

At least in this case the piece of shit was caught: 

“https://www.huffpost.com/entry/youtuber-sentenced-oreo-
toothpaste-prank_n_5cf5177ae4b0e8085e3d4d7f” 

elizabubblehead responded, “I went to read this and it asked 
me to accept cookies. Can’t trust anyone.” 

landob commented: 

“Yeah, that’s some bullshit. 

“I used to be a fast-food chicken restaurant manager. One 
night while closing I was tossing out garbage and heard a 
rustle in the dumpster. turned out it was a homeless guy 
looking for food. I felt bad for him and was like, ‘Hold on, 
man, I’ll be right back. ‘We always throw out a ton of food 
so I went to go get him some of the chicken we had boxed 
up to take home for ourselves / toss out. When I came back, 
I handed him a box. 

“He was like, ‘You didn’t poison this with bleach or 
something, did you?’ I was like, ‘What? Why would I do 
that?’ 

“By the look on his face, I could tell it was a serious question. 
So I took a leg out and ate it in front of him. 

“The thought that people would do that to someone made me 
so mad.” 

1ofZuulsMinions commented: 

“When I was a homeless kid, I used to get most of my meals 
from this one Burger King dumpster on Canal St in New 
Orleans. I never made a mess because I didn’t want to get 
caught, but they must have seen me because they started 
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dumping bleach all over the old food. I tried to sift them out, 
but one day I ate a burger with bleach on it and got really 
sick. I was 14. Fuck them for poisoning a hungry kid. 

“Edit: Thanks to all of you for showing concern. I actually 
just bought my first house about two years ago and turned it 
into a perpetual art project. My kitchen floor made top 
Reddit post around a year or so ago: 

“https://www.reddit.com/r/mildlyinteresting/comments/ebo
mu9/I_made_a_hidden_glowinthedark_galaxy_in_my_resi
n/? >” 

ijustsiledaway responded, “Two kinds of people. I just saw 
a story yesterday about some store that started setting 
expired food beside the dumpster instead of into it. Then on 
the other end of the spectrum you have this.” 

kreystan responded, “When I was a store manager years ago 
for a grocery store, I opened a store in a not-so-great 
location. I noticed people were dumpster diving and the 
company policy was to dump bleach on it. I did it for a week 
or so till corporate left then, whatever got claimed out as bad 
product I would sort and put out next to the dumpsters for 
people to pick up. I never liked that these companies just 
throw away all that good food even if a can is dented. I had 
a few people who would come by pretty often and clean up 
the dumpsters and do odd jobs for me as thanks for sorting 
the food for them.”14 

 
14 Source: WITAFquestions, “What’s something you shouldn’t give to 
a homeless person?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rbxs9p/whats_somethi
ng_you_shouldnt_give_to_a_homeless/ >. 
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15. “What Is An Undeniably Evil Profession?” 

blueboy754 wrote, “Car warranty service telemarketers.” 

CheryllLucy commented, “Right? Like, dude, my car is an 
08. Nobody has a warranty available for a teenaged car, even 
if I wanted one. Leave me alone! Never thought I’d miss 
Rachel from Card Holder Services so much. Lol. Hope she’s 
doing well.” 

backyardmechanic88 commented: 

“A couple years ago, when these first started and actual 
people would call you and not some automated voice, I 
answered and told the guy I was interested. 

“He said, ‘Great! What kind of vehicle do you have?’ 

“My answer, ‘It’s a 1985 f150 and the motor is locked up. I 
could really use your help getting a new motor for this thing.’ 

“Long pause <click>. 

“I still have the truck and a junkyard motor that I rebuilt and 
have yet to put in it.” 

tizkit commented, “My mom once answered and asked if 
they will cover anything? When they answered yes, she said, 
relieved, ‘Good, because we wanted to enter a destruction 
derby and if your gonna cover that, it will make it easier.’ 
The guy got upset at my mom for wasting his time and yelled 
at her. My mom was laughing at him in response.”15 

 
15 Source: broovs, “What is an undeniably evil profession?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 8 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rbwfbn/what_is_an_un
deniably_evil_profession/ >. 
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16. “What Is The Weirdest Thing A Stranger Has Said 
To You?” 

GranadineBombardier wrote: 

“I was at Six Flags over Atlanta a couple decades ago and 
stopped to get lunch at a fast food place in the park. I 
remember I got a chicken sandwich. I was the last to order 
in my group, so my friends had already stepped away from 
the counter and I was on my own with the crowd (the place 
was hella busy) and the row of cashiers trying to keep up. 

“I had placed my order and handed the cashier some cash, 
when he looked me straight in the face and said, ‘I ain’t got 
no penis.’ 

“I just stood there a little in shock, confused as to why he felt 
I was the person he should share this with. 

“Still in shock, though. I couldn’t think of anything to say. 
How does someone respond to a stranger announcing their 
lack of genitals while serving then their lunch? The only 
thing I could come up with was, ‘I’m sorry. What?’ 

“Without any hesitation, and while maintaining full eye 
contact, he repeated (rather matter-of-factly), ‘I ain’t got no 
penis.’ 

“At this point I was hungry and confused and more than a 
little uncomfortable. I just wanted to pay for my twelve 
dollar amusement park chicken sandwich and eat it in peace. 
We both just stood there looking at each other waiting for 
someone to say something. Still completely baffled, I simply 
said, ‘Well, ok.’ 

“That seemed to satisfy him, and suddenly he was handing 
me my change and my lunch and telling me to enjoy my meal 
and I just blinked and turned and walked out without saying 
anything. 
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“I met up with my friends, who were already in the middle 
of a conversation, but I was desperate for the opportunity to 
tell them about my unnecessarily awkward lunch order. 

“Standing there outside the restaurant with my chicken 
sandwich in one hand and my change and wallet in the other, 
with a crowd all around us, I fumbled to put away the 
change, when I noticed he hadn’t even given me the right 
change! Then it hit me all at once and I just said out loud 
with no context for anyone listening, ‘OOOOHH He ain’t 
got no pennies!’”16 

17. “What’s The Biggest Red Flag You’ve Seen In A Job 
Interview? How About Green Flags?” 

1) jbsinger wrote: 

“Two things, really. 

“I was interviewing on site for a job to work on a new 
Windows-based spreadsheet (a long time ago). The group of 
people I interviewed with all seemed in fear. That was the 
first thing. 

“The second thing was that on the way out, talking with HR, 
they said that they had paid $10,000 to the recruiter to send 
recruits, and if I left before one year, I would have to pay 
them back $10,000. It would be in my employment contract. 

“You could not pay me enough to work for that place. I never 
want to talk to them, ever. Next.” 

 
16 Source: lSoulx, “What is the weirdest thing a stranger has said to 
you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 9 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rcb6e2/what_is_the_w
eirdest_thing_a_stranger_has_said_to/ >. 
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2) SanaJisu wrote, “We’re legally not allowed to tell you not 
to take your breaks, but nobody here does it, so keep that in 
mind.” 

wineandpillowforts commented: 

“There was a post on here (Reddit) somewhere 
(r/maliciouscompliance, maybe) a while back that was 
something similar.  

“Guy got hired on at a 9-5 where everyone stayed a couple 
hours late every day. Off the clock. The bosses expected it. 
Well, homeboy noped out of that and left at 5 on the dot 
every day, starting at day one. One of the bosses tried to talk 
to him about it and he whipped out his employment contract 
which clearly stated 9-5 and also said he would be willing to 
do the occasional overtime, at time and a half pay, per state 
law. 

“Eventually, all his coworkers followed his lead. Was a 
super satisfying read.” 

3) Toasted_Pineapple wrote: 

“After I was hired, I got called to Human Resources and they 
asked me if I could live closer to the office so I could ‘come 
in when necessary’ while they were pushing me to do 
overtime while they wouldn’t pay it and asking was outright 
illegal. 

“I just burst out an involuntary laugh and said, ‘You know 
exactly what I’m getting paid. I couldn’t rent a shoebox in 
the city if I wanted to. We can have a conversation about a 
raise if that’s what you’re trying to get to.’ 

“They told me it was ok and that I could get back to work 
now. Most apartments in the city were about 80% of my pay, 
which is why I couldn’t contain my laugh. I suppose they 
have another lackey now.” 
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4) 05110909 wrote: 

“Green flag: In the interview for my current job, I asked 
them if there was an expectation for me to work outside the 
established hours. They said unequivocally, ‘No nights, no 
weekends, no overtime, and very occasional travel that’s 
fully paid by the company, including all your food 
expenses.’ 

“Just what I wanted to hear!” 

5) feileastram wrote, “Green flag: The last interview for my 
current position ended right at the end of the office hours. I 
could hear everyone leaving while I shook hands and 
thanked the interviewers. The parking lot was nearly empty 
by the time I got down there at three minutes after.” 

Netzwirk commented, “Had a company that asked that, too. 
Turns out it was for travel for field service. Travel on Sunday 
so you could work the rest of the week at a customer site. 
The green flag was when they’d let me take a day off to make 
up for that Sunday without digging into my PTO [Personal 
Time Off]. It’s nice when even the CEO has worked your 
job previously so they understand the time it takes and are 
considerate about it. One of the rare ones.” 

6) BarcoDiiaz wrote, “I was once desperate for a paycheck 
and set up an interview for a truck-washing job. I showed up 
in my nice clothes only to find that not only were they 
interviewing three candidates at the same time for one open 
position, but that it was a ‘learning interview,’ so we would 
be washing trucks while interviewing. I told them I had to 
use the bathroom, walked out a bay door, and never looked 
back.” 

7) Visible-Ant1949 wrote, “When I was asked what my 
husband does for a living. They wanted to see how little they 
could offer me.” 
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Malvania commented, “He’s a trial lawyer.’ Let them make 
of that what they will.” 

Visible-Ant1949 wrote, “Yeah, or ‘He investigates 
workplaces for unfair wage practices.’” 

Cessnaporsche01 commented, “He’s on the state labor 
board.” 

tofuroll commented, “My husband has a very particular set 
of skills. Skills he has acquired over a very long career. 
Skills that make him a nightmare for shitty employers. If you 
accept my number now, that’ll be the end of it. He will not 
look for you, he will not pursue you. But if you don’t, he will 
look for you, he will find you, and he will kill you.” 

8) AbortRetryImplode wrote: 

“When I switched jobs earlier this year, I was specifically 
looking for something that was a remote / work from home 
situation. One interview began with an explanation that they 
used something similar to test proctoring software for their 
remote employees and that I was expected to have my 
webcam on for the full eight hours so they could ensure 
nobody ‘seemed distracted.’ 

“Come the fuck on. We’re all professionals here. I’m not 
going to sit there on camera for eight hours while I work so 
that you can ensure you’re milking every second of 
productivity out of me. Only the second time in my life I’ve 
left an interview early.” 

The_Monarch_89 commented, “This would be perfectly 
reasonable if you were a cam girl.” 
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Cheeseish commented, “Even then, cam girls don’t work 
eight hours straight and aren’t productive for all their 
hours.”17 

18. “What book do you consider as a masterpiece and 
think that everyone should read?” 

1) Proper-Emu1558 wrote, “All Quiet on the Western Front 
by Erich Maria Remarque. Such a tragic and beautifully 
written book on war, especially from the perspective of an 
‘enemy’ of the United States (my country).” 

Knifeyspork98 commented, “I had to read it in 9th grade and 
it had a profound impact on my developing mind. Mostly the 
realization that ‘the enemy’ is an actual person with thoughts 
and feelings — not all of which are evil.” 

anonimogeronimo commented, “My little nephew who is six 
loves anything military-themed. Tanks, jets, ships, 
helicopters, you name it. He has many Nerf guns and loves 
to play War. Anyway, he was showing me this flamethrower 
tank and he was telling me how cool it was. And I agreed. It 
is pretty freaking cool. Then he asked me if I ever used a 
flame tank to kill bad guys in war. I’m a veteran so he knows 
I went to war twice. I told him no, and that I wouldn’t want 
to use it on anyone even if they were bad guys. I asked if he 
remembers what it is like to get burned. He replied, ‘Yes.’ I 
told him that even bad guys would get hurt a lot, that they 
are people like you and me. And maybe those bad guys 
aren’t really bad people. Hours later I picked up the 
flamethrower tank and asked him if he wanted to watch some 
YouTube videos of the flamethrower tank (just demos). He 

 
17 Source: ToxtethOGradyUSA, “What’s the biggest red flag you’ve 
seen in a job interview?” Reddit. AskReddit. 11 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rd81io/whats_the_bigg
est_red_flag_youve_seen_in_a_job/ >. 
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snatched the tank out of my hand and told me he doesn’t like 
it anymore. He still plays with his jets and tanks. Just not that 
one.” 

TheConqueror74 commented, “A really good book to give 
him is called George Washington’s Socks. I read it for class 
when I was around 10, and it had a long lasting effect on me. 
The theme of the book is that there are good people on the 
bad guys’ side and evil people on the good guys’ side. The 
plot is that some kids time travel to the Crossing of the 
Delaware and the Battle of Trenton. They get captured by a 
Hessian who turns out to a pretty good dude. At the end he 
is killed by some American Revolutionaries (I think for no 
reason other than being around English speaking kids) who 
then dance over his body and mock him. It’s written for 
children but definitely helps them realize that war isn’t black 
and white.” 

2) andreskarnik wrote, “The Count of Monte Cristo.” 

momlaw0511 wrote, “This is my favorite book of all time. I 
read the abridged version in high school and then read the 
unabridged as an adult and it was like a whole new book.” 

imapassenger1 wrote, “Scrolled too far for this. I recently 
finished it having seen so many on Reddit recommend it. I 
was wondering how I’d managed to go so far through life 
without knowing this amazing revenge story. The daddy of 
them all.” 

compellor commented, “I had a Monte Cristo sandwich for 
lunch, and I can tell ya if the book is even half as good as the 
sandwich, I’m gonna love it.”18 

 
18 Source: 109r8w4ell, “What book do you consider as a masterpiece 
and think that everyone should read?” Reddit. AskReddit. 11 December 
2021 < 
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19. “What’s Something That Is Unnecessarily 
Expensive?” 

lurkersforlife wrote: 

“Insulin. 

“Edit: If you’re in USA, you should Google how to buy it 
from Canada.” 

Note by David Bruce: “In December 2021, right before 
Christmas, Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia 
announced that he would not support Build Back Better. 
Because of his lack of support and the lack of support of all 
50 Republican Senators, the bill could not pass. President 
Biden’s Press Secretary, Jen Psaki wrote that ‘Senator 
Manchin will have to explain to those families paying $1,000 
a month for insulin why they need to keep paying that, 
instead of $35 for that vital medicine. He will have to explain 
to the nearly two million women who would get the 
affordable day care they need to return to work why he 
opposes a plan to get them the help they need. Maybe 
Senator Manchin can explain to the millions of children who 
have been lifted out of poverty, in part due to the Child Tax 
Credit, why he wants to end a program that is helping 
achieve this milestone — we cannot.’” 

For more information: Psaki, Jen. “Statement from Press 
Secretary Jen Psaki.” 19 December 2021 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/recmmq/what_book_d
o_you_consider_as_a_masterpiece_and/ >. 
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-
releases/2021/12/19/statement-from-press-secretary-jen-
psaki-4/?utm_source=link 19 

20. “People Who Sleep Naked, When Has It Backfired?” 

1) scousethief wrote: 

“I was woken in the middle of the night by a smoke alarm 
going off. The noise wasn’t loud enough for it to be in our 
house so I just lay there for a minute thinking it must be 
something else / someone’s tv. Looking at the ceiling I 
noticed the light coming in from outside was flickering, 
jumped out of bed and looked out of the window and saw 
smoke billowing out from the ground-floor flat [apartment] 
behind us. Without thinking, knowing the man who lived 
there had recently had a stroke and was partially disabled, I 
ran downstairs and out the back door, got to his flat and 
luckily he had opened his door, but totally confused, he had 
gotten himself stuck behind the door and couldn’t get 
himself out. I managed to drag him out at which point 
another neighbour had gotten himself up and phoned the fire 
brigade. 

“My neighbour was holding back a laugh when he pointed 
out that I was completely naked, as was the guy from the 
flat.” 

2) nothin_suspicious wrote: 

“When a friend walked in on me and yanked the blankets off 
the bed to wake me up. 

 
19 Source: danvex, “What’s something that is unnecessarily 
expensive?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rm3n14/whats_somethi
ng_that_is_unnecessarily_expensive/ >. 
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“I think that may have been the first time he ever saw a naked 
woman in person, so good for him, I guess.” 

nothin_suspicious added in answering various questions: 

“I was at his place at the time. 

“I cannot go to sleep with clothes on. I have tried many 
times, and never once have I succeeded. 

“It’s just friend stuff. I don’t really hold it against him. It’s 
like when a friend falls asleep early at a sleepover and you 
try to wake them up, or something like that.” 

aamurusoko79 commented, “As a Finn, all these ‘they saw a 
naked woman first time in person’ things always blow my 
mind.” 

its_lance_mannion asked, “Are the Finns renowned nudists? 

aamurusoko79 answered, “No. We just don’t think seeing 
naked bodies causes the irreparable damage a lot of people 
elsewhere seem to think, and with a sauna and skinny-
dipping culture, it’s more than normal to have seen people 
naked all your life.” 

3) ellixxx wrote, “House fire. Had the only significant 
snowfall in a decade the same night. Three children had to 
be evacuated to the car before I could get a coat and some 
boots [and presumably some other clothes] on.” 

ellixxx added, “I didn’t even feel the cold or notice the 
nakedness until all kids were accounted for and the upstairs 
neighbour had them into the car. Ha! God bless fire alarms, 
people!” 

4) MotherOfDingoes wrote, “Half asleep in bed when I hear 
my husband let the dogs out for the morning bathroom break. 
Apparently there was a skunk in our yard. Apparently that 
skunk looked like a Capri Sun [juice?] to our psycho cattle 
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dog. Apparently, psycho cattle dog doesn’t know how to let 
go of an animal he caught, even when it’s spraying toxic butt 
juice. And that, kids, is how I did naked combat with a skunk 
to the delight of the neighborhood.” 

5) leviticusreeves wrote, “When I woke up to a panicking cat 
trapped between the windowpane and this old Singer sewing 
machine we had on the windowsill. I rushed out of bed to 
rescue the cat, and as I was dragging her out, I looked up to 
make eye contact with an alarmed-looking postman.” 

6) Natty-Laite-03 wrote, “One time I was staying in a hotel 
with my family, but I was in that stage as a teenager where I 
wanted to have things as my own so I stayed in my own 
room. But my parents had my key. Because (long story 
short) I would get in trouble a lot and they knew I wouldn’t 
sneak out if I couldn’t get back in. So it was probably like 1 
or 2 in the morning and I slept naked because like fuck it. 
Well, there was a fire alarm that went off in the middle of 
the night and I am an EXTREMELY heavy sleeper so I slept 
through it. My FATHER burst through the door and I 
jumped up because I was scared shitless and all jumbled. I 
didn’t know what was going on. I remembered I was naked 
and looked down and screamed. Dad yelled back and threw 
me one of the robes and I had to wall all the way down the 
stairs and in the middle of the street naked with that robe on 
freezing my ass off while the fire trucks came. Turns out 
someone had just lit a cigarette in their room without 
opening their balcony so it set the alarm off.”20 

  

 
20 Source: Ashamed_frost_4213, “People who sleep naked, when has it 
backfired?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rpmg6z/people_who_sl
eep_naked_when_has_it_backfired/ >. 
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Chapter 2: Questions 21-40 

21. “What Was Something Someone Once Told You That 
Changed The Way You See The World?” 

1) IlConcorde wrote: 

“I was playing with my then six-year-old cousin and she said 
something about running ‘that way’ to find the gold. As we 
reached the place, we started pretending we were filling our 
pockets. I look at her and say: 

“‘It sure is a lot of gold. I think we’ll have to find a bag or 
something.’ 

“She then looks at me and replies: 

“‘No, we don’t because it is not for real.’ 

“At first this was just a genius lol moment to me, but as I 
thought of it more deeply it helped me realise that a child’s 
make-believe imaginations is much like those negative 
thoughts we get in our heads from time to time that tells us 
we are worthless and / or that we will fail. I realised the 
answer to that voice is almost always, ‘No, because you are 
not even real!’” 

2) Original_King1681 wrote: 

“Oh, man, there’s been a few. The one that comes to mind 
first, though, was a quote I think; it wasn’t so much that 
someone told me it and more that I read it. 

“‘Don’t give up on your dreams because of how long it will 
take. The time will pass anyway.’ 

“At the time, when I saw it, I was debating if I should do a 
particular degree or if I should go for something that would 
be done a bit sooner and would hopefully be a bit easier, but 
that I KNEW I wouldn’t get the same fulfilment out of. 
Reading that made my choice pretty clear.” 
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3) Selm1ra wrote: 

“I remember waiting one day with my dad in some sort of 
bureau office getting annoyed because we were waiting for 
quite a bit and I went there with this ‘this is going to be pain 
in the ass experience’ attitude, because ‘clerks are never 
nice.’ Full disclosure: I was a self-centered teenager. 

“My dad stayed calm and positive the whole time and when 
it was our turn he politely greeted the clerk with an uplifting 
mood and the interaction with the person was nothing but 
nice. When we were leaving, I was still annoyed by the wait 
and he said some things that totally stuck with me and 
instantly changed the way I approach service-worker people 
and people in general. I don’t remember what he said 
exactly, but it was something along these lines:  

“‘Being polite costs you nothing.’ 

“ ‘A little kindness goes a long way,’ and  

“‘You can’t expect people to be nice if you are not nice 
yourself.’ 

“Total attitude game changer. Thanks, DAD! I love you!” 

4) whiterock73 wrote, “Kinda bland, but a very close buddy 
told me once at a beer festival, ‘You know what your 
problem is? You have expectations. You’ve never been here, 
I’ve never been here, but you EXPECT it to go a certain way. 
Why? If you stop having expectations about a lot of things, 
you won’t be disappointed and you’ll get surprises all the 
time.’ Changed my whole life. So much of my self-induced 
stress, sadness, and anger went away.”21 

 
21 Source: Neonexus-ULTRA, “[Serious] What was something 
someone once told you that changed the way you see the world?> 
Reddit. AskReddit. 27 December 2021 < 
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22. “What Is Something People Absolutely Need To Stop 
Getting Offended Over?” 

WarmProfit wrote, “Getting offended on other people’s 
behalf just on the assumption that they’d probably be 
offended.” 

Dragonfly452 commented, “As a Native American, this 
happens a lot to me.” 

R_i_o_m_a_a commented: 

“Remember when people were getting offended by Speedy 
Gonzales and Mexicans started voicing out that they liked 
Speedy? I remember an interview on the local news and one 
Mexican guy was like, ‘This is our ONLY representation in 
media and you’re going to try to take that away?’ 

“Wikipedia covers it a bit.” 

fj668 commented: 

“It’s funny how they chose to get offended over Speedy, who 
always ends out on top and is generally a nice guy. 

“Meanwhile, Slowpoke Rodriguez is the most stereotypical 
slow lazy Mexican ever.” 

alsoandanswer commented, “Slowpoke Rodriguez was slow 
in the moves but quick on the draw.” 

sagegreenpaint78 commented, “I just want to add that I’ve 
always been massively confused by the ‘lazy Mexican’ 
stereotype. Every Mexican person I’ve ever known has had 
an amazing work ethic.” 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rpwcut/serious_what_
was_something_someone_once_told_you/ >. 
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MeetComplete commented, “It’s one of the most fun bits of 
logical inconsistency from the racists and whatever. 
Immigrants are both taking the jobs from hardworking locals 
and at the same time are a bunch of lazy layabouts who want 
to come to the country and live off handouts without 
working. Really shows up how these people more just dislike 
certain groups and try to fit whatever arguments are 
available to that — even if they contradict each other 
sometimes.” 

ICWhatsNUrP commented, “Same here. I’ve seen Mexican 
construction crews do twice the daily work of other crews.” 

groot_liga commented: 

“Some people do not understand the difference between 
cultural appreciation and cultural appropriation. 

“It was not that long ago that Rick Bayless’s restaurants were 
considered the best examples of Mexican cuisine in the US. 
Or that Andy Ricker’s Pok Pok was the most authentic Thai 
restaurants in the US. Both are white guys. Not that long ago, 
Rick was the guy called on for TV shows to explain Mexican 
food to Americans. 

“These guys truly appreciate the cultures, people and 
cuisines of Mexico and Thailand, and there is a deep 
appreciation they wanted to spread and share. Today, I’m not 
sure someone like Rick or Andy would be able to start such 
a restaurant or become the de facto national expert in the 
cuisine.” 

mizokata commented, “This actually happened to me: 
Someone got offended on another person’s behalf only for 
the person who was supposed to be offended to stand up for 
me instead.” 

The_Real_Son_Goku commented, “ I’m black, and I hate it 
when people go ‘that’s racist’ on any joke that vaguely 
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references black people. If I’m offended, I will tell you; you 
don’t need to ruin a person’s career over a joke. It’s like 
people think we don’t have humour. Sometimes jokes can be 
funny. A well-written joke that has to do with race can be 
really entertaining (though it can be difficult to not cross the 
line between a joke and offensive), and I hate how people 
cancel everyone. Let me enjoy the jokes, man.”22 

23. “Doctors Of Reddit, How Do You Tell A Patient That 
They’re Dying?” 

1) OlderAndTired wrote: 

“My dad’s surgeon discovered what he called ‘cement’ in 
his abdomen from cancer that had spread so aggressively 
that it damaged his colon and required emergency surgery. I 
asked the doctor while waiting for my dad to wake up if it 
was terminal. The incredible man told me he was not God 
and could not declare certainties. He said other patients with 
similar onset had anywhere from a few months to five years. 
He told me he could not tell the future but suggested we 
discuss care options with my dad. I asked his opinion if we 
should tell my dad right away or give him time to recover 
from surgery. I’ll never forget his response: ‘In my 
experience, patients know when their bodies are giving up. 
He will know before you or I do.’ 

“My dad had almost three years after that conversation. 
When his body was finally giving out, he asked my mom to 
take him to the hospital, and for the only time ever in his 
adult life, he left the house without shoes. My mom said he 

 
22 Source: PowerfulAd5343, “What is something people absolutely 
need to stop getting offended over?” Reddit. AskReddit. 267 December 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rq2jqv/what_is_someth
ing_people_absolutely_need_to_stop/ >. 
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must have realized he wouldn’t be walking back into the 
house. That was almost nine years ago. Cancer sucks. But 
some of my dad’s doctors were incredible and 
compassionate, and the ICU [Intensive Care Unit] nurses 
were amazing.” 

2) MonsoonMermaid wrote: 

“If you’re an amazing doctor like my dad’s doctor was, you 
say, ‘I gave it my last shot, buddy. I gotta turn you over to 
hospice now but know I don’t want to.’ And he had a tear in 
his eye. He’d been my dad’s doctor for a long time (and a 
few other relatives, actually. This guy had been our end-of-
life doctor a few times — no fault of his own, though!). 

“I’ll always remember his compassion in that moment. It 
was simple, direct, and caring.” 

3) Idontsuckcompltetely wrote, “Hospice and Palliative care 
doc here. Do it every day I work. I do it with 
straightforwardness and honesty and compassion. I tell them 
most of my patients say they aren’t afraid to die but are afraid 
of suffering along the way. Most agree this is how they feel. 
And I get to assure them that my and my team’s entire career 
is committed to making sure that they do not suffer 
emotionally, spiritually, or physically.” 

4) Agreeable-Bell-1690 wrote: 

“Edit: I’m not a doctor, but this is how my family doc 
handled my dad’s passing. 

“Doc: I’m not the type of guy who beats around the bush. 

“Me: Well, then don’t. 

“Doc: ‘Your dad doesn’t have long and his prognosis is 24% 
heart function and it’s causing his dementia. 

“My dad: Well, I thought I was crazy before. 
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“Me, tearing up: Yeah, Dad, you were only half crazy until 
now.’ 

“Doc: Glad I wasn’t the one who had to tell him. 

“He then proceeded to walk out of the room. 

“My dad laughed for four hours. It was the last time he was 
coherent for two months. Love that doc!” 

5) friendofjay wrote: 

“The doctor said, ‘I’m not going to lie to you, I don’t lie to 
my patients. And although this is the first time we are 
meeting, you are my patient today. You are dying. We will 
do everything we can to assist you and keep you 
comfortable. Do you have any questions for me?’ 

“My friend shook his head no.  

“‘Ok, then, the nurse will be in shortly to….’  

“Doctor left the room and I followed him out as I had 
questions.  

“My friend was in the last stages of lung cancer that had 
spread. He passed within three hours. I had so much respect 
for that doctor. He gave it to us straight, but his voice was 
full of compassion.” 

friendofjay added, “My friend had been in the Emergency 
Room for quite a few hours and they moved him to a private 
room. I got there just as they moved him to the private room. 
That’s when that doctor met him. When I followed him out, 
I asked him what he thought the progression would be as I 
needed to make arrangements with my work … how many 
days he thought I might need off. He said, ‘His time is very 
limited; he’s leaving today.’ And he did.” 

6) Moctor_Drignall wrote: 
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“Different perspective here, as I treat animals vs people, and 
thus I’m not explaining it to the patient itself. 

“I usually tell people that we’ve reached the limit of what is 
possible and fair as far as curative treatment goes, and 
outline what they can expect as far as progression of disease 
and palliative care options. 

“And, as I’m treating in a realm where this is a legal option, 
I also discuss what euthanasia entails and discuss at what 
point it will be warranted.” 

psammead_i_am commented, “My vet said the most 
important part of her job is to be able to give her patients a 
mostly pain-free death.” 

Moctor_Drignall responded, “Safeguarding animal welfare, 
which in some cases means pursuing euthanasia, is the 
primary focus of all Veterinarians.” 

7) jnapier2021 wrote, “It didn’t end up being an end-of-life 
situation thankfully, but when I had a tumor a few years ago 
my surgeon said during our first appointment that no matter 
the test result and next steps he would be completely honest 
and up front with me, he wasn’t going to say just what I 
wanted to hear or speculate, and he always was honest. And 
the day we did find out he had me referred to an oncologist 
that very same day. I appreciated how he treated me the 
entire time. Honest, forward, competent, yet 
compassionate.” 

8) bubblebellez wrote, “The doctor who told my cousin she 
was dying said, ‘I’m so sorry: The treatments didn’t work. 
You aren’t going to get better.’”23 

 
23 Source: roblixepic, “Doctors of Reddit, how do you tell a patient that 
they’re dying?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 December 2021 < 
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24. “People Who Went From Negative To Positive 
Persons, How Did You Do It?” 

1) goodsob wrote, “Took an antigen test.” 

Note by David Bruce: In other words, goodsob got COVID. 

2) trigrhappy wrote: 

“I watched a video on the internet. That sounds dumb, I 
know, but one video changed my perspective entirely. 

“It’s only around 10 minutes. See for yourself: 

“< https://youtu.be/eC7xzavzEKY >.” 

Note by David Bruce: It’s an excerpt from David Foster 
Wallace’s “This is Water!” commencement speech. 

3) ToiletPaperGanon wrote: 

“I started focusing on what is within my control and looking 
for possibilities. We can’t control what happens to us; 
however, we can control our attitudes and behaviors. There’s 
always a solution; it may not be the one you want, but it’s 
likely better than the problem you’re looking to solve. 
Growth starts small. 

“Yoga, meditation, mindfulness, and therapy are all like 
swear words to me. I need both my legs to be on the ground 
in order to be able to choose to put a foot forward. Like Dr. 
Seuss put it, I’ve got brains in my head and feet in my shoes, 
therefore I am capable of finding a path. I’m lucky not to 
have feet in my head and brains in my shoes, so it could’ve 
been worse. Opportunities aren’t going to fall into your lap, 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rq2cui/doctors_of_redd
it_how_do_you_tell_a_patient_that/ >. 
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so all you can do is struggle until you make a step forward. 
Make your own luck, if you will. 

“One pandemic, two essential jobs, a bachelor’s degree, a 
premaster, a clean house, new furniture, a tattoo sleeve, two 
skin conditions under treatment, weight loss, a full tattoo 
sleeve, a couple of read classics and played games later, I 
can’t say it’s been that bad to me. Grab the reigns of your 
own happiness and steer it anyway you want as you’re 
working to stay on top of it.” 

4) Hrnghekth wrote, “Just sort of grew up. It took hours upon 
hours, weeks and months and years of self-reflection and 
analyzing my situation and realizing I was just angry at 
internal things that I could fix. Most pissed-off people are, 
but they don’t want to go through that difficult process so 
they just remain angry at exterior things even though that’s 
not the true source.” 

AntManZA commented, “I agree with this: The most 
difficult thing to accept is a fault in yourself. If we don’t 
recognise our failings and work to be a better person for not 
only ourselves but people around us, which includes random 
strangers, then we will be negative and let emotion control 
our lives. We are all just a moment in time, so why not make 
it a good one?” 

5) frogggers wrote, “Looked at the way I was affecting the 
people around me and realised I want to be the person who 
is good to be around, not someone who finds negatives in 
everything.” 

6) Xario4, “There is another [way to think]. You can also 
think realistically, which is like a middle ground, taking in 
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all of the positives and negatives of a situation and assessing 
it for what it really is.”24 

25. “Librarians Of Reddit, What Books Do You Judge 
People For Reading?” 

1) notthesedays wrote, “You know, there are people who 
check out controversial titles with no intention of reading 
them themselves, so other people can’t access them.” 

HereIGoGrillingAgain commented, “Increased circulation 
of a title is a good way to get more copies purchased.” 

pterrorgrine wrote, “The idea of this awful strategy 
backfiring makes me happy.” 

APeacefulWarrior commented: 

“My ex-wife and I used to have a policy of buying up 
Scientology books whenever we saw them at used 
bookstores, flea markets, etc. Partly to flip through them for 
a laugh, but mostly just to reduce the risk of someone getting 
sucked in. 

“For a while, we actually had quite the library, including a 
lot of internal materials that I don’t think were ever supposed 
to have shown up in regular shops.” 

2) suddenly_satire wrote, “None. Seriously. There are a lot 
of reasons to read a book on a given subject and I don’t know 
where your head is at. What I do judge you on is how you 
act when I tell you that you owe us fifty fucking cents and 
you freak out. Or that it’s five minutes to closing and only 
now you come up to me with fifteen books I have to check 

 
24 Source: weird meatballs, “People who went from negative to positive 
persons, how did you do it?” Reddit. AskReddit. 30 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rrzeqp/people_who_we
nt_from_negative_to_positive_persons/ >. 
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out to you and I just want to get to that warm bottle of 
whiskey I have hidden under the front seat of the car.” 

APeacefulWarrior responded to “There are a lot of reasons 
to read a book on a given subject and I don’t know where 
your head is at”: 

“Yeah, exactly. Even with something truly heinous like The 
Turner Diaries, the person could easily be doing research on 
hate groups rather than being into the topic. 

“(Although personally I keep my spiciest research reading 
on my Kindle or tablet, to avoid confusion.)” 

3) HereIDoGrillingAgain wrote, “I’ve been around a LOT 
of librarians over the years. I’ve heard of only one who ever 
judged anyone. That was an older religious lady in a small 
town. She would sometimes make judgey comments to 
people about what they were checking out. She got in some 
trouble for it. Should have been fired, though. Librarians are 
very serious about being non-judgmental.” 

4) StochasticLife wrote: 

“Not a librarian, but my spouse is: They don’t really judge, 
like at all. They’re just glad you’re reading. 

“However, she has mentioned that James Patterson irritates 
her regularly.” 

Cosmocall commented, “My mum is tearing through a lot of 
James Patterson lately. She’s always been an avid reader. I 
understand why your wife feels irritated but am also just 
really glad she’s found some new books she loves (though 
admittedly I just look at Patterson as a brand of books rather 
than an actual author because, my word, that’s a lot of 
ghostwriters.)” 

StochasticLife responded: 
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“It is a lot of ghostwriters. 

‘My wife doesn’t judge readers. She’ll judge books, she’ll 
judge authors, and occasionally shee’ll patrons (for library-
specific behavior). But never readers. 

“She says, ‘You don’t know what brings a person to a book,’ 
and it’s taken very seriously, almost like a priest or a doctor. 
A librarian would also likely die by torture before they’d 
divulge someone’s reading history.” 

bonos_bovinee_muse commented, “She must’ve been 
absolutely incensed when Bush and Cheney wanted to know 
what all the scary brown people were reading after 9/11. I 
remember being glad somebody was finally saying, ‘Hey, 
wait, what about civil liberties?’ and I was pleasantly 
surprised it was the librarians.” 

StochasticLife responded, “They were fucking livid. A lot of 
libraries fixed this at an institutional level; they simply can’t 
track checkout history beyond who has a book right now.” 

AUniquePerspective commented, “Imagine the famous 
scene in Spartacus, but with dozens of ghostwriters saying, 
‘I’m James Patterson.’” 

5) BethInControl, “I don’t judge anyone for reading, I even 
did my best not to judge the people who come in three times 
a week for more DVDs and never ever check out a book.” 

6) hifichi1011 wrote, “My wife is a librarian and I just asked 
her: She said none. She doesn’t judge anyone for reading. 
She thinks more people should read books no matter the 
content.” 

7) lumpyspacegrl wrote, “Librarian here. None! We’re here 
to help you find your next great read and not censor. Please 
use and support your local libraries if you have one nearby!” 

8) AKeeneyedguy wrote: 
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“Librarians and Library Workers are the true stewards of 
mankind. They don’t care what you or I read. They just want 
us to read and expand our understanding of the world. 

“They want you to have knowledge of yourself and those 
around you. 

“They want you to question everything. 

“And they will lead any revolution worth joining.” 

9) katiescarlett78 wrote, “Not currently a librarian, but I 
studied Library Science and did work experience in a library. 
It’s funny: I’m generally super judgemental, but I wouldn’t 
judge anyone for what they borrow from a library. There’s 
just something, to me, inherently, that thinks, ‘You’re an 
okay person,’ if you are visiting a library and reading 
books.” 

10) hootyowlscissors wrote, “Thirteen-year-old me still 
remembers the dirty looks I got for checking out naughty 
novels.”25 

26. “Time For The Real Questions: What Suffering Have 
You Endured Because You Love Your Pets?” 

catniagara, the Original Poster, added, “This is meant as a 
light-hearted question, asked for fun, about the ‘evil’ things 
pets do, and the fact that we love them anyway.” 

chonkychonkycatto wrote, “My cat was blasting ass and 
making an entire floor of the house smell like rotten cheddar 
farts because the diet change made her a little gassy at first. 

 
25 Source: Give_Help_Please, “Librarians of Reddit, what books do you 
judge people for reading?” Reddit. AskReddit. 30 December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rsjk3y/librarians_of_re
ddit_what_books_do_you_judge/ >. 
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I tried spraying some orange room deodorizer. It just made 
the whole house smell like shitrus.”26 

27. “Who Is Currently The Most Honest Politician In 
The American Government?” 

TrevorArizaFan wrote: 

“North Carolina Insurance Commissioner Mike Causey. In 
the US, insurance companies can invest a certain percentage 
of the money you pay them in stocks or other assets. They 
can then sell or transfer a certain percentage of those assets 
to other companies. When Causey was elected, he lowered 
the percentage of assets that insurance companies could loan 
to other companies or invest. This was a huge hit to 
billionaire Republican donor Greg Lindberg, who made his 
fortune from buying and asset-stripping insurance 
companies, a somewhat unethical practice. Lindberg was 
one of the largest donors in the state, and his relationship 
with former NC Insurance Commissioner Wayne Goodwin 
led to a special deal for Lindberg where he alone was able to 
continue this practice with special rates. Lindberg, and NC 
Republican party chair Robin Hayes, approached Causey 
with a deal: If Causey would help Lindberg by giving him 
exceptions on the regulations and removing an employee 
who’d treated Lindberg ‘unfairly’ (IE, the way he should be 
treated), Lindberg would backroll Causey’s re-election — a 
not insignificant deal, as Causey had previously lost the race 
for insurance commissioner five times. So what did Causey 
do? 

 
26 Source: catniagara, “Time for the real questions: what suffering have 
you endured because you love your pets?” Reddit. AskWomen. 30 
December 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/rs42qm/time_for_the_
real_questions_what_suffering_have/ >. 
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“Contact the FBI and agree to wear a wire, taking down one 
of the largest political donors in the state and the chair of his 
own party. In 2020, he was re-elected to another four-year 
term, only the second time he’d be elected to an office after 
nearly a dozen tries. 

“EDIT: This got a lot more attention than I thought it would, 
so I thought I’d add a few sources that explain the events 
better than I can. First, an explanation of Greg Lindberg’s 
business practices, originally sourced from a massive Wall 
Street Journal investigation that is unfortunately paywalled. 
Next, a more general article breaking down what happened. 

“My original comment undersold how crazy Greg Lindberg 
is: He used his insurance business to fund a Miami Vice 
lifestyle, and would pay private investigators to stalk women 
he was attracted to or had a casual relationship with. NC 
GOP Chair Robin Hayes was convicted on bribery and wire 
fraud charges but was pardoned by Donald Trump; Greg 
Lindberg is currently serving a seven-year prison sentence 
on bribery and wire fraud charges. Lindberg later brought a 
suit against Causey, accusing him of entrapment; this suit 
was quickly dismissed with prejudice. 

“I also forgot this gem: At the original trial, Lindberg’s 
attorneys attempted to paint Causey in a negative light 
because he once was temporarily banned from a farmer’s 
market after selling blueberries without a permit to do so, 
which, don’t get me wrong, he shouldn’t have done, but is a 
laughable allegation in the middle of a corruption trial 
surrounding a man closely tied to the chairs of both NC 
political parties, a former governor, former Lieutenant 
Governor, and a high-profile congressman.” 

WasteCan6403 commented, “That’s really uplifting. I wish 
more politicians were less worried about money and staying 
in power and more worried about doing what’s right. Thank 
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you for sharing this because I probably would never have 
heard of Causey otherwise.”27 

28. “Why Did Asia-Pacific Fare So Well Against Covid-
19 In Comparison To Europe And North America?” 

1) wasting_time_at_w0rk wrote: “I live in South Korea. 
Everyone here wears masks. It wasn’t turned into a political 
issue to score cheap points or push BS conspiracy theories. 
Furthermore, as others have said, there is an expectation that 
people think about the community and society as a whole, 
rather than individual personal interests. If you don’t like 
wearing a mask here, tough luck, you’re still going to wear 
it to avoid the social shame. People have also followed 
social-distancing measures. Even as cases jumped up to 
7,000 recently, people curbed their social activities and now 
cases are dropping rapidly again. There have been some anti-
social distancing activists promoted in the media recently, 
but they are in a very small minority.” 

2) MatchaTiranmisuMousse wrote, “Culture expectation 
and self-discipline to put society first rather than individual 
freedom first.” 

3) apresmoiputas wrote, “People wear masks when they 
don’t feel well to keep their germs to themselves and to keep 
their fellow neighbors safe as well.”28 

 
27 Source: mspote, “Who is currently the most honest politician in the 
American government?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rtt65w/who_is_currentl
y_the_most_honest_politician_in/ >. 
28 Source: louminescent, “Why did Asia-Pacific fare so well against 
Covid-19 in comparison to Europe and North America?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 4 January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rvqljh/why_did_asiapa
cific_fare_so_well_against_covid19/ >. 
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29. “Students Of Reddit, What Was A Moment You 
Actually Felt Bad For The ‘School Bully’?” 

purplhouse wrote: 

“Tl;dr: I found out he was a textbook example of abuse and 
neglect. 

“In 9th grade, I signed up to be a tutor and was assigned to 
one of the worst bullies in school. In our first lesson, I 
discovered he was illiterate. He knew the alphabet and could 
spell his name and that was about it. I also learned the reason 
he was so much bigger than most of the other kids in our 
grade was that he’d been held back two years already 
because he couldn’t read and if he didn’t get at least a C in 
English, he’d be held back again. He’d already decided he 
was going to fail and he was so damned angry and frustrated, 
and now embarrassed because I knew. That first lesson was 
basically him ranting about how stupid and pointless the 
tutoring was because it was just for half an hour on 
Wednesdays and that wasn’t enough time to learn anything. 
So I told him he was probably right, but we took the same 
bus home, just a few stops apart, so I could come over to his 
place every day after school if he wanted to study more. 

“He blew me off for a while, and then he cornered me in the 
library during lunch hour and said something like, ‘Fine, but 
if you tell anyone, I’ll fucking kill you.’ I got permission 
from my parents and starting the next day, I went home with 
the guy. 

“Now, to be clear, my own home situation was a little 
chaotic. My parents fostered, so there were always a bunch 
of kids, some with special needs, aged infant to teens. My 
house was always kind of noisy, kind of cluttered. It didn’t 
bother me to see day-old dishes or a messy room, but this 
kid’s house was wall-to-wall open beer cans, rotting food, 
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cigarette butts, and used diapers. The youngest kid looked to 
be about six years old but was still in diapers. 

“This was a two-bedroom house, with the six kids segregated 
by gender into the two bedrooms and Dad sleeping in the 
living room in this gross nest of beer and dirty clothes. I have 
no idea if there was a Mom in the picture at all. Dad did not 
know I was coming over and started yelling and Bully 
snapped back about how he had a group assignment and we 
had to work on it together. Dad goes off for what felt like 
forever about how I’m going to have to do all the work 
because Bully is a fucking idiot, good for nothing, useless 
piece of shit, etc., etc. Finally we are allowed to retreat to the 
bedroom (which stank of piss). There were two bare twin 
mattresses for three boys to share and I didn’t want to sit on 
either of them, so I stood while he sat and we went over his 
reading workbook for a couple hours before I went home, 
and again, he told me not to tell anyone about his house or 
he’d kill me. 

“(Because I know you’re going to ask, yes, I told my parents 
what the house was like, and yes, they told CPS several 
times, and no, to my knowledge, CPS never got involved. 
The kids were fed and there was running water, so there was 
no ‘immediate concern.’) 

“Next day, Bully tells me his dad says I can’t come over 
anymore, so I tell him we can always go to my house to study 
instead. There’s just as many kids, but it’s a little quieter. He 
says no, but when we get to his bus stop, he doesn’t get up 
and doesn’t let me get up either, so we go to my house. My 
parents are surprised, but they flow with it. Bully and I do 
the tutoring thing until dinner time and Mom asks him if he 
wants to stay. He says no that night. He says yes the next 
night, and that turns into a daily thing. He stays well after 
dark every day. Some days we’re putting kids to bed before 
he’ll finally go home. He lets my dad drive him only if it’s 
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snowing or raining. I’m about 80% sure that there were a 
couple nights when he just slept in the tent the little kids kept 
in the backyard as a ‘fort.’ One stormy afternoon, we have a 
minor chicken-coop-related incident and he actually offers 
to go slogging through the shit with me mending a fence. 
Afterwards, we dig out some dry clothes for him and he gets 
a shower while Mom washes his clothes, and that also turns 
into a regular thing where every so often, he shows up with 
a bunch of dirty clothes in his school bag and takes a shower 
at my house while his clothes get washed. 

“We don’t hang out together at school. He made it clear we 
aren’t friends, but he sits watching TV in my house almost 
every day and we laugh at the same dumb shows. His grades 
improved across the board. He still got in fights and bullied 
other kids (including me, sometimes) at school, but at my 
house, he was quiet, respectful, and even patient and funny 
with my siblings. It was like he was two completely different 
people, and it forever changed the way I looked at other 
bullies. I stopped thinking, ‘That kid’s an AH [asshole or ass 
hat],’ and started wondering why.”29 

30. “What Really Isn’t Worth It?” 

1) HappyReptilian65 wrote: 

“Sometimes, giving things away for free isn’t worth the 
effort. 

“I posted a 75-gallon fish tank online (with all accessories 
and attachments) for anyone who wanted it. Just let me know 
you’re interested, arrange a time to come by and pick it up. 

 
29 Source: Studio-Novel, “Students of reddit, What was a moment you 
actually felt bad for the ‘school bully’?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 January 
2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rvmio1/students_of_re
ddit_what_was_a_moment_you_actually/ >. 
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I just needed it gone and had a minor back injury that 
prevented lifting too much weight. 

“I would get people messaging me to meet them 30 miles 
away, and people who were angry I wasn’t including any 
fish, or angry I couldn’t give them information on how to 
take care of some unusual animal that they were interested 
in. A few people messaged to tell me that it was irresponsible 
to not make sure that the new owners would take care of their 
fish ‘the proper way.’ I was just trying to be nice and let 
someone else enjoy my hobby with a little less expense. 
Eventually I posted it for sale and made it sound like I was 
open to negotiating on the price. The first person who asked 
about it was a down-on-his-luck Dad trying to get an upgrade 
for his daughter’s tank. I let him know he could have it for 
free, if he came by to pick it up. A couple of weeks later he 
emailed me photos of how she set up her new tank.” 

2) mrbullbutter wrote: 

“Waiting to lose your virginity. You’ll miss out on the social 
aspect that your peers are engaging in and be that much 
farther behind, plus sex is pretty fun once you get the hang 
of it. God’s got bigger fish to fry, I promise. 

“Disclaimer: Always use protection and be sure to get your 
partner’s definite, enthusiastic consent, everybody.” 

Loriol_13 asked, “People wait on purpose?” 

mybullbutter answered: 

“Some people want it to be with someone ‘special,’ but 
frankly if you’re the average human you’re gonna have (the 
opportunity for) a bunch of sex in your lifetime and the first 
time is statistically speaking not going to be very fun no 
matter what you do. Like anything else, practice makes 
perfect and it’s good to go into adulthood knowing the things 
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you like and don’t like and have a general comfortability 
with it so you’re not exploited.  

“Am I saying everyone should fuck constantly and 
immediately? Hell, no, do it when you feel like you’re ready, 
but also don’t force yourself to wait for some mystical force 
to tell you it’s time to get your bone on.”30 

31. “What Is Culturally Accepted Today That Will Be 
Horrifying In 100 Years?” 

andHereWeAre_ wrote, “Organ transplant lists. Eventually 
we will grow the organs in a lab.” 

Rude-Discipline-1359 commented, “As someone awaiting a 
kidney and is a 19-year-old female — absolutely. I just very 
recently was told I’d need a new kidney, and one of the most 
horrifying things I’ve learned is that your ranking on the list 
is determined by how ‘worthy’ you are. And that’s if you 
even qualify to be listed. A committee at your hospital 
determines if you deserve to be put on the list. A lot of things 
go into play for it. I will rank higher because my kidneys 
failed due to an uncontrollable kidney disease, not diabetes 
or lifestyle choices. I’ll also rank higher because of my age 
and my doctors have verified that I’m a ‘compliant’ patient. 
In fact, when I went to the informational learning day for the 
transplant process, my nephrologist was really excited to 
hear that the other patients there were well above their 50s. 
He said, and I quote, ‘That’s great! You’ll get a kidney 
before them.’ Oh, and if you can’t find a live donor, you can 
potentially ‘age out’ of the waiting list for a deceased kidney. 
Real morbid stuff.” 

 
30 Source: Loriol_13, “What really isn’t worth it?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
6 January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rwwjve/what_really_is
nt_worth_it/ >. 
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squirrelfoot wrote, “My student went through this. 
Apparently they don’t want to give kidneys to people who 
are non-compliant and have lifestyles that caused kidney 
failure in case they cause the new kidney to fail, too. They 
count the number of years of healthy life a kidney will give 
a patient, too, in the points system. It’s brutal, but actually a 
serious attempt to get the best results for the limited number 
of kidneys available.” 

EmperorOfNipples wrote, “Yup, it’s a grim necessity of 
current medical technology. But 100 years from now we can 
hope that grim calculus is no longer necessary.” 

analogueheart wrote, “Great name for a prog death metal 
band: Grim Calculus.”31 

32. “What Is A Legal Scam That Is Still Happening In 
2022?” 

st0dad wrote: 

“The troubled teen industry. It doesn’t work. It traumatizes 
children. It’s legal kidnapping. 

“I hope more attention comes to it and something happens. 
They’re a business and the goal is to make money, not help 
troubled teenagers. For fuck’s sake, half the time the kids 
aren’t even troubled!” 

rachelgraychel commented: 

“I went to one of those places in the 1990s. In Utah, where 
those ‘schools’ are really popular because apparently they 
have very lax child protection laws. They had all these 

 
31 Source: lizaloa, “What is culturally accepted today that will be 
horrifying in 100 years?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/rxluk2/what_is_cultura
lly_accepted_today_that_will_be/ >. 
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brochures showing kids horseback riding and swimming and 
shit. LOL. No … the facility was an old church that had been 
converted into dorms. Girls had a series of shared attic 
rooms, boys had the ground floor. 

“The school wasn’t even a school, we had to basically teach 
ourselves from textbooks while sitting at desks set up in the 
basketball court at night. They’d have one ‘teacher’ there but 
they didn’t teach, just gave us tests and monitored us. They 
had solitary confinement that they’d use if you got in trouble, 
which they called the ‘ISU’ (Intensive Supervision Unit). 

“I saw all sorts of messed-up shit there. One of my most 
vivid memories is that they brought a new kid in who was a 
heroin addict. Instead of getting him medical treatment for 
withdrawal, they threw him in the ISU and basically just 
made him sweat it out all week with no help. The ISU was 
right outside the female dorms so we could hear his yells and 
crying echoing around day and night. It was horrific. 

“As an adult I handle prison litigation, and I have seen 
multiple in-custody deaths caused that way. Heroin 
withdrawal itself isn’t lethal but can cause death from 
secondary symptoms like extreme dehydration, or blood loss 
from esophageal tearing. The kid could have died — he 
sounded like he was dying sometimes. But that’s the type of 
shit they get away with at these places. 

“I’ve also heard of them refusing to give people their high 
school transcripts years later; there has been some litigation 
about that. I have so many stories.” 

TheBobAagard commented, “The Utah Legislature passed 
laws in 2021 to begin to reign in some of these horrible 
practices. Paris Hilton came out to testify in favor of the 
bills.” 

rachelgraychel responded, “I remember reading about that, 
and I was really surprised and impressed by Paris Hilton. I 
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never knew before that she was sent to one of those Utah 
hellholes as a kid. The ‘school’ she went to is very close to 
where I went, and she’s about the same age as me so we were 
probably there right around the same time. I’m really happy 
she is putting her celebrity towards ending those awful 
schools.” 

RuralJuror1234 commented: 

“Paris Hilton is using her traumatic experience in one of 
those ‘camps’ to bring attention to the problem and to try to 
pass legislation regulating them. 

< https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/paris-hilton-
demands-oversight-teen-facilities-alleges-daily-abuse-utah-
n1257149 >.32 

33. “Women, What Do You Wish Your Fellow Women 
Would Stop Doing Immediately?” 

GlumAsparagus wrote: 

“How about this! 

“If you hover, wipe your goddamn mess up! 

“Stop being a nasty person when in a public restroom. No 
one wants to clean up after you and you should be grown 
enough to know to clean up after yourself. 

“NONE of us want to use a public toilet, but we are human 
and have to once in a while. So be freaking considerate to 
others and wipe your piss off the seat and make sure you 
flush, dammit! 

 
32 Source: F1yff, “What is a legal scam that is still happening in 2022?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 7 January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ry8mt6/what_is_a_lega
l_scam_that_is_still_happening_in/ >. 
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“It is not that freaking hard to do!” 

Kinser9 commented, “They don’t want to sit in anyone’s 
mess, but it is okay for us to sit in theirs. The piss wasn’t 
there when you went in, but it’s there now so you know it’s 
yours.” 

Cole__MacGrath__ commented. “I used to clean retail 
restrooms for a living when I was younger. The women’s 
room would always be a fucking hazmat disaster. Every 
single night. I always wondered if the women using these 
restrooms were potty trained and house broken. Such 
fucking nasty people.” 

WesternUnusual2713 commented: 

“Once I had to peel a used sanitary towel off the wall of a 
cubicle, above the sanitary bin, which was nowhere near full. 

“Over a decade ago, and I am still disgusted.” 

NessyComeHome commented: 

“I used to be a janitor many years ago in an office building. 

“Guys get a bad reputation for being messy bathroom users. 

“I loathed cleaning the women’s bathroom for this reason. 
Piss and shit on the toilet seats. At least once a used tampon 
in the brown paper bag left lying on the ground next to the 
toilet. At least it was in the bag, but ugh! 

“Do not miss being a janitor.” 

sleepymoose88 commented, “I wasn’t a janitor, but a floor 
associate at Kohl’s. The difference between the men’s and 
women’s changing rooms was night and day. A few clothes 
left lying about in the men’s. Women’s? The girls working 
there didn’t even bother trying to keep up during the day. 
Women would literally throw clothes at them or on the floor 
right in front of them. At the end of the night when no one 
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was left, there’d be at least one pile five feet high of clothes 
to fold. The true problem is what women would hide in their 
piles of clothes. Used tampons were the least of it. We found 
dirty diapers, large piles of adult human shit, you name it. 
For fuck’s sake, people, they had signs all over the store 
pointing to the restrooms. I can never imagine having to go 
so bad that I’d drop a squat and shit in a changing room. It 
was always solid, too, so it’s not like it was a sudden bout of 
diarrhea.” 

IcarianSkies commented, “I used to also work at Kohl’s — I 
was a closer so responsible for the nightly zone or whatever 
they called it. (I honestly don’t remember.) The intimates 
department was so bad. They never had someone working 
there during day shift, so it was always a train wreck by 
nighttime; you could never get it all done by the time we 
were supposed to leave. After they stuck me in there every 
night for three weeks in a row I finally told my manager I 
hated working Intimates, and I would do it sometimes but 
please don’t make it a permanent placement. I also worked 
in Kids and found a lot of dirty diapers and piss-soaked 
clothes in the kids changing rooms.” 

acidtrippinpanda commented, “Uh, sorry, I’m gonna be that 
person. What do you guys mean by ‘hovering’? I’m just 
imagining some girl floating in the air taking a piss now. 
Lol.” 

Dalomax commented, “When someone goes to a public 
bathroom and doesn’t want to sit on the actual seat, so they 
don’t sit; they just sort of crouch so they’re a few inches 
above the toilet. Sometimes there’s no seat-lining paper or 
they’re too lazy / impatient to put some down, so they’ll do 
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this. The messes in our work bathroom are ridiculous. 
Lmao.”33 

34. “Dressing ‘Goth’ At 35 … What Do You Think?” 

PaticusGnome, a man, wrote: 

“I have no problem whatsoever with radical self-expression. 
I encourage it and love to see it. BUT, it does become 
cringey when someone is pushing an identity too hard. I 
think that’s where the nuance lies and why this is even a 
question being asked at all. There’s a subtle yet real 
difference between a strong identity and a strong sense of 
self. If you are truly being you, then it can be an awesome 
look. If you are really trying to be goth (or a biker, a hippie, 
a thug, a redneck, or anything else) then it starts to feel 
inauthentic and immature. Many of us identify with certain 
subcultures when we are young and go all in to show how 
much we are a part of that group and as we get older we start 
to become more comfortable with our sense of self and don’t 
need to put on the costume as much. Some never develop 
that sense of self and those are the ones who make us cringe. 
Many of these people can’t understand this concept until 
they find their sense of self so it makes it a difficult 
conversation to have with everyone. If you are dressing to 
your true style and not to the standards / expectations of a 
group, then it’s all good.”34 

 
33 Source: EvilLord007, “Women, what do you wish your fellow 
women would stop doing immediately?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 
January 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/s0b8y4/women_what_
do_you_wish_your_fellow_women_would/ >. 
34 Source: Darkotike, “Dressing ‘goth’ at 35 … what do you think?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 9 January 2021 < 
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35. “What Is A Seemingly Insignificant Detail You Can’t 
Forget?” 

attheark wrote, “This detail got to me when reading about 
the 2011 attacks in Norway. Anders Behring Breivik killed 
77 people, many of them teenagers at an island camp. 
Chased them through the woods gunning them down. Police 
who were on scene through the night reported being utterly 
tormented by the dozens of phones going off in the kids’ 
pockets as their parents tried to contact them. All these 
phones lighting up with cheery ringtones on all these dead 
bodies until the phones ran out of battery … just horrific. 
Always wonder how those officers felt hearing cell phones 
after that.”35 

36. “What Is Something You SWEAR You Saw, But 
Have No Proof Of?” 

ElsterShiny wrote, “I work in special education as a para and 
a lot of people underestimate and ignore / disregard my 
kiddos so this kinda happens all the time.  

“Here’s a fun one: I worked with a kindergartener with down 
syndrome who was described to me by his case manager as 
having ‘the mind of a one-year-old,’ whatever that means. (I 
get what that means. Lol. I just find it better sometimes to let 
a new kid show me what they can do before I make 
assumptions about anything.) Anyway, for a while my 
schedule included hanging out with him in the main office 
while we waited for his mom to pick him up at the end of the 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/s0548w/dressing_got
h_at_35_what_do_you_think/ >. 
35 Source: relaito27, “What is the scariest thing you have witnessed 
with your own eyes?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 January 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/s0uvta/what_is_the_sc
ariest_thing_you_have_witnessed/ >. 
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day. One day the sun was shining really brightly through the 
window and he looked at the light on the floor, got excited, 
and started making really sophisticated and complex two-
hand shadow puppets. He made a few for me, but the one I 
remember was a hopping rabbit. No one believes me and he 
consistently refused to do it for anyone else. I choose to 
believe he’s deliberately fucking with me because that is the 
funnest possible explanation.”36 

37. “What Is A Red Flag From An Employer That People 
Might Not Immediately Recognize As A Red Flag?” 

1) snootfull wrote: 

“This is such a good question. Here are some thoughts (and 
for context I’ve started several companies, hired a lot of 
people, and consequently spent a lot of time thinking about 
how to develop positive cultures): 

“If the CEO / boss / whatever drives a conspicuously 
expensive car. I can elaborate why this is a tell if anyone 
cares. If it’s a private / family company, do a Google search 
for ‘[company name] defendant’ and ‘[company name] 
plaintiff.’  

“If the company has been sued, or is in the habit of suing 
others, that can be a red flag — although something there are 
legit reasons for either. But it’s something worth paying 
attention to. 

“If when you are asked to come in for an interview, you are 
not treated with total respect for your time — for example, 
if you find yourself waiting for extended periods for an 

 
36 Source: mrmans12, “What is something you SWEAR you saw, but 
have no proof of?” Reddit. AskReddit. 11 January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/s1v3ad/what_is_somet
hing_you_swear_you_saw_but_have_no/ >. 
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interview because ‘so and so is in a really important 
meeting.’ Similarly, if you are not offered at least water and 
/ or coffee if you’re in for several interviews. I once 
interviewed at a place for seven straight hours with no break, 
no food, not even a glass of water. Fortunately, I wasn’t 
offered the job as it was at Michael Milken’s firm before he 
went to prison. 

“If the company brings alcohol into the office for ‘end of 
week’ sessions on a regular basis. I know they can be fun but 
it’s a stupendously bad idea for all kinds of reasons, and if 
leadership hasn’t figured that out. then I’d think twice before 
joining. 

“If when you’re visiting the company for the first time and 
you pass someone in a hallway, do they smile and 
acknowledge your presence with a nod or maybe a hello, or 
do they ignore you? It’s a small thing but very telling about 
the workplace culture. Similarly, do people seem ‘healthy 
and energized’ or ‘grey-faced and tired’? 

“If there are ANY ‘bait and switch’ deviations from 
representations made during the recruiting process vs actual 
terms/conditions. 

“If it’s a job in a manufacturing or distribution facility, is it 
messy or tidy? Messy, cluttered facilities are indicative of 
poor management, plus they can be dangerous. 

“As others have noted, if there is any B.S. about ‘oh people 
like to work late’ or stuff like that used as pressure to get you 
to put in extra hours. 

“Last, pay attention to your gut feel. If something feels ‘off,’ 
it probably is.” 

2 The_Quicktrigger wrote: 
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“When an employee quits or gets fired from the job and the 
company doesn’t hire anyone new to replace them. 

“It can be hard to tell as a red flag at first, but the temporary 
workload they added to your own over that was left over 
after the person left, slowly becomes your new permanent 
workload, without any changes to your pay or benefits to 
compensate for the additional tasks. The further out it goes 
without the position being filled, the larger and more obvious 
the red flag becomes.” 

acidbass32 wrote, “This happened to me exactly. In July we 
had a guy leave. Had a new guy come in from another 
division to take over, but here it is six months later and I’m 
still covering the former employees workload as well as my 
already existing workload. I asked for a raise last month and 
I was told, ‘You need to take more responsibility before you 
are eligible for a raise.’ I applied to other companies and am 
getting offers for 60% more right off the bat.” 

The_Quicktrigger responded, “The allure of a skeleton crew 
is much skin to the siren’s song. But like the sailors dashing 
themselves against the rocks, these companies did not 
prepare in advance. An added workload with no increase in 
benefits will lead to burnout and will cause anyone with 
talent to seek better pastures. The short-term savings of a 
skeleton crew are often overshadowed by the drop in the 
quality of the work, and the fact that even one person not 
meeting their hours will throw your productivity into crisis 
mode.” 

JetSetJAK wrote, “If the job description has a 
nondescriptively massive salary range: ($25,000-
$100,000).” 

Cool_Guy_McFly commented: 

“So many insurance sales jobs like this. 
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“THIS IS A COMMISSION-ONLY ROLE. NO BASE 
SALARY BUT TOP PERFORMERS CAN EXPECT TO 
MAKE $150K+. 

“Salary range: $30,000 - $250,000.” 

3) M_Binks wrote: 

“Once I got, ‘We advertised this as a full-time permanent 
position, but every hire begins as a one-year contract so we 
can get to know you.’ 

“I’ve got no issue with a probationary period, but if you’re 
only prepared to do a one-year contract with a ‘possibility of 
full-time,’ put that in the ad.”37 

38. “Where Are All The Free Drugs That Were Talked 
About In Middle School Assemblies?”  

1) coniferouu-1 wrote: 

“I remember the police officer bringing in the drug 
identification kit and showing what all the drugs looked like. 

“One kid in the back goes, ‘COOOOOLLL!’ 

“And the officer just deadpan looks to the teacher and says, 
‘This is why I hate doing this.’” 

MailMeAmazonVoucherss commented: 

“All the drugs used on these programs were real. 

 
37 Source: taylortaylortaylorrr, “What is a red flag from an employer 
that people might not immediately recognize as a red flag?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 13 January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/s34d9b/what_is_a_red
_flag_from_an_employer_that_people/ >. 
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“It’s way cheaper to just bring something that you got from 
arresting a local dealer than to make realistic fake ones. 

“Source: I’ve done these talks as an officer.” 

2) Sin-A-Bun wrote: 

“I remember in DARE we’d all ask the cop crazy questions 
like what if the drug dealer chases you down and makes you 
take drugs. 

“I asked about the guy wearing a bandana I saw near my 
house. My white suburban self believed that he must be in a 
gang. 

“The cop asked where I live, and when I told him, he said 
there had been activity there. 

“Years later I realized the activity was my POS father selling 
meth.” 

3) onioning wrote, “There has been exactly one day in my 
life where drugs were being handed out for free: the day 
Jerry Garcia died. Even street-level dealers were handing out 
free dimes to those in need. But aside from that day, yah, 
drugs cost money.” 

4) Irish_Whiskey wrote: 

“They lied about so much shit. You don’t get them for free, 
they don’t cause wild hallucinations, and people don’t think 
you’re cool for doing them. 

“It’s like they were trying to talk us into drugs.” 

InsideOutsider commented, “I dare you.” 

daufky commented, “I remember a kid daring me to open the 
fire exit on the back of a moving school bus in like third 
grade. Of course I did it! Do you think I went on to try drugs? 
Lol.” 
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5) LectroRoot commented: 

“Lol. We used to just lift the red bar enough to make the 
buzzer go off for a fraction of a second. 

“We would mostly get a death glare from the bus driver and 
that’s it. 

“I also remember this one sharp turn where everyone on the 
bus would rush to one side of the bus in an attempt to cause 
it to tip over. 

“Weird times.”38 

39. “Teachers Of Reddit, What Was The Worst / Best 
Thing You Had To Confiscate From A Student?” 

1) jackofpades17 wrote: 

“So this was less ‘confiscated’ and more ‘this student ended 
up just leaving this in my room and we had to throw it away,’ 
but it was certainly weird and is among my favorite things. 

“I have a student this year who has … brought some 
interesting things in. He’s in 7th grade and this is usually 
beyond the age students play ‘show and tell’ to begin with. 
Things included: a ‘Russian nesting doll’ of household items 
(lunchboxes, crayon bags, a plastic egg, and many things in 
between — 8 or 9 total) leading to a paper with JOE BIDEN 
written on it, and a jar of other people’s hair (he was asking 
his teachers to add to it). This somehow beats both. 

 
38 Source: radiantstuckiniroon, “Where are all the free drugs that were 
talked about in middle school assemblies?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 
January 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/s5ni7v/where_are_all_t
he_free_drugs_that_were_talked/ >. 
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“Over the course of what feels like a week, this student had 
been collecting cherry tomatoes at lunch and saving them. 
Eventually, he had a handful of them. He named each one. 
He drew a face of each. He had created a family of tomatoes. 
He even began dressing them in tape-created ‘safety seats.’ 
Only the children tomatoes, though. He even had a French 
fry boat for a ‘vehicle’ to carry his tomato family to each 
class. Eventually he left it in our class over weekend and the 
tomatoes went bad. We had to toss them. He asked us not to 
call ‘TPS’ on him: Tomato Protective Services. 

“I love this kid.” 

-worryaboutyourself- commented, “I love this. My kids had 
a cantaloupe that they named Jeffrey and brought camping 
with us. I’m so glad it was just the one and not a whole 
cantaloupe family.” 

2) tempaccntnow wrote: 

“Over the course of years: 

Bottle of Vodka ‘hidden’ in the girls bathroom by 7th 
graders. ‘How did you know where to look?’ Everyone who 
came back from the bathroom was drunk, so you’re not as 
sneaky as you think. 

“Vape. ‘My mom gave it to me for allergies.’ ‘So, I’ll just 
give it back to her then.’ WIDE EYES. ‘No!’ 

“Student banging the primers of two 30-06 shells together in 
class. — Grab!—’I just wanted to see if they would go off.’” 

IzarkKiaTarj commented, “I love stories like those first two 
where the kid just doesn’t have the life experience needed to 
understand how obvious the lie is or how quickly we can 
figure out if it is a lie. Like a toddler swearing he didn’t steal 
any chocolate while it’s smeared all over his face.’ 

MedalsNSScars commented: 
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“This is my father’s favorite story to tell about me: 

“I must have been about five. I woke up early on Easter and 
started devouring chocolate. My dad told me ‘no more 
chocolate’ and then when he walked away I got into it again. 

“I, of course, told him I hadn’t been eating more chocolate, 
which was evidently false due to the chocolate all over my 
face and wrappers on the ground. So my dad takes the Easter 
basket and puts it on top of the fridge. 

“What he didn’t know until very recently was that after he 
left for work I grabbed a chair, climbed up on the counter, 
got the basket off the fridge and went to town more carefully 
and put it back before my mom woke up.” 

3) Looking_Glass_Z wrote: 

“Not necessarily the craziest thing to confiscate, but the 
effect that confiscating the item had on the student was pretty 
upsetting. 

“For background, I am an elementary special education 
teacher for students with emotional disabilities and intense 
behaviors. These students have behaviors that range from 
yelling, throwing things, and leaving the classroom to 
students who have attempted suicide and students who have 
assaulted their peers or the school staff. I even had a student 
go for a cop’s gun one time.  

“The student in question was in first grade at the time and 
fairly low key compared to some of the other kids I had. This 
student and I had a good relationship as I was one of the only 
male staff in the building, he lacked a reliable male figure in 
his life, and for the majority of his kindergarten year, I was 
the primary teacher working with him. 

“One day my student had asked to use the restroom, and for 
most of my students, our staff will escort them to and from 
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the restroom, so I went with him. Now it’s been several years 
so the details are fuzzy, but somehow it was brought to my 
attention that there was burnt toilet paper in the boys 
restroom. I can’t remember if my student or another student 
told me, but I want to say it was my own student. This sets 
off some alarms in my head so I contact my admin team so 
they’re aware. 

“As we’re going forward with our day I notice that my 
student is fidgety and messing with something in their jacket 
pocket. So I ask them if I can check their pocket and instead 
of saying yes, he pulls out a little Bic lighter and tells me that 
he found it and asks me to keep it a secret. Of course I can’t 
just turn a blind eye so I report it to my admin team and we 
sit down with the student to talk about fire safety. We 
explained how playing with lighters isn’t safe and that he 
could hurt himself or others if he accidentally started a fire 
that got out of control. My student feels awful. He’s 
apologizing and feeling remorseful. He admits to us that he 
had been messing around with lighters at home when his 
mom was sleeping. 

“We contacted his mother to tell her what had happened and 
what he had told us, and her response was … unfortunate. 
She was furious with us. Told us there was no way that he 
had brought a lighter, and that it must have been planted by 
a peer. That we coerced a confession out of him and that she 
was pulling him out of school immediately. 

“Within a year the family’s house burned down, and my 
former student was severely burned in the fire.” 

4) jusstincasee690 wrote, “A huge black dildo. A child found 
it in the school’s garden and said, ‘I found a ding dong in the 
garden and I’m taking it home for Mum.’ That day, I was not 
professional.” 
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SloightlyOnTheHuh commented, “I confiscated a dildo from 
my 14-year-old class. They’d lifted it from a sex ed class and 
thought it would be fun to stick it on the white board of their 
young female art teacher. She shrieked and I just wandered 
in and said, ‘Wow, a dildo, that’s unusual,’ and took it away. 
They were most unimpressed by my complete lack of 
reaction. Which of course is the way to play it.” 

5) Nocxreativeability wrote, “My wife is a teacher and one 
of her first graders brought her two hard seltzers because her 
mom said they’re good after a long day and she deserved 
them.” 

NerfRepellingBoobs wrote: 

“My friend taught at a prestigious all-boy high school. She 
was grocery shopping and buying a couple cases of wine to 
restock her wine rack. Of course, she runs into a student and 
his mother. 

“The kid says, ‘Hi, Ms. Shh … wow, that is a lot of alcohol!’ 

“His mom looks at him and says, ‘You’re probably the 
reason she has to drink like that.’ 

“Teacher replies, ‘No, he’s all of them.’ 

“For Christmas that year, the same kid gave her a $200 gift 
card to a wine store.” 

6) ymmit389 wrote, “Someone in my class had their phone 
taken because their Siri went off and said, ‘What do you need 
from me, Slut?’” 

jo_nigiri commented, “Thank you for the idea.” 

Send_Yur_Noods_plz commented, “Just a head’s up, if you 
do this, and ask Siri to send an email, it may use your 
nickname in the signature.” 
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Responding to ymmit389, lutheranian commented, “This 
happened to me in a corporate meeting with a director. My 
Apple Watch betrayed me and said, ‘Sorry, sugar tits, I 
didn’t get that.’” 

huMandrake commented, “Mine calls me Mistress.” 

el_smurfo commented, “Alexa calls me Dumbass.” 

7) magnacartwheel wrote, “My mum has been a primary 
teacher for her whole life now (in the UK), and the worst 
incident she had to deal with was with a girl aged 10 who 
was having issues with a boy essentially bullying her. She 
told her dad, and her dad’s solution was to give her a sawn-
off shotgun to intimidate the boy. No one knew it was 
unloaded, but the hell it raised when a 10-year-old schoolgirl 
brings out a shotgun certainly put the boy off from ever 
coming near her again.” 

8) RanjitKumarSingh wrote, “A gorilla mask … yes … dude 
put it on while my back was turned and facing the board. I 
laughed like hell and then took it for the day until his parents 
collected it.”39 

40. “People Who Read 50+ Books A Year, What Tips Do 
You Have To Help Someone Get Into Reading?” 

1) buoyant_potato wrote, “Stop forcing yourself to finish a 
book you don’t like. Some books turn out to be worth the 
struggle, but many don’t and it’s okay to not finish one.” 

2) CatherineConstance wrote, “Find books you actually 
LIKE, not ones you think you SHOULD like. I have a lot of 

 
39 Source: GlytchedTTV, “Teachers of Reddit, what was the worst 
thing you had to confiscate from a student?” Reddit. AskReddit. 17 
January 2021 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/s5ul8q/teachers_of_red
dit_what_was_the_worst_thing_you/ >. 
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friends who are really into high fantasy series, but that just 
isn’t my thing. So I don’t read them. Some people LOVE 
and devour classic novels, some people hate them and find 
them boring. If you like manga, read that! If you don’t like 
series, don’t read series. If you really like only short stories, 
buy books of those! You’re 40, but you like YA [Young 
Adult] books? Cool, read them! If you find genres (or 
authors, series, etc.) that you actually like, it will be easy to 
power through lots of books.” 

HoroElle commented: 

“This, so much. Read for your own pleasure, not because 
you think you have to read a certain book. There’s a genre 
for everyone. You don’t become a lesser person for 
preferring psychic space dragons to the Great American 
Novel. 

“And audiobooks are an equally valid way of reading — 
don’t feel you have to miss out if reading is a struggle or 
concentration is an issue.” 

berberine commented: 

“I bought a book because I heard the author on a podcast and 
it sounded really interesting. I couldn’t get past 10 pages in 
the book. Got the audiobook from Audible with some credits 
and it was like night and day. Thoroughly enjoyed the 
audiobook. 

“Also, audiobooks count. Different people are interested in 
different things and have different ways of learning. 
However the story gets across is cool.” 

rrburgundy69 commented: 

“I hated reading as an adult because everything everyone 
said I should read was boring. Then I found that I love sci-fi 
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and fantasy novels. Once I figured that out I started 
devouring books. 

“Also, don’t turn your nose up at audiobooks; some of them 
have amazing casts and are better than just reading the book. 
One of my favorite books of all time — Hyperion — is an 
amazing audio book.” 

3) InternetDukee117 wrote, “Find a designated spot for 
reading. Find designated time if you’re dedicated.” 

4) medes24 wrote: 

“I read a lot of ‘trash’ novels, i.e. sci-fi or fantasy stuff that 
are fast reads. I also reread books. (IDK [I don’t know] how 
many times I have read The Dragonlance Chronicles as an 
example, but I usually get through at least Dragons of 
Autumn Twilight once a year.) 

“I will intersperse that with something that is genuinely 
challenging. I have been flipping through Plato’s Republic 
this year as an example. 

“I also do a lot of false starts. I will start something and not 
really like it so I will move along. 

“There’s so many books out there and almost assuredly there 
is something you will like so don’t waste your time on 
something you hate. And don’t worry about how many 
books you are reading. The only worry should be whether 
the time you spend reading is enjoyable or not.” 

5) regular6drink7 wrote: 

“Get a Kindle and a library card. 

“Free books on every subject and you don’t even have to 
leave your house to go get them. If you read the first couple 
of pages and don’t like it, return it and get another one. 
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Taking any obstacle out of your way to getting a book will 
make it a lot easier to get into reading.” 

6) Emu_on_the_Loose wrote: 

“Try reading a few pages in bed every night before turning 
out the lights to sleep. It’s relaxing, and if you enjoy it you 
can read a few more pages before turning in. 

“Also, try different kinds of books. Literary fiction, genre 
fiction, the various types of nonfiction. There’s no shame in 
‘young adult’ or even children’s books, either. 

“Try books from different time periods, too. Pick up 
something from the 1950s or the 1890s and see if it 
resonates.” 

7) donald_trumps_cat wrote: 

“I think if you really like books, then you won’t have a 
problem with getting into reading at all. Maybe force 
yourself off the phone and into the book, even if you don’t 
want to read at first, as soon as you’ve gotten into it, you 
won’t want to stop again. 

“And use the library. It costs [a lot] to buy those books.” 

8) FauxhemianRhapsody wrote: 

“I read a lot of series and will occasionally reread childhood 
favorites. You could always just start with a basic high 
school or college reading list. 

“If you like a particular movie genre, find authors with a 
similar style. 

“If you like a particular movie / series based on a book, read 
those books. Branch out into the author’s other works. 

“Go to a library and ask a librarian for suggestions. 
Seriously. Every librarian I’ve ever talked to has been stoked 
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to give me suggestions. Get a library card; you’ll get access 
to eBooks and online libraries everywhere. 

“Be realistic about your reading level so you don’t get 
frustrated and give up. If you’re an adult who is some time 
out of school, you might need to brush up, and this is OK. 
Think of it as a literary couch to 5k. Start with Goosebumps 
and work your way up to Game of Thrones.” 

9) Bosmonser wrote, “Tip: Asterix and Tintin also count as 
books.”40 

  

 
40 Source: Ilovesweets8, “People who read 50+ books a year, what tips 
do you have to help someone get into reading ?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 
January 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/s9z6hp/people_who_re
ad_50_books_a_year_what_tips_do_you/ >. 
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Chapter 3: Questions 41-60 

41. “What Was The Worst Thing Your Guest Did When 
They Took ‘Make Yourself At Home’ Very Literally?” 

1) Mashy6012 wrote: 

“My wife three days ago. 

“Tasked with feeding her friends’ cat while they’re away for 
a week. 

“They said help yourself to whatever you like. 

“She came home with their waffle maker. 

“Pretty sure it meant she could score a couple of their Tim 
Tam cookies, not make off with their appliances.” 

steelep13 commented, “This one made me chuckle. Most 
other stories in this thread made me angry.” 

Mashy6012 responded: 

“On the plus side, we got waffles. 

“I may need to actually buy one when she takes theirs back.” 

monkeypaw_handbag commented, “This was her plan all 
along.” 

Note by David Bruce: It sounds like the wife simply 
borrowed the friends’ waffle maker while they were gone. 
At first, I thought she took it for keeps.”41 

 
41 Source: Mr_Yus_uwu, “What was the worst thing your guest did 
when they took ‘Make yourself at home very literally?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 24 January 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sbx6lz/what_was_the_
worst_thing_your_guest_did_when_they/ >. 
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42. “What Unimpressive Things Are People Idiotically 
Proud Of?” 

1) Fytffttfft wrote, “People bragging about their parents’ 
money like they earned it personally.” 

flacocaradeperro commented: 

“I had a friend in high school who was the total opposite 
from this. His family had REAL money, they lived a very 
luxurious but quiet life, as in, high-quality super-expensive 
stuff but nothing flashy. A ton of kids would address my 
friend as ‘that rich kid,’ and he’d always reply, ‘That’s my 
parents’ money, not mine. I’m not rich,’ and he was the 
nicest dude you can imagine. 

“Since college I lost touch with him but I’m sure he’s doing 
great. He was really hard working.” 

2) Bach2Bach wrote, “Name-droppers who try to impress 
others by mentioning all the important people they claim to 
know.” 

traviscm commented, “I haven’t been this upset since my 
good friend, Taylor, was rudely upstaged by my other friend, 
Kanye, who was defending my best friend, Beyonce.” 

heichwozhwbxorb commented, “Ugh, my good personal 
friend Pierce Brosnan gets so upset by namedroppers.” 

Brawndo91 commented, “He brought it up last week when 
he and I were having lunch with Batman.” 

MutilationParty commented, “Oh, John? Mr. Goodman and 
I are good pals.” 

Cellyst commented, “Did you say Andy? As in Andy 
Samburger? Great friend of mine.” 
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effrey18 commented, “I think you misspelled Hamburger. 
As in the Hamburger Helper? Yeah, I know that little guy. I 
cook with him every night.” 

Barfignugen wrote: 

“My mom had a weird uncle who drove a taxi in the 70’s and 
once gave John Wayne a ride to the airport. John was kind 
enough to pose for a picture after the ride, which I’m sure he 
assumed is where it ended. 

“My mom’s uncle proceeded to make that picture his entire 
identity. Everywhere he went, everyone he’d talk to needed 
to know that he was ‘good friends’ with John Wayne. He did 
this for the rest of his life, which lasted decades. At one point 
in the 80’s/90’s, he had the photo blown up and made into 
magnets that he put on the side panels of his car. 

“When he died a few years ago, we made sure to use that as 
the picture for his memorial service. We know he would’ve 
loved it; we always just thought it was hilarious in a pathetic 
sort of way.” 

mikehive wrote, ‘That’s really quite sad. The poor man must 
have been so desperate for anything that would make people 
think something was interesting about him.” 

pickyourteethup wrote: 

“He did have something interesting about him, though: He 
was obsessed with one picture he took. I kinda love that. 

“There was this guy in my local pub who always wore a 
denim jacket and jeans since like the 80s when it was a cool 
look. He wore this same outfit to the pub every Friday and 
Saturday. It was kind of sad. One day there was going to be 
a fancy dress at the pub so as a joke two guys decided to 
dress as him. They decided to go full balls out and ask him 
if he had any spare jackets and jeans, assuming he’d laugh. 
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Instead he invited them to his house and opened his 
wardrobe to reveal two rails: one completely stuffed with 
almost identical denim jackets and another equally rammed 
with matching jeans. They were stunned. Everyone assumed 
he wore one outfit, but it was so much more impressive than 
that. He had his thing and he leaned into it. That dude is cool 
as hell and I hope to be that chill.” 

TheAndorran commented, “I had a roommate at university 
who was just a generally weird dude. His room was filthy 
and his hygiene questionable at best (he couldn’t fit in our 
shower), so I avoided his area as much as possible. Every 
day, sun or snow, he wore the same grey-blue T-shirt and 
cargo shorts. Always assumed it was just the one set of 
clothes, given his habits, but when he was moving out I 
happened to see him open his wardrobe to reveal maybe 
twenty identical shirts and twenty identical shorts. The one 
and only time in four years that I ever saw him wear 
something else, it was a tan T-shirt — same shorts — and 
despite his inimitable appearance, I didn’t recognize him.” 

Steadfaststrong commented, “As someone who is tall and 
bulky, that makes sense. If you’re able to find a set of clothes 
that fit comfortably, it becomes your entire wardrobe; for me 
it was polo shirts and cargo pants, which is still most of my 
wardrobe. I will say the only one color is a bit odd, but that 
might have been the only color in stock when he bought 
them.” 

3) Westph6132 wrote, “I had a coworker who was proud of 
the fact that despite having four children, he had never 
changed a diaper. Someone chastised him and said he was 
just a bad father.” 

CloroxWipes1 commented: 

“Older Dad here. 

“Here’s my take: 
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“Change your baby’s diaper every chance you get. By not 
doing so, you are missing a terribly important bonding 
opportunity. 

“The baby is uncomfortable in wet or messy diapers. By 
picking them up and changing them, YOU are providing 
relief to your child. 

“Additionally, and equally if not more important, they are 
lying there naked, exposed, vulnerable. The diaper changer 
and baby are interacting in a very basic, nurturing way. Eye 
contact, physical touch, providing the relief and comfort — 
everything needed for developing that special bond. 

“Fathers out there, do yourself, your child and your partner 
a HUGE solid by stepping up and doing this regularly. 

“Final tidbit from a parent of grown children: 

“Hold your child’s hand EVERY time you’re out and about. 
There will come a day when they won’t let you and you’re 
going to miss it badly. 

“Thank you for coming to my TED Talk.” 

Brandle34 commented: 

“My bro-dad! I pick my girls up every chance I get! 

“Three-year-old and 1.5-year-old daughters. I pick them up 
8/10 times they request it. I carry them both out of daycare. 
I tell my three-year-old she’s gotta start walking in /out with 
me, but we both know I’m gonna pick her up. 

“My 1.5-year-old loves watching football in my lap. She’s a 
little behind in talking, but football is the one word she’s got 
down! 

“That day will come when they either won’t want to be 
picked up or I can’t cause they weigh a ton. I’m doing it as 
long as I can.” 
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furn_ell commented: 

“My son was 11. We were at a Renaissance Festival. A big 
crowded one. Just the two of us. I put my phone number in 
two of his pockets and told him, ‘If you cannot find me, go 
to a mom and have her call my phone. I’ll come get you.’ 

“He was processing what I said. Then he looked up and 
asked if we could just hold hands. Oh, my melting heart. It 
was the last time we ever held hands. A great memory for 
me.” 

coolfruitsalad wrote, “When I was younger (pre-teen) and 
travelled alone, Mum always said that if I felt lonely or 
scared I just needed to find someone who looked like my 
grandma and ask them for a hug! I never did, but I liked the 
thought of not being entirely alone when I was travelling.” 

Spadeykins commented: 

“That reminds me, I once got lost on the way home from 
school (walked to a friend’s house I had never been to 
before) and I was getting very scared and beginning to sob 
when I noticed a nice-looking old lady washing her 
convertible. 

“She happened to notice me sobbing and offered to drive me 
home; she gave me candy and never batted an eye. It’s wild, 
but I just trusted her on the fact that she looked kind of like 
my grandma.” 

Anne_of_the_Dead commented, “As a mother of a just-
turned 11-year old, this really touched my heart. I absolutely 
cherish the physical contact I have left with my boy. He’s so 
big, but he still wants me to stroke his hair while he falls 
asleep at night. I feel puberty just around the corner, but for 
now he’s still my baby.” 
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Thunder_bird commented, “Oh, my god, hang on to those 
moments. My son is 15 years old and 6ft, 3in, and sooo 
independent. But occasionally he still wants the reassuring 
hugs from his parents he had as a boy. If he’s stressed or 
upset, he’ll have me stand on a step so he can get a hug and 
put his head on my shoulder to feel safe and loved as he was 
when he was little.”42 

43. “People Who Have Worked Retail / Customer 
Service, Who Was The Worst Customer Whom You 
Had?” 

MilagrosBauder wrote: 

“I used to work in a retail store for a major wireless 
company. This guy walks in and hands me his phone, saying 
he is having problems with his e-mail. We sat down at a table 
him across from me and I began trying to figure out the 
problem. I swiped down from the top to the bottom to get to 
the notification window and access settings. I saw an e-mail 
notification and went to click on it but accidentally hit 
something else which displayed a Facebook message chat 
that had a photo that appeared to be very young-looking boys 
in a sexually explicit context. Since he was seated across 
from me, the guy didn’t know what I was looking at and just 
assumed that I was working in his e-mail. I scrolled up 
through the chat and was absolutely shocked at what I saw. 
There were several pictures of the same nature as the first 
throughout this chat between him and some other guy 
exchanging these disgusting images and commenting on 
how they liked them. 

 
42 Source: surpassingcruelty, “What unimpressive things are people 
idiotically proud of?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sh29fq/what_unimpres
sive_things_are_people_idiotically/ >. 
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“I had never received any training about what to do in that 
moment, but I knew what I wanted to do. The photos were 
definitely child pornography. I thought about just beating the 
shit out of him right there but the store was busy and there 
were families with kids there. Then I thought about walking 
his phone to the back and locking it in the safe and then 
calling the police while he was there. Ultimately, I chose to 
collect as much information about this guy as I could and 
contact the police after he left. I had his phone number and 
therefore all of the info on his account. I took a photo of him 
without him knowing (luckily I remembered to turn on silent 
so that the shutter sound wasn’t audible) and I fixed his e-
mail issue and sent him along his way. He was arrested and 
plead guilty to several charges including possession, 
manufacture, and distribution of child pornography.”43 

44. “Doctors Of Reddit, What’s Your Best ‘What In The 
F**k Happened To You’ Story?” 

1) Empereor_Norton wrote: 

“A friend of mine is a doctor. He told me this story from his 
residency. 

“Older woman is in the hospital with liver disease, and 
everything pointed to the woman being alcoholic. Friend 
asks her for her medical history. He then asks her if she 
drinks? Yes. How much? One glass. You have just one glass 
that’s all? Yes. 

“Friend goes to one of the doctors and says he is confused. 
The woman shows all signs of being alcoholic, but she 

 
43 Source: Sufficient_Back_3156, “People who have worked 
Retail/Customer service. Who was the worst customer that you had?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 2 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/silhq7/people_who_ha
ve_worked_retailcustomer_service_who/ >. 
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insists she has only one drink a day. Doctor looks at the chart 
and says, ‘Follow me.’ 

“Doc goes to the woman’s room and asks if she drinks? Yes. 
How much? One glass a Day. Uh-huh, describe this glass? 

“The woman had a large 72oz mega-gulp quick-trip-style 
mug that she filled every morning with Johnny Walker, some 
water, and ice, and then sip from it all day.” 

dtarias commented, “I just looked this up and a bottle of wine 
is normally 25.4 oz. So this is the size of three bottles of 
wine!” 

curdled_fetus commented, “Ögedei Khan, son and successor 
of the great Genghis during the 13th century, was renowned 
for his alcoholism. His older brother Chagatai, naturally 
concerned for the health and well-being of his king, did his 
very best to keep an eye on him; when necessary assigning 
subordinates to ensure there were limits on how many cups 
of alcohol Ögedei could have each day. Having previously 
agreed to these limits, the Khan simply had larger and larger 
mugs made each time new restrictions were applied.” 

Electrical_Doxy commented, “My late grandma liked gin 
and tonics but didn’t knew how to properly mix one. She 
would get a 17 oz cup, squeeze a whole lemon on it, put some 
5 oz of tonic and then she would COMPLETE the glass with 
gin. It was a rare occasion for her to mix her own G&T, but 
she would get totally plastered when she did.” 

keller892 responded, “I think your Grandma knew exactly 
how to mix her Gin and Tonic.” 

Srothwell0 commented, “My old boss’ mother did a similar 
thing. She claimed she had only one glass of wine a day, but 
in reality she just kept refilling the glass before it was empty, 
so she considered that one glass.” 
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2) Overlord_Bob wrote: 

“My mom used to manage a doctor’s office. The office was 
in a multi-use building, and the bathrooms were in the 
hallway outside the office. The building had a policy that 
you had to see the doctor to use the bathroom. So one day, a 
patient had her son bring her to the office. Son had to use the 
bathroom, so he asks security if he can unlock the door so he 
can go. Security asks if he had seen the doctor, son says, 
‘No,’ so security says, ‘Sorry, patients only.’ 

“The son walks into the office to complain to my mom about 
it. Mom says, ‘Hey, come with me for a second.’ So they 
walk out into the hallway. 

“My Mom — See that man at the end of the hallway? 

“Patient’s Son — Uhhh, yeah? 

“My Mom — Well, that’s the doctor. You see him, right? 

“Patient’s Son — Yup, I see him. 

“My Mom — Well, there ya go. You just saw the doctor. Let 
security know and you’ll be all good.” 

3) igniCael wrote: 

“I remember the guy who arrived with a girl still attached to 
his penis. Her braces tangled some tissue. 

“He was in pain and bleeding, but she didn’t want to let us 
cut the braces. 

“Until the guy’s wife arrived and all hell broke loose.” 

4) blueskysiii wrote, “Not entirely relevant, but when one of 
my kids split his head open doing a back flip off the side of 
the hotel pool, we had the fun of having to take him to a 
nearby hospital for stitches. All we had from the hotel was 
napkins to stem the blood, and we got right in to see the ER 
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doc. Young man full of fresh training and confident of his 
bedside manner, he casually put my son and me at ease with 
his calm demeanor and matter-of-fact approach to this little 
mishap. All was fine until he removed the napkins to see 
what he was dealing with, and reactively shouts out 
‘WHOA!’ in anything but a reassuring tone … good times 
… good times … kid was fine but has a bald scar spot to this 
day.” 

Simiperishable wrote, “Haha, similar thing happened to my 
boy as well. Tripped over something, got a nice gash over 
his eye, so I rushed him to an urgent care. Receptionist was 
telling us about the wait and finally asked how bad it was. 
My son was being very calm for his age, and so I think she 
assumed it wasn’t bad. Removed the washcloth we were 
using to keep it in check and she responded with an audible 
gasp and looked away. My son got a little worried then. We 
jumped to the front of the line, though, and everything is 
good, aside from a small scar there.” 

The_Woman_S commented: 

“When my mum and her siblings were younger (seven total), 
they were largely left to take care of each other/the younger 
kids. The second-to-last kid was my uncle J. From all the 
stories I have heard over the years, it’s honestly just 
impressive he survived childhood. Anyway, they were 
playing around and he broke his arm somehow. Go in, get a 
cast put on with an appointment to go back and have it taken 
off later. They go back months later (or however long it was) 
and he goes RUNNING into the doctor’s office and runs 
right into the corner of the nurses’ desk, falls back barely 
conscious and blood just starts covering his face. Apparently 
my grandma freaked out and the nurse had to yell for 
someone to ‘forget the kid, help the mom!’ Last time I heard 
the story he ended up with eight stitches on his head but got 
the cast off. 
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“Then there was the time one uncle was making pasta half 
asleep, went to drain it and missed the sink pouring boiling 
water over my other uncle’s foot. Ended with them chasing 
each other around the pool out back with knives before one 
fell in. 

“Come to think of it, I’m impressed any of them survived 
growing up together.”44 

45. “What Do You Think About The Protesters At The 
Ohio Statehouse Demanding An End To The 
Coronavirus ‘Hoax’ (With GOP Senate Candidate)?”  

cangooner65 wrote, “Anyone else reminded of the Zombie 
pub scene from Shaun of the Dead?” 

fuzzycuffs commented, “At least the zombies wanted 
brains.”45 

46. “Even Though There Are No Dumb Questions, What 
Is The Dumbest Question You’ve Ever Been Asked?” 

tacssatduck wrote: 

“‘Why are you spying on me?’ 

“I was working in a call center for Dish Network and a guy 
called in, very upset. He wanted to know why Dish Network 

 
44 Source: CartoonThinking, “Doctors of reddit, what’s your best ‘What 
in the f**k happened to you’ story?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 February 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sjp0xa/doctors_of_redd
it_whats_your_best_what_in_the_fk/ >. 
45 Source: faab64, “Protesters at the Ohio Statehouse demanding end to 
the coronavirus ‘hoax’ (with GOP Senate candidate.” Reddit. R/pics. 
2020 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/g1qihb/protesters_at_the_ohi
o_statehouse_demanding_end/ >. 
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was spying on him. I tried to let him know that we were not 
in fact spying on him.  

“He countered with, ‘If you are not spying on me, then why 
is there a camera in the damn box?’  

“‘Sir, a camera? There is no camera in the receiver,’ I 
respond.  

“‘Yes there is,’ he screams. ‘I know there is because I can 
see everything happening in my room on the TV right now.’ 

“I sat there and pondered that statement, trying to figure out 
what was happening. I asked, ‘Sir, is your TV off right now?’  

“In the background I hear the clear sound of a TV being 
turned on. I then said, ‘Sir, that is called a reflection. Is there 
anything else I can help you with?’  

“He hung up.”46 

47. “Would Your Life Make A Good Book And Why?” 

Silver_Inspector_194 wrote: 

“I love this question! I’m not sure if it’d make a good book 
during my adulthood but maybe my early years and 
adolescence (although a pretty sad one!). Sometimes I don’t 
think people would believe my early childhood / life story if 
I told them it based on how I’ve turned out. 

“I am a survivor of child sexual abuse by a family member, 
my parents split up when I was young, and my mum 
struggled with misusing drugs / alcohol and sometimes left 

 
46 Source: Mylefthoof, “Even though there are no dumb questions, what 
is the dumbest question you’ve ever been asked?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
11 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sq0r02/even_though_th
ere_are_no_dumb_questions_what_is/ >. 
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me and my brother alone while she went out. She would also 
have people round and I think I must’ve been under 10 years 
old when I would find crack pipes and wraps of cocaine in 
the house. 

“My mum went bankrupt for £65,000 of debt and we had to 
live a very frugal lifestyle. Expensive things like hair dye 
would always be shoplifted, I would sometimes even 
shoplift with my mum when I needed new clothes. 

“My mum then got into a psychologically abusive and 
violent relationship when I was about 11 years old that lasted 
on / off over ten years. I always felt responsible for them 
meeting, as he was in charge of repairing our house after a 
fire and that’s how they got close. (He also drank a lot and 
would take drugs although he wasn’t an addict.) The fire was 
an arson attack by my friend’s boyfriend, who got a bit 
weirdly obsessed with my mum and me. (He lived in a care 
home.) 

“Between the ages of 13-16, I drank heavily and smoked 
weed most days. I got taken advantage of by adult men who 
would buy us alcohol and let us stay at their houses. My 
friends and I would steal alcohol from supermarkets and 
even drink at school. I even got arrested once for burglary — 
I was a drunk mess with some friends and we tried to get into 
a house that these adult men used to let us go to, but they 
weren’t in at the time so the police were called. 

“My mum and I really struggled to get on — I missed a tonne 
of school because I hated it and it would cause physical 
fights between us, I even smashed our window once because 
I didn’t want to go to school. 

“I managed to turn things around. I think I just decided I 
wanted a different life for myself, which is pretty crazy 
looking back considering I must’ve been only 16 when I 
realised that. My mum says she can recall me saying, ‘I am 
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going to change my life,’ and admits that she didn’t believe 
me at the time but supported me. I got really good grades in 
the last year of school, (I was even in the local newspaper 
with the headline ‘All Smiles for Top Grade Girl.’) 

“I went travelling, I went to university, got a law degree. 
Don’t get me wrong, I had my own struggles at university 
(depression, an abusive relationship, an unplanned 
pregnancy that ended in abortion, some drug use) but 
nothing that significantly impacted my future. 

“I have two masters now and I’m a qualified social worker 
in child protection services. I live a pretty boring life. Haha. 
I have a nice flat in London, I stay in most weekends and 
rarely drink or do anything destructive. I don’t really know 
how things turned out so okay after such a chaotic childhood, 
but they did! 

“My mum went bankrupt again and lost her job, so she’s 
unemployed now but she doesn’t take drugs anymore. She 
left her partner after he slammed her head into the kitchen 
counter, which was the last straw and she was brave enough 
to end things. She does drink more frequently than my 
brother and I would like her to and she’s quite depressed, but 
she leads a quiet and relaxed life now. She wouldn’t dream 
of shoplifting these days! My mum and I also have a really 
good relationship and we speak every day. 

“I guess my story is a good example of how things can 
change really drastically in a short amount of time.”47 

 
47 Source: monkeysthatdrink, “Would your life make a good book and 
why?” Reddit. AskReddit. 13 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/srg5yt/would_your_life
_make_a_good_book_and_why/ >. 
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48. “Nurses Of Reddit, What Where The Most Haunting 
Things Someone Said On Their Deathbed?” 

1) Kim_Jong_Unsen wrote, “I was cleaning him up and his 
monitor started going off as he went into a bad rhythm, I 
pressed the code button to get his nurse and as we waited he 
took my hand and said, ‘Don’t sorry, son, I’m ready. Thank 
you for taking care of me.’ He was a DNR [Do Not 
resuscitate], so we just let him go peacefully.” 

2) -Silouan wrote: 

“I had to tell my grandmother that dialysis would give her 
only another week or so to live and it was her choice to try 
or not. She was in and out of consciousness at that point and 
was in a clear state for the moment. She asked, ‘Will I die?’ 
I said, ‘Yes.’ She looked me in the eye and smiled just a little 
and said, ‘Sometimes you gotta do what you don’t want to 
do.’ She closed her eyes, squeezed my hand and slept until 
she passed a day later. 

“When things get hard, I always hear her say, ‘Sometimes 
you gotta do what you don’t want to do.’” 

3) feddeftones wrote: 

“While in hospice, my grandma said to me: 

“‘[My name], there are a great many things in this world 
worse than dying.’ 

“Then she talked about how lucky she was to have lived the 
life she did. 

“I had never looked at death like that before and that 
conversation truly changed me and my outlook. She was the 
most wonderful person.” 

4) Chilibean wrote, “About two minutes before my grandma 
passed, she had clarity. (She’d suffered from severe 
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dementia for years.) She opened her eyes and said, ‘I found 
Jack.’ (My grandpa who’d died eight years prior.) She said 
they were at a ball with their friends. Then she said, “I’ve 
gotta go, he asked me to dance.” Then she was gone.” 

berryjammy commented: 

“I’ve read through most of this thread and this one strikes 
me. My grandfather was also a Jack who died many, many 
years before his wife. They met at a dance, where he was 
smitten with her from across the room but too intimidated to 
approach. His friend said, ‘Either you ask her, or I will.’ 

“I often wonder if he came to get her. I really, really hope 
she wasn’t alone.” 

5) Nspired_1 wrote: 

“Not a nurse. Was an EMT-B on the 911 unit that got a call 
about a hit and run. Cops were on scene first. The area of the 
city I worked in was rough. 

:Some guy and his girlfriend had got into a fight in the 
parking lot. It ended with the guy running over his girlfriend, 
then backing up over her. Needless to say, she wasn’t doing 
well, and her vitals were tanking. We loaded her up, with a 
fireman and police officer joined with us in the back of the 
rig. 

“She kept mumbling, ‘Tell my mom. Please tell my mom,’ 
and naturally I figured it was her asking us to let her mom 
know she was hurt. The hospital takes care of that and I put 
it out of my mind rather quick as we were working over her. 
She flatlined before we arrived. They did not get her back. 

“My partner was finishing up her paperwork and we turned 
to give her wallet back to the staff. The nurse on duty, who I 
knew pretty well, was reading a dirty piece of paper. […] 
When I asked what was up, she simply put the piece of 
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paperwork down. It was a letter that was picked up near her 
purse on scene. She had gotten accepted into a college. 

“I realized then that in the ambulance, she was asking us to 
tell her mom she got into college.”48 

49. “What’s A Song You Associate With A Happy 
Memory?” 

tezoattlipoca wrote: 

“‘Xanadu’ by Olivia Newton-John. Mom had that 
soundtrack, Grease, Saturday Night Fever, every ABBA 
album on vinyl, and she used to do the house cleaning to 
those on the Marantz cranked to 11. 

“Mom passed a few years ago. I can’t hear any of those 
albums without doing an Anton Ego [from Ratatouille] 
flashback to five-year-old me sitting at the kitchen table 
eating hotdogs with processed cheese and BBQ sauce on 
white bread for lunch reading Flash Gordon comics while 
mom danced to ‘Waterloo’ while vacuuming the living 
room.” 

Iridescent126 commented, “I’m sorry for your loss; she 
sounds like an amazing woman! And those are some gems 
— she had great taste in music!” 

tezoattlipoca replied, “Circumstances made her be an 
excellent SAHM [Stay-At-Home Mom], when she really 

 
48 Source: maaraa_h, “Nurses of reddit, what where the most haunting 
things someone said on their deathbed?” Reddit. AskReddit. 12 
February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sqhcco/nurses_of_redd
it_what_where_the_most_haunting/ >.a 
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wanted to be a scientist. She would have been Commander 
Lewis from The Martian.”49 

50. “What Are Some Mistakes That Are Worth Making 
In Life?” 

1) kotesama wrote: 

“Taking risks that make you uncomfortable. If you get 
chances to travel abroad and spend a semester or two outside 
of your country, take it. You might think it’s a mistake the 
first few days you are there (no friends, no familiarity, etc.), 
but after a few weeks have passed you’ll realize it’s the best 
decision you ever made. You learn so much about yourself 
when you are in an unfamiliar environment; that is when 
your brain elevates to another level and begins to absorb 
information at a much rapid pace than before. 

“Taking risks in general. What doesn’t kill you / injure you 
permanently will make you stronger. And the key to taking 
a lot of risks is to not care so much about the outcome, as 
much as caring about what you are learning about yourself 
while you are taking those risks. You will develop an 
immense sense of self-worth and love and make you feel that 
much more alive.” 

2) Capital_Bell_4949 wrote, “Work a job in customer 
service. It’ll help you not become a dick to other workers in 
customer service.” 

 
49 Source: Iridescent126, “What’s a song you associate with a happy 
memory?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ssucq2/whats_a_song_
you_associate_with_a_happy_memory/ >. 
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3) johnny_paul_50 wrote, “Falling for the wrong person. 
Because when you find the right one, it makes you 
appreciate love itself even more.” 

4) Ok-Bar-124 wrote, “Taking someone for granted and then 
losing them. I think you need to experience that once in order 
to truly value the people you love for who they are.” 

5) mengboma wrote, “Falling in love. Being hurt. Feeling 
heartbreak. You’re not really human until your heart has 
been broken.” 

6) johndoenalds wrote, “Making a complete ass of yourself 
while drinking. Completely embarrassing yourself in front 
of people. It will help you learn your limits and be a more 
responsible drinker. Plus it will develop an empathy for 
people you see in the future doing it so you can help them. 
And if you’re lucky, you’ll get some neat stories from it.” 

7) vitamin_nero wrote: 

“Lying and not getting away with it. The younger you learn 
the better. 

“If the person who lies can keep getting away with it, either 
by being a fantastic liar or lying to people who will not 
prosecute / admonish / scold the liar because he or she is too 
passive, then the liar will never stop. 

“When a person knows the consequences that will come 
from lying, he / she will understand the risks of either lying 
or telling the truth, and act accordingly. Of course, there are 
good lies and bad lies. I’m not suggesting that someone who 
lies to make sure a surprise party is still a surprise should be 
punished, but lies that affect other people in a negative way 
should be.” 

8) ellefulmer wrote: 
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“Any mistake is something that you can learn from, even the 
really shitty ones. 

“The best mistake I’ve made is a tie between falling in love 
and wondering what dipping my fries in my McFlurry would 
taste like.”50 

51. “Students Of Reddit, What Is The Most Creative 
Way That You Came Up With To Cheat During A Test / 
Exam?” 

1) CoolIceCreamCone wrote, “I brought a bottle of Coca 
Cola but I custom printed a label where instead of listing 
ingredients, it listed what I needed to know for the test. You 
could tell only if you looked very carefully.” 

2) Zkenny13 wrote, “I turned the study guide into an mp3 
file and put it on my iPod. Each question and answer was a 
different ‘song’ so I could skip to the answer I was looking 
for. I ran the headphone through my jacket sleeve so I could 
just lean my head onto my hand when I needed to look for 
an answer. Took a long time to make it and I realized 
halfway through the test that I could’ve just used the time it 
took to study.” 

3) Special_K____ wrote, “I wrote all my notes on my thigh. 
Wore a skirt. Peeked under it when needed. Figured if I got 
caught the teacher would look like a sleaze if they wanted to 
see what was written on my thigh.” 

BitFlippery commented, “When I was in high school, two 
girls in my grade tried that. The idiots wrote answers that 
went past their skirts so it was visible as soon as they started 

 
50 Source: mostafa_nosky, “What are some mistakes that are worth 
making in life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sts9n1/what_are_some
_mistakes_that_are_worth_making_in/ >. 
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walking. They were busted soon after arriving at school. 
Lol.” 

4) jaimearistea wrote: 

“I helped people pass tests in school. 

“My friends would sit behind me and tap the number of the 
question they would need the answer to, on my shoulder. For 
example, two taps followed by 3 taps would be question # 
23. Then I’d scratch my neck with the number of fingers to 
match the answer. For example, 1 finger=A, 2 fingers=B, 3 
fingers=C, 4 fingers=D. 

“I was the type of person who just got things in class, and I 
didn’t have to study. It worked best in science and math class 
cause those tests were generally multiple choice. Also, my 
friends didn’t take advantage. Usually, they’d ask for two or 
three answers on any given test, but that could mean the 
difference between passing and failing. 

“Now I’m feeling all nostalgic. Lol.”51 

52. “What’s The Smartest Decision You Have Made 
While Drunk?” 

Ahoomanbeanzz wrote: 

 
51 Source: Radagast50, “Teachers of Reddit, what was the most 
ludicrous and creative way that a student cheated in a test/exam that 
you know of/caught in the act? Students of Reddit, what the most 
creative way that you came up with to cheat during a test/exam and did 
you get away with it or get caught?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 February 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/stp91n/teachers_of_red
dit_what_was_the_most_ludicrous/ >. 
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“In 2017 I got drunk and decided I was sick of having low-
paying clients, so I cold-emailed a bunch of potentially big 
clients that I knew paid a lot of money then passed out. 

“I regretted it the next day until most of them responded. 
Which I was super surprised by. 

“I quoted $10,000 for a project I would normally charge 
about $1,500 in the past — three agreed without hesitation. 
I thought I was taking crazy pills. 

“In one month I generated $35,000 — more than I typically 
did in an entire year. I then proceeded to immediately blow 
it on drinking and bars and sex in about another two months. 
I’d like to say I learned my lesson, but as my income grew it 
took another two years to stop being an idiot. 

“I made connections from that, and in 2022 I pull in about 
$500,000 a year now gross. 

“That drunken night of getting fed up and going out on a 
limb literally took me from a $30,000 or so a year freelancer 
to a mid-six-figure earner and now I work at a senior-level 
position at a publicly traded company. 

“I did this while in Thailand by the way initially on a 
vacation and just ended up staying here. Lol. I never left. 

“That’s not to say drinking is good. I was a borderline 
alcoholic for quite a while and had a brief stint being 
addicted to drugs. 

“But saying ‘Fuck it’ and reaching directly out to people I 
thought I wasn’t ‘allowed’ to reach out to literally changed 
my life and career. 

“Before that I was just picking up jobs on freelance sites. 

“Since then I’ve helped a lot of other people get big jobs by 
helping them write similar cold emails or even by sending 
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FedEx Express letters directly to CEOs (because who 
doesn’t open a FedEx Express letter). 

“When my sister got fired from a job she hated, I helped her 
do the same and now she makes six figures. 

“It was the biggest ‘ah-hah’ moment of my life — that you 
can just contact people and offer your services. That even 
though someone’s HR department says you need to apply 
through a portal and submit a resume — that doesn’t mean 
you can’t just cut through the shit and email the person in 
charge. 

“And I learned it at 2AM drunk off my ass, sending like 10 
emails I don’t even remember writing.”52 

53. “[SERIOUS] What Is An Episode Of A Cartoon Or 
T.V. Show That Fucked You Up?” 

Some_funny_ni9ckname wrote, “The episode of Tom & 
Jerry that takes place in heaven and suddenly we can see a 
three kittens in a wet bag jumping towards heaven’s gate. It 
fucked me up when I saw this as an adult and understood 
what it meant.” 

Cold-Restaurant-9208 wrote, “In the 1950s / 1960s, my papa 
was crossing a bridge walking home from work when he 
encountered two boys sobbing and clutching a knapsack. 
What’s more, the knapsack was meowing. My papa asked 
the boys what was going on, and through stifled sobs, they 
explained how their family cat had kittens, and the boys’ 
mother had ordered them to gather up all the kittens and toss 
them in the river. My papa brought home 4-6 new kittens 

 
52 Source: tonorosales, “What’s the smartest decision you have made 
while drunk?” Reddit. AskReddit.18 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/svbn3x/whats_the_sma
rtest_decision_you_have_made_while/ >. 
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that evening. Through the course of his life, he rescued 
around 30 cats and dogs. He was a damn good man.” 

Traveler_Protocol1 commented, “I’ll bet your Papa taking 
the kittens changed the lives of those boys, learning that not 
all adults would do that. G-d bless Papa and those boys.”53 

54. “Bilinguals Of Reddit: What’s Your ‘They Didn’t 
Know I Spoke Their Language’ Story?” 

ahalfwayfool wrote: 

“I was waiting tables years ago, and a group of women sat in 
my section. This restaurant is in one of the most bless-your-
heart southern states in the US. I take drink orders and as I’m 
dropping them off, the table is tittering in French. Some side 
conversations, nothing serious. A table next to their group 
has an issue with their main course and my French friends 
are now speaking louder, saying an error on their main 
course would never happen at home and the server must not 
be very good to make such errors. 

“I check in with their table as I’m dropping off appetizers 
and I hear ‘Thank god she didn’t mess this one up, I don’t 
think she knows how to do her job.’ ‘Maybe if she weren’t 
so heavy, she could move faster.’ ‘I’m not tipping a server 
who makes mistakes.’ 

“I was the most requested server, I sold the most bottles of 
wine, and I trained every other server on the floor that night, 
several of whom earned compliments from my table without 
any interaction between them. 

 
53 Source: Slaed_Dweller, “[SERIOUS] What is an episode of a cartoon 
or T.V. show that fucked you up?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 February 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/swbblm/serious_what_
is_an_episode_of_a_cartoon_or_tv/ >. 
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“So when I returned to refill drinks and go over main course 
options, I did so in French. Mind you, I’ve had nastier things 
said to me by entitled customers before, but I didn’t like the 
idea that they were saying those things only because they 
thought I didn’t know. The look of shame and 
embarrassment on their face as they meekly ordered their 
main courses was priceless and I appreciate they tipped 40% 
of a very expensive meal + wine.” 

2) HeroicTechnology wrote: 

“I’m on exchange in Japan and doing a four-day weekender 
to Tokyo. Day 1, I settle into the hostel and meet some 
incredible people, but I was just relaxing downstairs in the 
lounge when an Australian dude walks up to me and believes 
I’m actually Japanese, trying to ask me awkwardly if I 
wanted to mess around and do ‘Just Dance’ [karaoke?] with 
him. 

“I reply, ‘First off, I speak perfect English; second off, I 
would love to!’ Very enjoyable, very fun day overall.” 

sicprok commented, “That’s reminds me of a time I was lost 
in in Japan and I asked a random passerby directions. I don’t 
recall what I was looking for, but I attempted to ask 
directions in Japanese. Something along the lines of ‘doku 
wa <somewhere> desu ka.’ The person looked at me and 
responded in English in a perfect American accent. One of 
my favorite memories.” 

3) AmbitiousBookworm12 wrote, “I speak Arabic and I had 
a customer call me an idiot and stuck up before I replied in 
Arabic, ‘What makes you say that?’ They played it off like 
it was a joke.” 

4) NorthernSaci wrote: 

“I went to a major financial institution to meet with the head 
of the IT team, walked up to the front desk, introduced 
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myself (a very common American name but I’m South 
American), gave the reason of my visit, and asked whom I 
would be meeting. The lady called the main security office 
and asked for someone to come over to escort me to the data 
center, all in Spanish, she wasn’t kind and picked very 
unflattering adjectives when talking about me. From that 
point on I only spoke Spanish with her.  

“I’m not sure how she slept that night, but I would guess she 
assumed it would be her last day at work.” 

5) Straight-Objective-8 wrote, “Our family was at this 
Chinese all-you-can-eat buffet. Big table, restaurant was 
packed right. My family speaks Polish, so my uncle starts 
talking shit about the table eating next to us. In particular, 
one guy who is on the huskier side, saying, ‘Look at how 
much they eat! No wonder they’re big.’ So lo and behold, 
the guy responds back in Polish, ‘You aren’t so thin 
yourself.’ Turns out the guy was a Polish gypsy, darker 
complexion but spoke fluent Polish. I don’t think I laughed 
more in my life than at that moment and I have yet to see 
someone get more embarrassed than that. Especially since 
he was also overweight and had no right to judge. I will 
always remember that when thinking about that uncle.” 

6) Ryouukugan wrote: 

“Nothing ever really directed at me, but I occasionally 
overhear conversations that people I guess don’t think I can 
understand. A while back I was very awkwardly privy to two 
high school girls talking about their sex lives because I 
suppose they didn’t expect I understood them. 

“On that point, I worry about what kind of sex ed they’re 
doing in Japan because some of their advice for each other 
was … not good.” 

7) AGgivemebackmysilver wrote: 
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“I speak German and Spanish. I’m incredibly white. 

“In line at Hy-Vee when some people behind me comment 
on wife’s backside in Spanish. I turn around and tell them in 
Spanish that they should see it without the yoga pants. 

“After exchanging wide-eyed stares, they didn’t say 
anything else.” 

8) Hollybanger45 wrote, “I went to visit a friend who 
worked in government. We were taking the elevator down 
and these two Russian dudes who looked like KGB straight 
from the movies get on a few floors down. On the way down 
they start talking like we weren’t there. The door opens and 
they start walking out. My friend says something in Russian 
as they exit. They turned around and started walking back as 
the door closes. I had my hand on the close button and could 
hear them yelling as we continued down. I asked my friend 
what the hell they said and he told me he had no idea. All he 
knew how to say was ‘Have a nice day’ in Russian. Good 
times.” 

9) dougiebgood wrote: 

“I was at a college in the UK sitting in the school’s cafe. I 
was sitting with my classmate who was a fellow American; 
he was white Latino and fluent in Spanish. 

“Some kids from Spain were sitting a few tables down and 
apparently started talking shit about us. I didn’t understand 
a word they said, but my friend told me. 

“I knew some very basic Spanish from high school, so we 
started a basic conversation in Spanish (one that was on my 
level, like ‘I went to the store the morning’). We didn’t look 
over, but these kids from Spain went silent and just left.” 

10) Specialist_Crew_6112 wrote, “My husband speaks 
better English than Spanish but has a very Latino-sounding 
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name. He has had to ask his doctor’s office several times to 
not call him and leave a voicemail in Spanish because he 
can’t understand it. He put his preferred language as English, 
but they just see his name and default to Spanish anyway.” 

11) FigSufficient wrote, “I live in Greece, but my 1st 
language is Welsh. Now there’s not many of us who do 
speak Welsh, so the chances of coming across someone are 
quite remote. I was walking home one afternoon after work, 
when I spotted a young couple walking towards me, 
obviously returning from the beach. He was pulling at his 
pants and was generally looking grumbly. He said in Welsh 
something along the lines of ‘There’s bloody sand all over 
my balls and they’re so itchy.’ She scolded him in Welsh to 
be careful how he speaks. He retorted, ‘It’s not like anyone 
speaks Welsh here,’ just as they were in line with me. So I 
replied, ‘Actually, there is only one Welsh speaker on this 
island.’ His face dropped like a sack as he scrambled to 
apologise for his crassness, while his girlfriend was bent 
over laughing hysterically. Anyway, I was excited to have 
someone to speak Welsh to, so had a lovely 15-minute 
conversation with them, figured out we have some 
acquaintances in common. Absolutely top couple!” 

12) Harvard-23 wrote, “A friend of mine is petite, white as 
white can be, and fluent in Spanish and is a police officer. 
She was off duty, and we were heading out for drinks when 
three Hispanic males got on our elevator and started 
discussing how and when to rob us. They were going to let 
us get off first, follow behind and commit the robbery. I went 
first, she went second, and as soon as they cleared the doors 
she spun around and got them at gunpoint and ordered them 
in Spanish on the ground. Recovered two guns and brass 
knuckles.” 

13) SilentNinjaRabbit wrote: 
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“I come from a French island in the Caribbean. I was at the 
bar with my best friend at the time, drinking and having a 
good laugh. I heard the table next to us talking Danish and 
Swedish and started to translate quietly to my friend what 
they were saying. Turns out they were planning that they 
wanted some girls for the night, they had to be back at the 
boat at the latest at 6am and nobody bring a girl back with 
them [nobody had a girl to bring back with them?]. And a 
guy even said, ‘Give them a fake name to not have stalkers 
again.’ 

“We were the only ‘alone’ girls, so they decided to come and 
talk to us. They even had a translator for us to speak English 
with them. My friend and I always liked to switch our first 
names to confuse people and have a good laugh. After an 
hour or so of drinking, we got bored and decide to move to 
another bar. They were really trying to get us to stay and kept 
on talking nasty about us in Danish / Swedish. 

“Having enough of it, we got up and I looked straight in the 
eye of the more nasty one and told him in fluent Danish, ‘Go 
home to your mother with this type of language. Have a nice 
evening!’ and we left. Their faces: priceless!” 

14) JLazarillo wrote: 

“I teach safety training, a career I’ve been in for many years. 
This particular one happened fairly early in my career, when 
I was giving a CPR (re)-certification to a group of ESL 
elementary school teachers. 

“First thing to note: Teachers are the freakin’ worst when it 
comes to classroom behavior. And I say that as someone 
who taught in public schools before taking my current career 
path. But I dunno, it’s compensating, or something. A CPR 
class full of teachers is always a taxing experience. 

“These teachers were also, as noted, ESL, and where I live, 
that basically means they were all either native or long-term 
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Spanish speakers. I am, too, despite being unquestionably a 
white dude, so nobody expects it when they see me. (I teach 
my classes in Spanish, too, by request, and it’s pretty normal 
for me to get to a site and have them all like ‘Uh, but we 
requested the class in Spanish.’) These particular teachers 
decided to use my apparent lack of understanding to ‘get 
away with’ various incidences of cracking wise and rude 
remarks (as if I couldn’t tell the general point of what they 
were saying, even if I didn’t speak it). 

“I, however, really didn’t acknowledge it at first. The class 
progressed, if a bit slowly because I had to keep them on 
task, and it was set to be taught in English, so I taught in 
English, and never really acknowledged their various 
remarks in Spanish, since those were just distractions 
anyway. The thing about me, though, is my brain sort of 
mode-shifts: English is my default (and native) language, but 
I sort of subconsciously start to think in the language that 
I’m hearing from other people around me, and I don’t really 
realize it happening sometimes. So about halfway through 
the class, with me speaking English but the peanut gallery 
doing their thing in Spanish, that switch got flipped. 

“The group was supposed to be practicing with the CPR 
dummies but started doing the raunchy soap opera thing with 
them instead, and I finally snapped at them and, without 
really thinking about it, told one of them in Spanish to do the 
practice right or get out of my class. And at that moment, 
everyone just stopped. All the other little side conversations, 
playing around, and even a couple of them that actually had 
been doing the practice correctly just went silent and gave 
me the deer-in-the-headlights look. 

“One of them sorta quietly asked, ‘Wait … you speak 
Spanish?’ 

“‘I do.’ 
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“‘Oh. Sorry.’ 

“At that point I just sorta smirked and nodded and redirected 
everyone back to the practice session. There was a little bit 
of nervous laughter, but they actually were on their best 
behavior after that. I honestly found the whole thing more 
funny than anything, since I was already used to those sorts 
of classes. When the group realized that, we actually all got 
on pretty well. I even went back a few days later to give them 
the second half of the class and they invited me to dinner 
with them at the end of the session.” 

15) typed_this_now wrote: 

“My girlfriend and I have had a few. I’m Aussie but speak 
Danish because we live there. My girlfriend is Icelandic but 
grew up in Denmark for the most part.  

“We were in a cafe on the outskirts of Copenhagen. Two 
girls were having an extremely graphic conversation in 
Icelandic about a guy one of them slept with. My girlfriend 
thought it was funny at first then couldn’t ‘tune out’ so 
turned around and something to the effect of ‘I think I know 
that guy.’ They pissed themselves laughing. They 
apologised. Very funny.  

“My girlfriend and I were in Paris and an older Danish 
couple were talking shit about the waiter who was doing his 
best in a hot and busy bar, generally complaining loudly 
about the service. We were next to them speaking English. I 
turned to them and said, ‘You’re not making it any easier for 
him,’ and his wife slapped her husband’s arm and burst out 
laughing. He looked like a little kid who got his hand caught 
in a lollie jar. They were cool people.  

“Another trip to Berlin was hilarious with two drunk girls 
who had come straight from the bar to the airport talking 
absolute shit in Danish at 6am. Basically rating everyone at 
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security: ‘I’d fuck him, not him,’ etc. I pointed at an old guy 
and said, ‘What about him?’ and they burst out laughing.” 

16) TnBluesman wrote: 

“My girlfriend (Candy) and I went to get our weekly mani / 
pedi at our favorite salon, owned by a great young 
Vietnamese man and staffed by his wife and her sisters, all 
Vietnamese. 

“Candy and I both speak Viet, but rarely use it or let it be 
known. Even Peter (owner) knew we did, but he had likely 
forgotten. The newest recruit — Kim’s youngest sister, had 
been there just a few weeks. This was the first time she had 
done my pedicure, and as she was working, she looked over 
to her sister and made a comment (in Viet) about the size of 
my feet and asked if she thought it was true what they said 
about white guys’ feet and their penis size. Before her sister 
could answer, CANDY glanced down at her and said, ‘Vang, 
dung vay’ (Yes, it is). The poor little girl fell tits over 
teakettle backwards off of her stool, jumped up and ran out 
the door. Kim told me later she didn’t come back for hours. 
So we left her a $100 tip. Next trip we apologized to all the 
staff and explained that, yes, we have always understood 
you, we just chose to not interfere in your conversations. But 
Candy just could not miss the chance to brag to them about 
her guy.” 

17) Tammytalkstooomuch wrote: 

“I speak a few languages fairly poorly — I say intermediate 
Spanish, conversational Afrikaans, and enough Fijian Hindi 
to make my in-laws careful what they say around me. But 
my OWN HUSBAND tried his luck the other day. 

“I HATE air mattresses and I go ON about it, so when we 
stayed over at my parents’, I slept on the couch while he had 
the double air mattress to himself, loudly exclaiming how 
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comfortable he was. The next day he apparently had had a 
majestic sleep on the perfect, pillowy surface. 

“Later that day we were with his family and he says to his 
brother in Hindi, ‘My neck hurts SO bad. I think it was the 
air mattress, but I don’t want to admit it to Tammy.’ 

“I was like — firstly — ah-HAH! And secondly — Did you 
seriously expect to get away with that? Hahaha.”54 

55. “Have You Known Anyone Who Completely 
Changed Their Life for the Better?”  

Dave_OB wrote: 

“Friend of mine works in an auto repair shop. One of the 
guys there is the scariest-looking MFer. He looks like he’s 
lived a very hard life, neck and face tats, the whole bit. He’s 
incredibly polite, sir, ma’am, very humble, all of that. Not 
what you expect, which of course is all on me for judging a 
book by its cover. 

“So I asked my friend what the guy’s deal is. Killed some 
guy in a drug deal, spent a long time in prison. While in 
prison he decided he didn’t want that life, got sober, stayed 
sober, turned his life around. But nobody wants to hire 
convicted felons so finding work is hard. My friend said he’s 
the best guy in the shop. 

“I have a ton of respect for people who can turn their life 
around like that, and it’s unfortunate that prison isn’t more 

 
54 Source: AlarmedStore, “Bilinguals of Reddit: what’s your ‘they 
didn’t know I spoke their language’ story?” Reddit. AskReddit. 20 
February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sxdmow/bilinguals_of_
reddit_whats_your_they_didnt_know_i/ >. 
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rehabilitative, and that so many roadblocks are put in the 
way of folks who’ve done their time.”55 

56. What Would You Tell Your 16-Year-Old Self?”  

1) BmwM5racer wrote, “Just ask her out now so you can 
love her longer. She is the one you end up with anyway in 
25 years and it’s great.” 

2) Ungodly_Goddesss wrote, “Stop letting your self-
consciousness / fear of not being good enough or perfect get 
in the way of you truly living your life and making many 
good memories to look back on later in life because looking 
back you’ll realize that the majority of people don’t really 
care / wouldn’t have criticized you as much as you thought 
they would. Your life is yours to live, so live it for you and 
not based on anyone else’s opinion because you get only one 
chance at this life, You can’t rewind. You’re only young 
once so try to make the most of it and enjoy it because 
memories and regrets are the only things that last.” 

anakwardspace asked, “How do I make my current self 
understand this?” 

wolves_hun_in_packs answered: 

“Imagine you grew old. Imagine you’re on your deathbed. 
Think, ‘Man, I wasted so much time on meaningless crap 
that eventually didn’t even matter. I spent so much time 
working overtime but all that didn’t matter. I stayed with a 
lousy job for decades. I should’ve spent more time with 
family. I should’ve spent more time with friends. I should’ve 
told that slavedriver boss to go fuck himself. I’m a person 

 
55 Source: scenecore, “What terrifying confession has someone told you 
while intoxicated?” Reddit, AskReddit. 21 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sxrqol/serious_what_te
rrifying_confession_has_someone/ >. 
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and don’t deserve to be treated like a slave. I wish I had 
looked for a better job. I wish I was [whatever your age is 
now] again.’ 

“Then, boom: wish granted. You wake up. You’re not old 
and dying anymore. 

“Good luck, my friend.”56 

57. “What Do People Think Makes Them Look Cool, But 
Actually Makes Them Look Like A Jerk?” 

itsaberry wrote, “Listening to music on their phone speaker 
in public.” 

Wind_Yer_Neck_In commented: 

“One time in London there was a kid doing this in the middle 
of the bus, a huge Polish man asked him to stop and the kid 
started calling him names and acting like a big tough guy. 
The Polish guy just grabbed his speaker, opened the little 
window, popped it out and sat down again while staring the 
kid down. 

“It was glorious.”57 

 
56 Source: dumbass099, “What would you tell your 16-year old self?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 21 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sy16ac/what_would_y
ou_tell_your_16year_old_self/ >. 
57 Source: NylaFaye, “what do people think makes them look cool, but 
actually makes them look like a jerk?” Reddit. AskReddit. 21 February 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sybgty/what_do_peopl
e_think_makes_them_look_cool_but/ >. 
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58. “What’s The Most Disrespectful Food To Serve At A 
Funeral?” 

1) Fuxmulder87 wrote, “Happy meal.” 

2) PMCfactcheck wrote, “Life Savers.” 

Letmetelltowhat commented, “A story my one friend told 
me about the last days of my other friend. I believe it 
happened. They were in the ICU [Intensive Care Unit]. My 
friend looked down and saw a candy under the bed. A Life 
Saver of all things. He looked up and said to our dying 
friend, in a shocked voice, ‘A Life Saver!’ My dying friend 
said, ‘It didn’t work.’” 

Savitribaii commented, “Classic gallows humor.” 

3) Left_Structure7276 wrote: 

“My friend had the best story. So the memorial place fucked 
up and didn’t have the brunch that was promised so the 
owner’s wife ran out and got a bucket of chicken and 
Domino’s pizzas. 

“Some other guy ran out and bought a bunch of Happy 
Meals, for adults, lmao, and a Subway sandwich. Then 
someone brought Chex Mix. It was a complete shit show.” 

Left_Structure7276 added, “Yeah. The proprietor was an 
African man who spoke no English. Anything you asked him 
he would pretty much just smile and say, ‘Yes.’ The wife 
spoke a bit more English and when my friend asked why the 
fuck he paid for the brunch and there was no food, the 
woman said the brunch package just means the memorial 
was held at the time people eat brunch but didn’t actually 
include brunch. They were livid. LMAO.” 

SAea_Impresssion3810 commented, “I’d be pretty pissed if 
everyone was eating pizza and I just had to lie there in a 
wooden box like an idiot.” 
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Left_Structure7276 commented, “She was cremated. It was 
a memorial. The story of what happened to her body is just 
as good.” 

Left_Structure7276 added: 

“First I must preface that my friend despised his MIL 
[Mother-In-Law] and his wife didn’t like her much either. 
He tells it better but here it goes. 

“So his MIL got sick with Covid and it got real bad and she 
had to go to the hospital. It was apparent she was not going 
to recover so the staff asked if she would like a Priest to come 
in to read her, her last rites. She said she wasn’t practicing in 
her faith but would be comforted by his blessing. 

“Well, the priest never showed up and she died without 
being blessed. Sometime later the priest phoned the deceased 
sister, who was religious, to tell her that he never showed up 
to bless her. She was furious and the priest said something 
to the effect of he guesses she could be in heaven. Lmao. 

“It came time to pick up her body and they called the funeral 
home and they said they never received a body. So a bunch 
of phone tag ensues and it turns out the hospital forgot about 
her in the morgue. So eventually she gets cremated and the 
brunch incident occurred. She is currently in an urn sitting 
next to some paint cans in their garage. He tells it better. 
Unfortunately, I was not present for this shit show.”58 

 
58 Source: JackOfAllSpades12, “What’s the most disrespectful food to 
serve at a funeral?” Reddit. AskReddit. 21 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/sxz4j4/whats_the_most
_disrespectful_food_to_serve_at_a/ >. 
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59. “What Do Only Poor People Know?” 

1) macaronsforeveryone wrote, “Having to put back 
groceries at checkout due to not enough money.” 

Vicimer commented: 

“Card declined. 

“‘Ok, uh … take off the garlic.’ 

“‘It’s 32 cents.’ 

“‘I know.’ 

“Because you know exactly how much overdraft you have 
left.” 

Fit_Meringue2118 commented, “Yikes, I feel this. I 
‘hopeful shop’ all the time. And they probably think I’m a 
lunatic, because I never ask them to put back the wine or 
gummy bears. It’s always garlic, spices, or some sort of 
hygiene product that I know I can stretch until pay day.” 

Vicimer commented, “Oh, I’ll be damned if I put back the 
booze or candy.” 

Fit_Meringue2118 responded, “Right! That wine and candy 
was my only motivation to adult today, people. Probably the 
only reason I dragged myself into the grocery store to buy 
food to cook.” 

therealdildoexpert commented, “Still remember going out 
for a slice of pizza at the grocery store deli and my dad’s card 
got declined. The lady wouldn’t give it to us, and instead 
threw it away. I felt so bad. I convinced my dad that the lady 
would be nice and give it to us if he didn’t have enough 
money. The naiveté of being a child, am I right?” 

gracem5 commented, “I had the opposite experience. 
Purchased basic food for kids but not myself at fast food 
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counter, cashier realized I was counting change to pay and 
slipped in an extra burger for me.” 

sznfpv commented, “I always put the things I wanted, not 
needed, on last and then watched the total. If I hit my limit I 
would just say, ‘Ok, that’s it.’” 

2) CharmingWitty wrote, “If you fuck up or even if you 
don’t fuck up and a perfectly mundane unexpected expense 
comes up, it will definitely take you weeks or months if not 
years to recover from it financially.” 

StormtrooperMJS commented, “I can wait another month 
for tyres … oh, shit, the alternator went … those tyres can 
last another three months.” 

3) dwalshhh45 wrote, “Using a blow dryer to heat your small 
room.” 

Fot-Meringuue2118 wrote: 

“Related to that — planning your cooking around how cold 
it is outside. A friend asked me during the cold snap why I 
tend to eat late. And I realized it’s because I get cold later in 
the evening, and I’m even colder when I go to bed. But if I 
turn my oven on late, the residual heat lasts until I fall asleep. 
I have to use the oven no matter what, so it’s a fixed cost, 
whereas the baseboards are not. 

“It never occurred to me to think about it until she asked, 
though.”59 

 
59 Source: ManOfManyValence, “What do only poor people know?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 22 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/syhivp/what_do_only_
poor_people_know/ >. 
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60. “Men Of Reddit, What Compliment Have You 
Received That You Will Never Forget?” 

1) sscareintheair wrote, “A woman told me that I look good 
for 64. I’m 50.” 

whomp1970 commented, “Two different Chinese 
restaurants in my area regularly gave me the senior citizen 
discount. The problem was that I was only 44.” 

semisspooked commented, “I don’t remember when it 
started, but as long as I can remember every year on his 
birthday I tell my Grandpa he doesn’t look a day over *1 
year older than he is* and without fail, he’s laughed every 
time. Props to him for not getting sick of the joke.” 

2) Raidernation101x wrote: 

“My wife asked me the other day, ‘When was the last time 
you received a compliment from a female not me or your 
mom?’ 

“A few months ago,, I was checking out at a gas station after 
buying wiper fluid. Lady rang me up and said, ‘$3.19.’ I 
gave her $25 and instantly said, ‘Can you put the other 
$21.81 on pump 4? Thanks.’ 

“She was so amazed by how quick I did mental math that she 
asked if I need a job. Haha. I’ve always been proud of how 
quick I can do basics, so it was nice to have it recognized. 

“Probably the last time I’ll be complimented by a female not 
my wife or mom for another year or so. Haha.” 

3) Blkout05 wrote, “One time I kicked a soccer ball back to 
a kid at the beach. He called me sir. At the time nobody had 
ever done that to me before so I felt very respected.” 

4) Solid_V wrote: 
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“My girlfriend and I were in a long-distance relationship on 
opposite sides of the US. The first time we had enough 
between us to finance a visit, I met her on a train platform. 
After we’d hugged and kissed for the first time, she backed 
up a little bit and looked at me for a second. Then, with a 
slight giggle in her voice, she said, ‘You’re tall!’ 

“I caught-on that it was something complimentary at the 
time, but it was about a decade later that I realized that was 
pretty-much her saying, ‘You’re hot!’ 

“We’ll have been together for thirteen years this April.” 

5) sans-forme wrote: 

“Someone told me that I inspired them to get into writing 
and performing music. 

“I mean, they might have meant that if I could do it, anyone 
could. Still, though. Making positive change in the world.”60 

  

 
60 Source: NOTthelampshadeguy, “Men of reddit, what compliment 
have you recieved that you will never forget?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 
February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t3vqia/men_of_reddit_
what_compliment_have_you_recieved/ >. 
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Chapter 4: Questions 61-80 

61. “[Serious] Mr. Rogers’ Advice During Times Of 
Crisis Was To ‘Always Look For The Helpers.’ Which 
‘Helpers’ Have You Witnessed In Your Life That Made 
You Realize Humanity Isn’t So Bad After All?” 

1) jewbicuits wrote, “I once lived in Moscow, Russia (not 
the friendliest of cities, and not especially popular on Reddit 
these days). My wife had to give blood on an empty stomach 
on a hot summer day and she fainted after we came out of 
the clinic. Like I said, people in Moscow tend to be rough 
and unfriendly, especially to foreigners, but that wasn’t the 
case that day. A security guard rushed out of a nearby 
building and put his jacket under her head. An old lady 
stopped by to offer her heart pills. Young dude in a souped-
up Lada pulled up and offered to drive us anywhere we 
needed to go. All within a minute .I’ll never forget it. I cry 
when I think how much these people will suffer because of 
their idiot leader [Putin].” 

thefuzztbunny1 commented: 

“I had to do that for an older woman who tripped on uneven 
sidewalk (construction zone) in lower Manhattan one 
summer. She bonked her head, and it started bleeding pretty 
badly. One person pressed napkins against the wound, 
another called 911, and I got her name, age, and medical 
conditions in case she fainted before the EMTs arrived, and 
then I called her office to let them know she’d had an 
accident on her lunch break. Meanwhile people passing by 
were offering juice (thinking she had passed out) and Band-
Aids and Advil. By the time the ambulance arrived, one of 
her coworkers had come down from the office to accompany 
her to the hospital. 

“The best-staffed nursing home in the city couldn’t have 
coordinated better care in that time span.” 
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2) pretendthisisironic wrote, “I’m a teacher of kindergarten, 
so I spend my working hours surrounded by 5- to 6-year-
olds. I can’t tell you the inspiration I get from those children. 
Kindness and empathy abound. Just today at recess one of 
my students fell and skinned her knees. I was across the 
playground getting another child a tissue. This gaggle of 
children comes running, a few messengers racing ahead to 
tell me what happened, three boys with linked arms working 
together like a human stretcher to carry her. I was grabbing 
my first-aid kit out of the backpack, the boys who ran ahead 
giving me the rundown of her battle wounds. I paused for a 
moment and just watched them — those are the helpers. 
Those are the people I look for. One little girl holding the 
injured little girl’s shoe. My student was crying while I was 
getting her a Band-Aid, I told her, ‘Baby, look at all your 
friends, look at who just took care of you. Listen to them 
comforting you (everyone was watching me tend her and 
questioning me about her survival) — how wonderful it is to 
have such good friends.’ She took some breaths and stopped 
crying, in her little voice, ‘I love you guys, you all can come 
to my birthday, I love you.’ I got all choked up — this is 
humanity at its finest. I have so much hope.” 

3) madcats323 wrote: 

“My mom died when I was 14. She was sick for several years 
prior. Two families just embraced me as another kid in their 
household. I was friends with their daughters, but they knew 
my situation. Never made a big deal out of it, but 
automatically included me on day trips, swimming outings, 
meals, fairs, shopping trips. 

“They gave me security, consistency, family, affection, 
correction, and guidance at a time when I was lost and bereft, 
and my own family was struggling to deal with its 
catastrophes. Forty-five years later, their kindness still 
brings tears to my eyes. I am so grateful to them.” 
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insertcaffeine commented, “I’m a mom with stage 4 breast 
cancer and I hope that my son’s friends’ moms pick up my 
slack. I go out of my way to be kind and friendly, mostly 
because they’re awesome women who I want to be friends 
with, but I can’t help thinking about the future.” 

4) counteerindicator wrote: 

“Everywhere I’ve ever been in the world there are good 
people. It’s one of my favorite things about traveling. In 
England a dapper gentleman helped my wife carry her bag 
through the tube station. In France a random guy walking his 
dog helped me with some car trouble. In Japan we 
discovered that if you’re lost, and you stare at a transit map 
for a few minutes, an elderly Japanese lady will come by and 
help you on your way whether she speaks the language or 
not. 

“It really does give you hope.” 

5) Ambam3434 wrote, “A big snowstorm hit our area last 
year. We weren’t prepared for it and our shovels were all 
buried in the garage, which is detached from the house. The 
only thing I had to dig my car out of the snow was a child’s 
garden shovel, which was more a toy than anything else. As 
I was attempting to dig my car out of the snow with this 
pathetic shovel, this man suddenly appeared and told me he 
would be right back. He came back 5-10 minutes later with 
a giant snow shovel. He helped me dig out my car and a 
pathway to the garage so I could get to our shovels. I didn’t 
ask for help that day, but he saw someone in need and 
wouldn’t take no for an answer.” 

6) lavendarhoney69 wrote, “I was in a workplace-shooting. 
My coworker and I were able to hide behind a desk. We saw 
another coworker wander by who looked disoriented. My 
coworker put herself in danger by going to this woman’s aid 
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and bringing her to the relative safety of the office we were 
in.” 

7) Got_gaht wrote, “Got my rental car stuck in a hole in the 
road (hidden by snow) in Iceland. At least 30+ strangers 
helped us over the course of a few hours. People on their 
hands and knees digging, pushing the car, trying to tow with 
their car. When the last group finally got it out, everyone 
cheered and I burst into tears because I felt so lucky that so 
many strangers had taken time out of their vacations to help 
me.” 

8) farmerjanecali wrote, “When my small town was ravaged 
by wildfire, the helpers appeared quickly. It was my first 
wildfire and I was terrified. (I had just moved to California.) 
Within an hour of the first house being lost, everyone came 
together. The local bar was a makeshift shelter with 
neighbors donating everything from clothes and food to cots 
and pet supplies. They even wrangled horses that had been 
set free and put them in the beer garden. I hadn’t even met 
most of my neighbors yet, but that day we were all family. It 
still gives me chills and an enormous sense of pride to have 
seen a community come together like that. Mr. Rogers’ 
helpers quote is an all-time favorite quote of mine. 
Especially after having seen it firsthand.” 

9) its_garden_time_nerd wrote, “This is just a little one, but 
I think of it fondly: I was traveling alone in Europe and had 
become injured; my left ankle was the size of a softball, and 
it was difficult to walk. I was headed to a friend’s in 
Germany, where I luckily speak the language and was able 
to see a doctor later on. On the train from Munich to 
Frankfurt, I’d undone my shoe and elevated my ankle as well 
as I could on the small window ledge. At the station, I stood 
by the door with my large suitcase and waited to exit onto 
the platform. A middle-aged woman asked me if I needed 
help with my suitcase; I told her thank you, but I could 
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manage. She said to me, ‘Ich hab gesehen, wie dick Ihr Fuß 
ist!’ / ‘I saw how fat your foot is!’ She then picked that 
suitcase up by the handle, carried it down the four stairs, set 
it on the platform, and smiled at me. I’ll never forget that.” 

10) bad_vinca wrote, “I had just turned 12. My mom was 
dying. On her last day, I went to the hospital to visit her. She 
had been unconscious or comatose for a couple of weeks at 
this point, but I was too young to actually understand or 
believe that she could or would die. One of her nurses, who 
had been a total rock for my family as well as for my mom, 
cleared out her room, and sat me down next to her. She told 
me even though my mom wasn’t awake anymore that she 
could still hear me, and this was my time to say goodbye and 
tell my mom how much I loved her and anything else I 
wanted to say. Then she left us alone. If that nurse hadn’t 
made sure I had that time I don’t know if I ever would have 
said goodbye to my mom, just because I didn’t believe she 
could actually leave me. Thanks, Audrey. You’re an angel.” 

11) m1nhuh wrote, “When I was around 10, I was walking 
home from school with my little brother (this was common 
back in the day) and a ‘giant’ Pomeranian-like dog came up 
to me. I was a tiny little kid and was scared of dogs, so I ran 
in fear. This lady cyclist saw and came closer to us and I ran 
to her. She escorted me and my brother home for three 
blocks while the dog followed us. I don’t know if that counts 
since she came to us but considering everyone in the 90s said 
never talk to a stranger, it seemed like a helper whom I 
wasn’t supposed to trust.” 

12) Unicorn Cackle wrote, “Currently, it’s the footage of the 
Romanians greeting Ukrainian [February 2022] refugees 
with food and offers of shelter. They restore my faith in 
humanity a little.” 

13) mokayyemo wrote, “Recent one: My aunt and uncle are 
Polish citizens living an hour from Ukraine. The day of 
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invasion, my uncle drove to the border to pick up a few 
women and children they knew needed help. He ended up 
bringing way more than that (14, I think) home for beds & 
safety. He managed this thanks to the help of a random guy 
who waited around for border guards to let them through, 
which took six whole hours. He’s since gone back and forth 
several times to bring more over; every time he finds a new 
family willing to take people in.” 

14) haroldtitus425 wrote, “When I was a teenager, I was in 
and out of juvie, selling / doing drugs, failing in high school 
and was just generally a little shit. My friends and I started a 
fight club (pre the book or movie!) and it inspired me to get 
better at fighting. So, I joined a boxing club and eventually 
Golden Gloves. My coach was a Vietnam vet who was 
considered kinda ‘crazy’ in town and worked part-time at 
McDonald’s to support his love of boxing and surfing. Not 
the sort of person you’d think would change your life, but 
damn that man showed me love, respect and taught me so 
much about discipline and, well, about fighting. I got clean 
at 17, trained, and never looked back. I don’t still fight, but 
I do still use many of the lessons he taught me to this day. 
The biggest? It’s not about NOT getting hit, it’s about 
learning how to get hit and keep on hitting back.” 

15) mollymuppet78 wrote: 

“We have a lunch helper at our school who sneaks extra mitts 
and gloves into kids belongings’ bins they keep for the wild 
Canadian weather. 

“Kids gloves get wet and can’t dry by the following recess? 
She’s always got a spare pair. 

“She knows every single child’s name, grade, and teacher.” 

16) DoveShandy wrote: 
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“When I was a kid, one of my parents lived abroad in 
Europe. (I’m in the US.) It was really hard emotionally, but 
one summer I got to spend the summer with them. They were 
a teacher so they didn’t have any income in the summertime 
so we didn’t have a lot to eat. One of their work friends 
dropped by with her kids one afternoon to meet me, and as 
they were leaving she discreetly handed my parent an 
envelope and left. 

“There was £500 in the envelope. It kept us in groceries for 
the rest of the summer.” 

17) orange_cuse wrote: 

“A long time ago I was driving with my family from New 
York to Florida. While we were passing through South 
Carolina, our car started to smoke and so we pulled into a 
rest area. My dad popped the hood, looked around, but 
couldn’t really figure out what the problem was and how to 
fix it. If I recall correctly, it was sometime in the evening — 
maybe like 8pm or so — on a Sunday. This was in the early 
1990s and so cell phones were not a thing, so we didn’t have 
a way to call for help other than the pay phone. As luck 
would have it, the payphone at the small rest area was broken 
and so we had no way to call for help. My family started to 
worry and we began to plan to sleep in our car at night and 
wait for help in the morning as we were in the middle of 
nowhere and it was getting late. Out of the blue, a pick-up 
truck pulls up towards us. My dad and I take a look at the 
truck, and two guys who look like rednecks are just staring 
over at us. Being from NYC, my family had a somewhat 
negative view of southerners, and we were worried that these 
two rednecks were going to cause trouble; after all, all we 
heard about people from the South is that they were dumb, 
racist hicks who really disliked minorities. 

“They slowly walked over to us, and my dad told me and my 
family to get into the car. My dad was a boxer in the army, 
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and he was no stranger to fighting, and I started to get 
worried that my dad — in his nervousness — was going to 
hit one of the guys and our situation was going to just get a 
lot worse. But as the guys got within speaking distance, one 
of the guys nicely asked if something was wrong with our 
car and if we needed help. My dad — still nervous — 
explained the situation, and one of the guys told my dad not 
to worry — that he was a mechanic and that his shop was 
only 20 minutes away. He and his friend then left us, and 
about an hour later they returned with some tools and ended 
up fixing our car. After they finished, my dad thanked them 
and asked how much we owed them. They both smiled and 
said they didn’t want our money; they were just driving by 
and noticed our car and they quickly realized that we were 
out of towners with a stuck car and so they came by to help. 
They did so strictly out of the kindness of their hearts; they 
lost nearly two hours on a Sunday evening to offer free help 
to complete strangers. 

“This was a small event that occurred around 30 years ago, 
and I still remember it to this day. There were a handful of 
times in my adult life where I was driving by and noticed 
people who were pulled over on the side of a road and I 
ended up stopping to help them out. I’m not sure I would 
have done that if the same kindness wasn’t shown to me 
when I was young. 

“Kindness is important. Kindness is contagious.”61 

 
61 Source: letmebe03, “[Serious] Mr. Rogers’ advice during times of 
crisis was to ‘always look for the helpers.’ Which ‘helpers’ have you 
witnessed in your life that made you realize humanity isn’t so bad after 
all?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 February 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t3q56b/serious_mr_rog
ers_advice_during_times_of_crisis/ >. 
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62. “We Hear A Lot About Toxic Masculinity, But What 
Are Your Favourite Examples Of Positive Masculinity?” 

1) teflonfairy wrote: 

“I fell asleep on the sofa after a really hard day, but I was 
sort of dozing, not fully asleep. My 16-year-old son came 
into the room, saw me sleeping, and started tiptoeing around, 
shut the blinds, turned the lights off and covered me in a 
blanket because he was going to use the backyard gym, 
which required a window to be open for an extension lead 
and he didn’t want me to get cold. It was just so thoughtful 
and did surprise me a bit because he normally has tunnel 
vision. 

“He’s also really stepped up the last few weeks, I’ve been on 
sick leave. I’m a nurse and got attacked by a patient so have 
my hand in a soft cast for ligament damage. He’s cooked 
pretty much every evening. He has also been meal planning 
for the week. I am married, but it’s turned into a bit of ‘us 
time’ and he’s really enjoying learning to cook. 

“I’m so proud of him and told him this the other day and we 
had a huge hug. I love him so much.” 

Aries921 commented, “I just adore this. It probably meant 
so much to him that you noticed and told him you were 
proud. That’s two instances of positivity.” 

teflonfairy wrote, “We’ve been really bigging up his efforts 
in the kitchen to support him because sometimes he has low 
self-esteem. I’ve got a 10-year-old boy as well and he has 
ADHD and sometimes forgets to say his please and thank 
yous. (We remind him every time, but he just gets lost in his 
own head sometimes.) I noticed yesterday that he’s 
becoming very enthusiastic about his brother’s cooking and 
tells him he’s ‘the best cooker ever’ without prompting 
now.” 
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2) 2curmuudgeony wrote, “In high school one time, a guy 
gave his guy best friend a birthday gift, and guy 2 loved it so 
much he gave guy 1 the biggest hug in the middle of class. I 
think everyone’s hearts melted. All guys should be that 
confident / allowed to be that confident.” 

3) Positive_Oliver wrote, “Being able to move on from a 
fight and become friends again.” 

schofield101 commented: 

“When I was around 17, I did something quite bad at the time 
and broke the bro code. I won’t delve into what I did, but I 
was in the wrong. 

“My buddy who was understandably pissed with me was 
getting more irate and I apologised and asked him to punch 
me. He lamped me and clipped the side of my nose, then 
threw a second into my cheek. Immediately afterwards he 
sighed, hugged me and thanked me for letting him do it. 
Instantly vented that anger and gave me the chance to move 
on, and we remained friends for years afterwards.” 

4) OSUfirebird18 wrote, “Freaking Terry Crews! In a world 
where men are shamed for talking about sexual assault 
against them, Terry Crews openly does it! And he’s seen as 
the ‘big dude manly man.’ He’s trying to set an example for 
other male victims out there.” 

5) ral365 wrote, “A father being a good example for his son.” 

6) Ifearnodeath wrote, “I’m a girl, but when guys hype each 
other up at the gym, it’s the best.” 

santichristchrist wrote, “I used to be anxious about going to 
the gym when I was young, but instead of the expected thing 
where guys were judging other guys on their techniques and 
doing things wrong, I would run into guys super excited to 
show me the proper ways to use the equipment.” 
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ClownWar2022 commented, “It is genuinely fun to give and 
receive gym tips to where either you or the person you’re 
helping is lifting a certain way, test out a better way and 
when you / they feel the isolated muscle really burn from 
less weight, it’s like a whole new thing just got unlocked.” 

throwaway_forgoo_d commented: 

“I’m gay. I was afraid of going to the gym at first because I 
was afraid of ridicule for not being athletic. 

“Instead, I was hyped up by so many straight men. I even 
found a straight-guy lifting partner, and I’ve never been 
more successful than lifting with him. 

“This hype in the gym is real, and it’s also fun to hype up 
other guys.” 

ShioriAkai commented: 

“Yeah, I love it when guys hype each other at the gym. 

“Whenever I went to the school gym (it’s an all-girls school) 
to work out, my classmates would follow me around and just 
continuously put me down for everything, but when I went 
to the local gym with a male friend, it was a far more pleasant 
experience.” 

KingOfCook commented, “Whenever I see a guy who lifts 
around 30% more than me, I need to compliment them (as 
long as it can be done organically). Sure, at first you may 
fear it’s going to be awkward; it may actually be a little. But 
from experience every single person has greatly appreciated 
and sparked of a conversation as a result. I think it’s a good 
habit to be comfortable with complimenting people when 
you see them do something you like, especially if they’re 
strangers. It’s amazing how a couple good words can 
completely turn someone’s day for the best.” 
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7) sagegreenpaint78 wrote, “My husband switching seats on 
an airline with a teenage girl being harassed by an old creep. 
He’s very large, bearded, and wears metal t-shirts. He 
plopped down next to creeper and said, ‘You said you were 
buying drinks?’” 

8) Wild_Boysenberry7370 wrote, “I’ve always loved 
cooking. Not very good at it, but I keep trying to learn new 
things and experiment when I find the time. A friend knew 
about this. (She and I organized a few food-related events at 
this Uni we were working at and we had immense fun, even 
when certain dishes went wrong.) So she gave me oven mitts 
on my birthday, and on the mitts there’s this dude with six 
or eight arms, all holding pans and ladles, wearing an apron 
that says, ‘I’ll feed all you motherfuckers.’ I love it so much 
that I’ve kept it all these years without using it once. And 
I’m going to keep it forever as a prized possession.”62 

63. “Went To A House Today And All The Books On The 
Shelves Were Placed Spine Facing Innards. Why Would 
You Do This?” 

1) PuffCiggy wrote, “To fuck with people?” 

DrMagnusToboggan commented, “I have a couple of books 
in my shelf like that because I typically have guests over and 
my parents. I don’t want them to know that I used to smoke 
and have books on how to quit smoking. Also lots of books 
on sex. Want to avoid those weird conversations. Lol.” 

 
62 Source: Acolyte_000, “We hear a lot about toxic masculinity, but 
what are your favourite examples of positive masculinity?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 4 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t6c0th/we_hear_a_lot_
about_toxic_masculinity_but_what/ >. 
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IamWitIam3 commented, “To keep busy bodies from 
checking what you read.” 

CylonsInAPolicebox wrote, “Or to stop that one asshole 
‘friend’ from looking up spoilers and saying them out loud.” 

sbgarbage asked, “Is this a common thing? I’ve literally 
never heard of someone doing this.” 

CylonsInAPolicebox replied: 

“Honestly, I don’t think it is too common but occasionally 
you will encounter that one asshole who somehow ends up 
in your friends group. 

“We had this guy, he liked to spoil shit because is funny hur. 
Dude would look up spoilers to games, shows, movies, even 
books and just blurt them out at random times, like if he 
knew someone hasn’t seen, for example Star Wars, he’s 
gonna tell that person that Vader is Luke’s dad just to watch 
them get annoyed, upset, or angry. To this asshole it was fun, 
especially if the person got angry. 

“Honestly I still don’t know how the dude got in our group; 
he was a friend of a friend, but we still don’t know whose 
friend he actually was. But I remember how we got rid of 
him. Dude ended up with a shift change, which meant he 
couldn’t watch his favorite shows when the new episodes 
aired. Well, at least one of us from the group could watch 
whatever show was airing that night, we would text him 
spoilers for every new episode … which naturally pissed him 
off to no end. Dude got so angry he blocked us on all sites, 
discord, even texts.  

“The final nail that lead to him leaving the group was I had 
the evil idea of calling his work. Dude was required to 
answer the phone, so it was like Thank you for calling 
business name and I would quickly blurt out THEY 
CHOPPED OFF NED’S HEAD! or whatever other major 
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spoilers we wanted him to have before he would slam the 
phone down. Shortly after that he stopped hanging around us 
and my understanding from others who know him he has 
backed off spoiling shit for other people; I guess the asshole 
just needed a taste of his own medicine.” 

2) rhymes_with_candy wrote, “To hide the fact that I own a 
ton of trashy romance novels.” 

goodgirlathena commented, “Hello, fellow trashy romance 
reader. : )” 

rhymes_with_candy wrote, “Hello to you as well. I actually 
got rid of my physical books when we moved into our house. 
I’m living that sweet Kindle life now.” 

3) BridgetheDivide wrote, “I’d have to assume they’re four 
dozen copies of Mein Kampf.” 

4) IsAlwaysTired wrote: 

“Maybe they don’t want you to know what they’re reading. 

“Maybe it’s CIA stuff. Maybe it’s Fifty Shades of Grey. 
Maybe it’s weirder than we can imagine.” 

5) Too_Too_Solid_Flesh wrote, “It’s a decorating trend that 
screams, ‘I don’t read anything at all, but I want to continue 
pretending that I do.’ The idea is that by turning the spines 
inward, you get the consistent neutral colors of the pages. 
Personally, I can’t wait for the trend where you turn the 
bookcase itself to face the wall, so you get the consistent 
color of the back of the bookcase.” 

6) bartkeby_bartender wrote, “It’s a decorating tip for people 
who never read. If the pages are all facing outwards, you get 
a beige mosaic that won’t clash with your utter lack of 
personality.” 
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7) cupofcrazy wrote, “It’s the real-life book version of the 
‘random selection’ button on Netflix.” 

8) Bellamiaoe wrote, “If you’re a book lover / collector, it 
can be to stop the spines from fading in the light.”63 

64. “Which Celebrity’s Death Hit You The Hardest?”  

Kevin0323 wrote, “Robin Williams.” 

Cautiolegrande wrote: 

“I met him a few times, and he was a truly nice guy. He came 
to Apple Computer and did a show when we released the 
Mac. I was the one that had to set it up and I had to meet him 
to go over the details and what he required. I met him about 
15 years later after one of his shows and he saw me in the 
group backstage and smiled and waved at me to come over. 
He actually remembered my name and asked me if I was still 
at Apple and I told him no. I was completely shocked that he 
remembered me by name. It showed how he really cared 
about the people he met. He even remembered my wife’s 
name! 

“He was truly the best most caring and honest person I ever 
met. I met lots of celebs while at Apple, and I was just 
another face in the crowd to all the rest. Robin took time out 
of his busy day to connect with people.” 

Sss00099 commented, “There’s so many great Robin stories 
on Reddit. This topic came up a few months ago and some 
guy posted about winning a contest where he got to meet 
Robin (when the storyteller was a child), but weeks before 

 
63 Source: cting, “Went to a house today and all the books on the 
shelves were placed spine facing innards. Why would you do this?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 5 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t7pnrf/went_to_a_hous
e_today_and_all_the_books_on_the/ >. 
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the scheduled meet he saw him at Universal Studios and 
waited behind a ton of other kids to talk to him. When he 
finally gets to Robin he starts babbling that he’s a contest 
winner but they aren’t supposed to meet yet. Robin looked 
at him, said the kid’s name (think it was Kyle), and then 
pulled the kid’s contest-winning letter out of his jacket 
pocket (again, this was weeks before the contest winner and 
him were supposed to meet as the prize) … turned out he 
kept heartfelt fan letters on him because it made life on the 
road less lonely.”64 

65. “Adults, What Is Something You’d Love Receiving 
As A Gift But No One Even Considers Giving You 
Because You’re An Adult?” 

1) VintageShrill wrote, “Remote-controlled cars, planes, or 
helicopters. They were fun when I was eight and they are 
even more fun now.” 

disappointed_moose commented: 

“This! And last Christmas my dream came true! So for the 
whole year whenever I was asked what I wanted for 
Christmas I always said I wanted a remote-controlled car and 
everyone always assumed I was joking because why would 
a 32-year-old want a toy for Christmas. My son got one for 
his birthday two days before Christmas and he was having a 
blast and to be honest I was a bit jealous. 

“So we always set a budget of 50€ per present on Christmas 
so it doesn’t go over the top. But my brother-in-law decided 

 
64 Source: Hyperius999, “Which celebrity’s death hit you the hardest?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 5 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t7qkud/which_celebrit
ys_death_hit_you_the_hardest/ >. 
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to completely ignore it this time and got me a really nice 
remote-control car for around 300€. That thing is the shit!  

“It’s a four-wheel drive off-road short-course truck, and it 
goes 50kmh. It’s so much fun and I’m having a blast on 
weekends when my son and I go off-roading with our 
remote-control cars. I got the best brother-in-law I can 
imagine!” 

Sevenlego commented, “My father-in-law had a pretty 
crappy childhood, and my wife always told this story about 
him wanting a remote-control car. They are pretty well off 
now, but he wouldn’t buy something like that for himself. 
No need for it. Well, last Christmas I got him one of the ones 
that can go off-road pretty fast and when he opened it up, I 
have never seen someone smile that big! He literally 
unboxed it, we had opened it and charged it beforehand, and 
ran outside. He played with it until the batteries were dead. 
Best Christmas gift I’ve ever bought!” 

2) Matthias_Cro wrote, “Stickers. I won’t put them on 
anything and you’ll never see them again once you’ve gifted 
them to me but they will remain forever a highly cherished 
gift.” 

malytwotails commented, “If you have a hard time 
committing to putting stickers on things, buy some sheets of 
magnet paper. Put the stickers on that, cut them out, and now 
you have a bunch of magnets you can use for years!” 

malytwotails responded, “Dude, you have no idea what 
knowledge you’ve just given me. Thank you, truly.” 

LinceyBaine commented, “My son is three, and this 
Christmas was the first where he actively participated in 
buying presents for people. He managed to convince my 
husband that what I really wanted was a sticker book. Turns 
out he was right. The sticker book he got me is awesome. 
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Didn’t know I wanted it till I got it. Will probably never use 
most of the stickers in it. Absolutely brilliant present.” 

3) Drakmania wrote:  

“I was visiting my sister and my nieces for the day and at 
some point while the kids had wandered off, we got to 
talking about various things and I mentioned off-handedly 
that I had recently read a book that made a massive impact 
in my life, and that I should really get myself a copy since 
I’d like to refer back to it occasionally instead of having to 
check it out from the library every time. 

“A few days later she texted me and asked what was the 
name of that book? I figured she wanted to read it to see what 
I saw in it. But then about a week later a package arrived 
addressed to me and I wasn’t expecting a package. It was the 
book.” 

MimiMyMy commented, “These are the best kind of gifts. 
The ones you never asked for but received because someone 
knew you well enough and was listening.” 

GeekyBookWorm87 commented, “I can remember that my 
Aunt Mary told me she didn’t get many toys growing up as 
a child. She was the oldest child of five, and there just wasn’t 
enough money. So one year, for her 60-something birthday 
I got her a soft old-fashioned teddy bear. Other people for 
her birthday gave her sensible things. I gave her a teddy bear. 
It was cute, and it had a red sweater. I saw the surprise on 
her face when she got it, and she asked if I meant this as hers. 
‘Of course, it’s yours. I hope it helps make up for the little 
girl who didn’t get toys.’ She had such a look of delight on 
her face. She hugged it repeatedly all through her birthday 
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party ,and it sat on her bed after she passed away. It’s the 
best gift I’ve ever given.”65 

66. “What Is The Point Of Hating Fat People?” 

1) JUG9209 wrote, “I’m a bigger dude, but I also have a 
bunch of muscle as well. I was 316 pounds, but you couldn’t 
tell because the way I wear it. I gotta walk up a lot of stairs 
at work, and my knees were definitely paying for it. At 29 
that shouldn’t be the case. So I told my wife I don’t want to 
live like this. I willingly changed my diet and am now down 
to 280 and my body feels much better. My blood pressure, 
although not that high when I was heavier, is even more 
normalized. My family genes are chocked full of heart 
disease, high BP, diabetes, all that. I didn’t do it for anyone 
else but me. Now just because someone’s heavier, doesn’t 
mean people should look down on them. Look at the inside, 
not the outside. If they are happy, well, great for them. I’m 
young, but I’ve learned people will find anything and 
everything to pick on people for or make a case out of 
something that isn’t their business. I guess what I’m getting 
at is don’t approach people and make it a point to bring up 
their weight just because you can.” 

2) digisaee wrote: 

“Because they make my life and job so much harder. As a 
paramedic, I’m expected to share the weight of a 250-pound 
patient with my partner. No biggie. But people don’t stop 
there. I regularly have to lift patients that are 350+, 
sometimes even over 400. We can call for lift assist, but 

 
65 Source: devious_egg, “Adults, what is something you’d love 
receiving as a gift but no one even considers giving you because you’re 
an adult?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t82aht/adults_what_is_
something_youd_love_receiving_as_a/ >. 
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sometimes there isn’t time, when the patient is choking on 
their own CHF sputum and it’s hard to move them to help 
them. Or when their weight prevents them from moving, so 
they haven’t bathed or washed in months. That smell follows 
me all day and their skin flakes are embedded in my uniform. 

“Or when they make comments like ‘I thought paramedics 
have to be strong’ when we’re trying to lift their 500-pound 
ass down two flights of stairs. I have back problems from 
these people. 

“Being a paramedic isn’t about saving lives. It’s mostly 
about moving fat people to the hospital because they can’t 
walk or drive. It’s infuriating.”66 

67. “What Quietly Screams ‘Rich / Wealthy’?” 

1) garlicroastedpotato wrote, “I know it’s not a big thing, but 
people who use really nice plates and silver cutlery very 
casually. I’ve seen poor people with mustangs. But I’ve 
never seen poor people eating with polished silver.” 

BooksAndStarsLover wrote, “Ironically, I’m poor as hell 
and eat off fancy China plates and bowls. It was a wedding 
gift and probably the nicest thing I own apart from my work 
computer. Really weird, though, because I still live in less 
than 500 square feet and have to budget just to buy me and 
my husband food each week. Lmao.” 

2) br0b1wan wrote: 

“I went to this trust fund baby’s house once. It wasn’t 
anything impressive; it was more or less a typical middle-

 
66 Source: spacelordmthrfkr, “What is the point of hating fat people?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 7 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t8ll4s/what_is_the_poi
nt_of_hating_fat_people/ >. 
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class ranch home. I knew the guy was a trust-fund baby, but 
he wasn’t like mega-wealthy or anything. He more or less 
had enough to live a comfortable middle-class lifestyle for 
the rest of his life without working. 

“When I got there, I was astonished by how bare the house 
was. There was the bare minimum of furniture in the living 
room: a small couch and an easy chair, and a 32” TV on a 
small stand. The kitchen didn’t even have a table. It was just 
a fridge, microwave, oven / stove, and the design was 
something out of the 1960s. 

“His bedroom had a nice desk with a $5,000 gaming PC with 
multiple monitors. The kitchen appliances looked way out of 
place because they were all top of the line in an old-
fashioned kitchen. He didn’t have bookshelves, end tables, 
coffee tables, etc. — nothing. No trinkets anywhere. Walls 
were completely bare. He had a woman come by once a 
week to clean everything, do laundry, etc. 

“I asked my friend who knew him what was up with that, 
and he pointed out that when you’re squeezed for cash, 
working paycheck to paycheck, the tendency is to hoard. 
This guy didn’t have ‘stuff’ in his house because he didn’t 
feel the need to buy and retain it — if he ever needed 
something, he’d just buy it.” 

3) automotivewriter wrote: 

“I once did an experiment (and wrote about it for a now 
defunct magazine) where I wanted to see how high on the 
exotic car ladder I could go before they told me I couldn’t 
test drive one anymore. 

“Before I get going, the answer to the question is confidence. 

“This was in 2005, so kind of pre-tech days where 
everything was googleable and whatnot. But, I was an 
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ambitious writer in my mid-20s and wanted to really make 
an impression on my employer. 

“I specifically didn’t shave and my hair was a bit shaggy. I 
wore generic blue jeans and a plain no-logo polo shirt and a 
pair of slip-on Vans. I went for a clean, rich kid look. 

“At the time I was driving a 1991 Toyota MR2, a small, 
clean sports car that was 14 years old but really well kept. I 
drove it to a Chevy dealership where I said I wanted to test 
drive a Corvette. They gave me a LONG runaround and a 
hard time, but after handing over my license for 
photocopying, getting my picture taken, and a credit card, 
they let me take it for a drive telling me to be back within a 
few hours after I got the feel for the car. That was the first 
time I realized the more you pay for a car, the longer they let 
you drive it. 

“I drove the Corvette directly to a Porsche dealership where 
I parked it and asked to drive a 911. We talked for a bit about 
the car, and after copying my license they handed me the 
keys and said to have fun, with no stipulation on time. 

“I took the 911 to a nearby Ferrari dealer and was handed the 
keys to a Ferrari in minutes. I drove to the Lamborghini 
dealer down the street (I lived in Miami at the time, these 
places aren’t too far apart) and made a big deal about going 
from a Ferrari to a Lambo but wanting to keep the Ferrari 
too — which apparently they didn’t like the sound of and I 
fucked up a rule I didn’t really know about because I was 
trying to seem like I wanted a lot of cars and showoff. I got 
too proud and blew it. They noticed the Ferrari had dealer 
plates and told me to get lost. 

“So, I drove to a Rolls dealership nearby instead and drove 
a 300k Rolls Royce with zero issues and they had a big, buy 
it or not, we don’t care, attitude, so I left and returned my 
Russian dolls of cars and got back to my dinky MR2. 
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“Being confident and not saying too much goes A LONG 
WAY. Actually rich people aren’t trying to impress anyone 
or show off. They have confidence and know they can do 
whatever they want. It’s ridiculous.” 

4) tom289555 wrote: 

“I used to work in private aviation. The richest man I 
personally knew from the job owned a fully spec’d up 
Gulfstream G650ER (roughly USD $80million with its spec 
package). Other than when he was getting on and off his 
personal aircraft that he used to fly between his home in 
Hong Kong and our base in Canada, you would never know 
he was that wealthy. He’d often show up for his flight in a 
beat-up old minivan that he liked because he ‘could fit lots 
of stuff in the back.’ Very humble guy, amazing tipper. 

“Now the simply ‘rich’ people, or the ones who had just 
enough money to fly private were the worst. Rude, entitled, 
cheap. Took 3 million pictures the whole time they were 
getting on their chartered (not owned) Learjet (literally less 
comfortable than premium economy on the airlines) and just 
overall acted exactly like how rich people are portrayed in 
the media. 

“I met many other ultra-wealthy people in that work and 
most of them were all like the first guy. Very chilled and 
friendly. Didn’t feel the need to show off anything.”67 

 
67 Source: whoisstomf0rd, “What quietly screams ‘rich/wealthy’?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 8 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/t9g5it/what_quietly_sc
reams_richwealthy/ >. 
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68. “Overthinkers Of Reddit, What Unlikely Scenario 
Actually Came True That You Were Completely 
Prepared For Because You Are An Overthinker?” 

1) Nuffsaid98 wrote: 

“I researched how to escape a car that drove into water and 
years later I ended up in a car that drove into water. I got out 
and helped the driver escape as I had a little time to spare. I 
actually unclipped her seatbelt immediately after mine as I 
saw she was frozen in panic and not really doing anything 
yet. After I got out and was on the car roof I saw she was still 
inside and the car was filling fast but hadn’t tipped nose 
down yet. I banged on her window and helped her slide out 
onto the roof. It was a short swim to safety. 

“Context. We went over a pier into 25-foot-deep water. I 
don’t take lifts from people anymore. I prefer to be the one 
driving. 

“EDIT: Forgot to describe how to escape. 

“Unclip your seatbelt and push the deployed airbag or any 
other obstruction out of your way. Unclip the seatbelts of 
anyone near you if they haven’t done so themselves. 

“Open the window. Doors won’t open because of the weight 
of water outside. That changes when the car is filled with 
water but that takes time and breath holding. 

“Electric windows still work fine for at least a few minutes 
even if underwater. 

“Remove the head rest and bang the prong hard against the 
corner of the glass if you need to break the window. Don’t 
try to break a window in the middle. The corner is weaker. 
Typically it simply opens. 

“ Climb out the window as quickly as you can. 
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“Help others climb out their windows if you can safely do 
so. 

“If you are still in the car when it fills with water, try to 
remain calm. The doors will open now as the pressure is 
equal inside and out. Stiffer than normal, but you can open 
them. 

“Cars usually sink nose first because of the weight of the 
engine. Some cars are rear-engined. 

“If the car sinks, it may end up upside down, which can be 
disorientating. Exhale and watch your bubbles. Follow the 
bubbles for ‘up.’ 

“TLDR: Open a window and get the hell out as fast as you 
can. Don’t delay.” 

2) castingproducer1111 wrote: 

“I was working on a commercial that had some very specific 
LED eyelashes written into one part of the script. We were 
casting a girl to wear them and just had them audition with 
huge fake regular lashes on. 

In my mind I kept thinking, ‘These LED lashes are going to 
be hard to find — none of these men are thinking about it.’ 
But I didn’t want to be ‘that girl’ and bring it up or complain 
to wardrobe, so I ordered two pairs from overseas — they 
took three weeks for delivery. The day before the shoot 
guess who was all freaking out because LED lashes aren’t 
available in the US yet. They were screwed, until I showed 
up with two pairs.” 

3) TheUnwelcomeTagaloong wrote: 

“I overthink what to do in the event of being kidnapped or 
being in an event that could lead to a kidnapping. Anytime 
I’m on the sidewalks at a late hour, someone knows. Call it 
paranoia. 
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“Walked home at 3am at a college campus, and a truck in the 
parking lot turned their lights on or they were on and turned 
off. Either way, it caught my attention. Someone got out of 
the car and joined me on the sidewalk a few yards behind 
me. 

“I texted the girl who knew I was walking my phone number 
and told her to call me immediately. I said hello loudly, 
announced my exact location and implied that we were 
going to be seeing each other soon. The guy broke off — I 
don’t know where he went. 

“I don’t know if it was all in my head or not. All I know is 
that I’m still alive.”68 

69. “What’s The Craziest Memory You Have From The 
Early Days Of The Pandemic?” 

1) PMmecrossstitch wrote, “My husband was laid off from 
a restaurant and I was WFH [Working From Homee], so it 
meant I would emerge from my office to the most heavenly 
smells of dinner he’d spent the entire afternoon making.”  

2) Seeallenkelly wrote, “So right before lockdown was a 
thing, Coke released these cola energy drinks. The first week 
or so of lockdown, my wife and I downed a couple one night 
and stayed up all night watching all the Star Wars movies 
prequels first. I think we made it to about 9am about halfway 
through Return of the Jedi before we crashed out.” 

 
68 Source: Adventurous_Program6, “Overthinkers of Reddit, what 
unlikely scenario actually came true that you were completely prepared 
for because you are an overthinker?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 March 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tavyq0/overthinkers_of
_reddit_what_unlikely_scenario/ >. 
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3) Tactless2U wrote, “Driving to work through streets that 
were completely empty, parking lots empty, stores closed. 
Eeriest feeling ever.” 

4) Brilliant_Succotash1 wrote, “I picked up day drinking and 
unfortunately haven’t been able to put it down since. Most 
workdays I’m wasted by noon and have to do my best not to 
get caught. Thankfully I still work from home because the 
company was able to unload their offices when they saw 
production increased.” 

5) No Fun Here wrote: 

“I live in the US. A friend in China sent me a text saying his 
little girl was worried about her ‘uncle’ in the USA. He asked 
me if he could send me masks and gloves; he wanted his little 
girl to help package them up and mail them so she wouldn’t 
worry about me. 

“This was before masks were recommended here, but I 
thought it was cool that some child over there was worried 
about me and equally as cool that her dad would go through 
the expense of packaging up masks and gloves and putting 
them in the mail so his child had one less thing to worry 
about in the pandemic.” 

6) ImSomebodyNow wrote: 

“I remember not caring what I ate or how much I drank 
because we were only going to be shut down for a couple of 
weeks. 

“Eventually, I realized that it was never going to end, and I 
had to get healthier habits.” 

Tommy84 wrote, “My shopping habits used to be very much 
about ‘which is the smart buy?’ and ‘is this a NEED or a 
WANT?’ I remember coming to the realization that I ought 
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to switch to ‘will this item bring my family a little bit of 
happiness?’ If yes, throw it in the cart.” 

retroverted_uterus wrote, “I remember my husband went to 
the store just for some specifics for dinner. We kept saying 
we didn’t buy in to the hype that everyone was — panicking 
and emptying store shelves. He got the ingredients for dinner 
and then had two shopping bags of canned items. He just 
looked at me with a confused look on his face and said, 
‘Everyone was panicking, so I panicked.’” 

7) retroverted_uterus wrote, “The gun panic was the 
weirdest. My husband was like, ‘We HAVE to buy a gun.’ 
After seeing barren stores, he was certain people would start 
robbing next.”69 

70. “Which Movies Do You Think Are Straight-Up 
Propaganda?” 

carlosburger wrote, “I feel like The Internship was a way for 
Google to advertise their workspace and job environment. 
Lol.” 

amygrindhaus commented, “Dated someone who worked for 
them for a bit. Excitedly asked him about the campus and he 
basically said, ‘Yeah, they give us cool shit like nap pods, 
but do you know how many times I got to use one? Zero.’” 

WimbleWimble wrote: 

“I worked for a company that had dozens of Xboxes and 
PlayStations you could use on your break. 

 
69 Source: spwf, “What’s the craziest memory you have, from the early 
days of the pandemic?” Reddit. AskReddit. 11 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tbxibq/whats_the_crazi
est_memory_you_have_from_the_early/x >. 
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“You had to print out a ‘health and safety’ form. get it signed 
by your manager, then counter-signed by HR before you 
could use the controller in case you hurt your wrists.’ 

“By the time you’d done this, your lunch/break was over and 
you needed a new form for the following day. 

“The whole scheme was so when clients came around they 
could say ‘all this stuff is for employees.’ Technically they 
weren’t lying and the equipment always looked brand-
new.”70 

71. “What Was The Most Embarrassing Moment Of 
Your Entire Life?” 

1) 1980pzx wrote, “I was receiving oral once and at the point 
of climax I blasted a fart. Being embarrassed is an 
understatement. Hell, I’m blushing while typing this.” 

2) wiliammkelly wrote, “Years ago, I was on a plane with 
my girlfriend and her parents. My girlfriend sat straight 
behind me because she couldn’t grab a seat close to me. 
During the trip, I thought I’d surprise her by reaching back 
and placing my hand on her knee. I continued to slowly 
extend it up her thigh till I heard giggling. Looking back 
through the seats, I noticed my hand on the leg of the person 
sitting next to her. ‘I just wanted to see how far you’d go,’ 
he said when he noticed my face. My girlfriend, of course, 
was in on it and began laughing with the rest of the row. I 
was mortified.” 

3) shyloc2 wrote: 

 
70 Source: fjeek, “Which movies do you think are straight up 
propaganda?” Reddit. AskReddit. 12 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tcum2j/which_movies_
do_you_think_are_straight_up/ >. 
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“Ugh, as a zookeeper who works with otters, this is basically 
every day for me. 

“I can shower all I want, but anytime I walk into a store I 
know I’ll hear the ‘sniff sniff … is it just me or does it smell 
like ferrets?’ comments. Or ‘what’s so fishy?’” 

4) Back2Bach wrote: 

“One weekend where I had three weddings and two funerals 
as church musician / organist: 

“I lost my concentration and inadvertently played funeral 
music as the bride came down the aisle (instead of the 
Trumpet Voluntary that had been requested).” 

5) bimajicy wrote, “Speech class, chick gets up for her 
presentation and freezes up. For three minutes straight. 
Teacher did not stop the clock, did not excuse he,r did 
nothing but watch her sit there and sweat. We all looked at 
each other and back at her for three minutes straight.” 

6) The_Phantom_Gamer wrote: 

“A woman took my picture and uploaded it to a ‘losers who 
asked me out’ page on Instagram. 

“Here are the details: 

“I’m 37 and have never been on a date or in a relationship. 
When asking in person, the best thing someone can say is no. 
About 80% of the time, I would get disgusted responses, be 
laughed at, be ignored, etc.  

“So far, the worst thing that happened is that at a local game 
store near me, I talked to a woman, who said she was single, 
for about an hour. When the store was closing up for the day, 
I asked her if she wanted to exchange contact info. She said, 
‘Oh,’ then took out her phone, took my picture, then left. A 
little while later, an employee showed me that she posted the 
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picture to a ‘losers who asked me out’ page on Instagram. 
The reason he found the picture was that she geo-tagged the 
picture to the store.” 

Billie1449 commented, “You win.”71 

72. “What Is Socially Acceptable At A Young Age And 
At An Old Age But Not In Between?” 

loveandrubyshoes wrote, “Doing an activity poorly (singing, 
dancing, running, etc.), but being applauded for it, 
encouraged for it, and with people being in awe of you doing 
it at all ‘at your age.’” 

SpamLandy commented, “I can’t recommend enough that 
people do more things that they’re bad at! I’m a terrible 
musician, but I have a house full of instruments and play and 
sing because I find it fun. Adults get too bogged down by the 
idea of competence.” 

NecessaryZombie commented, “Yes, this! I’m 25 (not old, I 
know) and just started going to circus school this year to 
learn how to tumble. I realised when I was 22 that if I don’t 
start doing the things I really want to do because I’m ‘too 
old,’ then I’m only going to get older and still not have any 
of those skills. Since then I’ve taken figure skating lessons, 
archery, pole dancing, burlesque and more I’m sure I’ve 
forgotten about. I’m having a lot more fun now than most 
adults my age because I decided I don’t care anymore.” 

tootsandladders wrote, “Yay! Cultivate dilettante culture! 
We all don’t have to be ‘successful’ in our pursuits.” 

 
71 Source: OnlyVoidd7, “What was the most embarrassing moment of 
your entire life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 21 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tj8ex7/what_was_the_
most_embarrassing_moment_of_your/ >. 
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NewWorldCamelid wrote, “100% agree. I’m in my early 
40s, middle-class suburban soccer-mom type, I guess. I just 
started karate a month ago. My previous martial arts 
experience is watching Kill Bill. I’ve never been in a 
(physical) fight in my life. If it weren’t for my kid starting 
classes, I would have never even thought about it as an 
option. There’s a lot of ‘masculinity’ at the dojo that you 
never see in the yoga and Zumba classes that are more aimed 
at my demographic. Every class I’m getting my ass handed 
to me, but I’m having so much fun. Try something new, you 
might be surprised.”72 

73. “What’s The Most Illegal Thing You’ve (Allegedly) 
Done As A Teenager?” 

AutumnWisp wrote: 

“Had to be Designated Driver for my uncle in his car once 
after a night at the pool hall. I am and always have been a 
very cautious driver, but he said, ‘Drive it like you stole it,’ 
so I floored it. 

“Turns out he meant extra cautiously so as to not attract 
attention, not attempting to escape an imaginary pursuit after 
committing grand theft auto. Lol.”73 

 
72 Source: Slick_willy_87, “What is socially acceptable at a young age 
and at an old age but not in between?” Reddit. AskReddit. 26 March 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tp9g7s/what_is_sociall
y_acceptable_at_a_young_age_and_at/ >. 
73 Source: Bruh-momento10101, “What’s the most illegal thing you’ve 
(allegedly) done as a teenager?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tstlzm/whats_the_most
_illegal_thing_youve_allegedly_done/ >. 
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74. “People With ‘Street Smarts,’ What Is Your Most 
Street-Smart Tip?” 

1) DickySSchmidt33 wrote, “Always look like you know 
where you’re going, even when you don’t.” 

Landminan commented, “If possible, look up some locations 
nearby, so if anyone asks where you’re going, tell them one.” 

tacknosaddle commented: 

“A friend of mine lived in a pretty ghetto neighborhood and 
I was heading to his house on my bicycle when I got a flat. 
It was several blocks away from his place, but close enough 
that it would take less time to walk the rest of the way than 
to sit on the curb and fix it, so that’s what I did. 

“A block or so later there, were some young guys hanging 
out that I walked past and they started peppering me with 
questions about where I was going. My friend had a neighbor 
that he worked with whom I also knew so I just said, ‘I’m 
headin’ to see Li’l Tim.’ Well, Tim was well known in the 
neighborhood as he was someone who couldn’t be missed, 
north of 300 lbs and built like a linebacker. I figured that was 
a better option than mentioning my skinny little white friend 
that I’m sure they never heard of. The guys immediately 
dropped trying to assess if I was a potential victim and said 
that was cool as I walked on by.” 

2) Martin_Aurelius wrote: 

“If you’re uncomfortable with your surroundings, leave. 

“Your unconscious is often more aware of your surroundings 
than you’d think. If something you can’t figure out is telling 
you to go, listen to it.” 

3) illini02 wrote, “If you are on public transportation, and 
people are exhibiting anti-social behavior (smoking, playing 
music on their speakers, etc.), don’t say anything. These 
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people know what they are doing and are most likely looking 
for a fight. They also likely have very little to lose. Ignore it, 
and if it bothers you enough, get off or move at the next 
stop.” 

RuneAcademy commented, “Also, if you’re alone and it’s 
late at night and almost nobody else is on the bus with you, 
try to sit right next to either the front or back door. If 
someone else comes in that’s rather unsavory, you can be 
ready to usher yourself more naturally into that exit without 
drawing attention.” 

po3b3ar commented, “There are also emergency buttons on 
metros / subways that you can sit right next to. Anybody 
looking to start something can clearly see that and is more 
likely to avoid you.” 

Rune Academy responded, “That’s if they have their sanity 
still intact. If you’re alone on the bus with someone 
deranged, the bus driver won’t get out their seat to help you 
fast enough. They can, however, open the door for you to 
escape at a decent pace.”74 

75. “What Is The Most ‘And Why The Fuck Do YOU 
Know That?’ Fact?”  

Hydrosimian wrote, “I was sat down by a supervisor because 
I could tell them that the burnt plastic smell in the bathroom 
meant someone did heroin in there and we need to watch out 

 
74 Source: lofisky, “People with ‘street smarts,’ what is your most street 
tip?” Reddit. AskReddit. 31 March 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tto3f2/people_with_str
eet_smarts_what_is_your_most/ >. 
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for needles in the trash. I’d recently transferred there from a 
store where it was at least a weekly problem for a while.”75 

76. “What Is The Best Reply A Woman Can Give To An 
Unsolicited Dick Pic?” 

1) PMmecrossstitch wrote, “I’m sorry, you should probably 
talk to a doctor about it.” 

2) tearonurchecck wrote, “You know they have medicine to 
cure that, right?” 

3) hannamarinsgrandma wrote, “This is clearly a child’s 
penis, so I’m afraid I have no choice but to report you to the 
authorities.” 

4) Insanus_Umbra wrote, “Screenshot it, circle a random 
spot, send it back. ‘Omg what is that? Are you ok? You 
should go to a doctor.’” 

5) g_lay wrote, “Send it back to him with a text also saying 
something like ‘Eww, look what he sent me. Why does it 
look like that?’ Then apologize and say that was meant for 
your group chat.” 

6) Magnon wrote, “Send him back a dick pic.” 

lionsmakemecry commented, “But much larger.” 

7) silentspeck wrote, “Send back a photo of a hotdog slicer 
or banana slicer or cigar slicer.” 

8) OkDraw8445 wrote: 

 
75 Source: Dirtyssimp19, “What is the most ‘and why the fuck do YOU 
know that?’ fact?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tuturd/what_is_the_mo
st_and_why_the_fuck_do_you_know/ >. 
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“This is an automated message generated by the Instagram 
team. Your image has been found to be a violation of 42 
U.S.C. § 1283 (2020). 

“An image you sent has been scanned by our Al Bot and was 
flagged as an unsolicited picture. Your account is scheduled 
to be reported to the police. 

“Our bot is currently in BETA testing; sometimes it makes 
mistakes. If you believe this message was in error, reply 
"HELP" Otherwise, you will be contacted by your local 
authorities within 24hrs. 

“Edit: Damn didn't think this would blow up! Found this 
somewhere: not my own. Lol.” 

petrogradsky commented, “And once he replies HELP, take 
a screenshot and post it everywhere. Him sending a photo of 
his dick and saying HELP.”76 

77. “Reddit, What Was Your High School’s Conspiracy 
Theory That Only Years Later Was Proven True?” 

1) minute_Werewolf3883 wrote, “Student in high school 
had a baby. Very attractive girl, both boy / girl were popular. 
Anyway, the very butch P.E. coach (woman who we 
jokingly called Rick Flair for obvious reasons) ended up 
adopting a child shortly after the girl had given birth (which 
was hush-hush, but you know how word gets out). So people 
started saying the coach adopted the baby. This was 2004ish. 
And yep, it was true.” 

 
76 Source: idkmanfuckdis, “What is the best reply a woman can give to 
a dick pic?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/tvf3du/what_is_the_be
st_reply_a_woman_can_give_to_a_dick/ >. 
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2) siskulous wrote, “Rumor for years was that this one kid, 
amazing at football, was just being handed his grades so he 
could keep playing. He graduated valedictorian and a year 
later was kicked out of college because it turned out he 
couldn’t read.” 

pmacob commented in response to a Redditor who said the 
kid was exploited: 

“It isn’t always exploiting. When I was in high school, I 
helped tutor our star football player. He was legitimately one 
of the nicest people I have ever met, but he really struggled 
with basic math. He tried hard, but it just wasn’t his area of 
knowledge. He needed a certain grade so that he could keep 
his eligibility to play college football. I know that at the end 
of the day, his math teacher just gave him that grade. 

“But I wouldn’t call it exploiting. It was obvious to us all 
that the guy’s best career path financially was to get to the 
NFL. He just had athletic gifts and size few people have. But 
to do that, he had to go to college. It wasn’t fair to him really 
that this math class that he really was working hard in was 
going to keep him from that path. So the teacher passed him 
and moved on. It worked out, because he had a 10-year NFL 
career and made good money doing it. Worked out for my 
hometown as well, because he did a lot for the community 
since.” 

FreshPaleontologist1 commented, “I am a retired math 
teacher. Treating unequals, equally is unfair.”77 

 
77 Source: Ok_Bandicott_814, “Reddit what was your high school’s 
conspiracy theory that only years later was proven true?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 5 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/twua0m/reddit_what_
was_your_high_schools_conspiracy/ >. 
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78. “Know Anyone Who Wasted Their Early Life But 
Changed Things Around In Their 40s Or Older?” 

1) Zealousideal_Ad1704 wrote: 

“Yes. 

“My good friend who was addicted to drugs since university. 

“Lost his wife, kids, house, everything. 

“He was living in the streets, waking up to defend himself 
because somebody trying to steal his shoes. 

“He went to rehab again … met a woman who worked there. 

“They got married and had a child. He was in his 50’s and 
she was in her 40’s. 

“He told me that he feels he just started living at 40. 

“He is still doing well. He is retired and spends his time 
painting, playing music and teaching English online. He also 
works out and swims. He is in his 70s. 

“His son is about to graduate from university. 

“One of the best human beings I know.” 

2) zink3000 wrote: 

“Stan Lee created his first hit comic, The Fantastic Four, just 
shy of his 39th birthday 

“Vera Wang entered the fashion industry at 40. 

“Donald Fisher was 40 and had no experience in retail when 
he and his wife, Doris, opened the first Gap store in San 
Francisco in 1969. 

“Samuel L. Jackson has been a Hollywood staple for years 
now, but he’d had only bit parts before landing an award-
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winning role at age 43 in Spike Lee’s film Jungle Fever in 
1991. 

“Julia Child worked in advertising and media before writing 
her first cookbook when she was 50, launching her career as 
a celebrity chef in 1961. 

“Steve Carell is known for his many blockbuster hits, 
including The 40-year-old Virgin and The Big Short. But he 
didn’t land his hit role as Michael Scott in The Office until 
he was 42. 

“This is just the first few I found on Google. There’s lots 
more.” 

Note by David Bruce: Of course, these people are unlikely 
to have wasted their early lives. But in a comment, 
throwawaysmetoo wrote, “Danny Trejo.” Mr. Trejo spent 
time in prison. 

3) CrispyBlueButter wrote: 

“I knew a guy when he was in late 20s, early 30s, who was 
one of the worst drunks I ever met. Total maintenance 
alcoholic — the ‘coffee’ in that cup he habitually carried 
could have been used as paint thinner. I figured one day he’d 
wrap his car around a lamp post or his landlord would find 
him three days bloated after he’d asphyxiated on his own 
vomit. 

Fifteen years pass — rail-thin guy approaches me. It’s wild 
bill. I wouldn’t have known him but for his whiskey-and-
coffee voice. He was clear-eyed and with purpose. 

“Sorry, but I can’t tell you what changed in him. Friend of 
mine said something happened in his family that made him 
devote his life to his two kids who he didn’t seem to give a 
fuck about when I knew him. What I can tell you is he had 
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*profoundly* changed. You don’t see that too often, and I 
respect the fuck out of him for doing it.” 

4) dewayneestes wrote: 

“I used to work in a coffee shop in a somewhat isolated San 
Francisco neighborhood. It was a sort of hideout / holdout 
neighborhood of writers and shipwrecked people who lived 
just a bit outside of normal time. There was this one couple 
who used to come in all the time. She was a sort of mousy-
haired humorless middle-aged hippy woman, and he was a 
fisherman cap wearing, hair growing from inside his ears, 
crunchy granola, exasperated at the world hippy guy. They 
weren’t bad people. They just sort of seemed constantly 
bemused and exasperated with the modern world and all its 
noisy ways. He especially was a shaggy-headed harmonica-
carrying very elderly 40-year-old man. He was the oldest 40-
yeaer-old I think I’d ever met. They were just sort of 
laughably constantly out of place and out of time. 

“I went away for about five years to college and life and what 
not and then I came back and I was at a party at one of my 
gay friends’ house. He had a sort of circus of creative types 
who floated in and out that night many of whom I knew. But 
then there was this one guy: He was tall and red faced and 
had huge muscular arms and a tight silver crew cut. He 
wandered around like a boxer slapping people on the back 
and smashing hands. He walks up to me, calls me by my 
name, and says to me in a booming baritone voice, ‘It’s me, 
KEN… but now I’M GAY. And I’m HAPPY.’ 

“And all I could say was ‘I can tell!’ 

“So I’m not sure if that’s an inspiring story, but it does just 
go to show you that things can change A LOT and you never 
know just how or where you’re going to end up.” 

5) dewayneestes wrote: 
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“KATSUSHIKA HOKUSAI (MID-50s) Japanese 
printmaker Katsushika Hokusai once titled himself ‘Old 
Man Crazy To Paint’ (translated from Japanese) after he 
made his print series Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji that 
includes his most recognisable work, The Great Wave 
(1830-32) in his 70s. More than just recognisable, The Great 
Wave is said to be the most famous image in all of Japanese 
art and is as globally renowned as Leonardo’s Mona Lisa. 
‘Until the age of 70,’ Hokusai once wrote, ‘nothing that I 
drew was worthy of notice.’ The pre-age-70 work that 
Hokusai refers to in his statement is his early manga, and 
woodblock print books that, despite Hokusai’s self-doubt, 
were incredibly popular — and made in his 50s.” 

“Here are lots more inspirational stories. 

https://www.dazeddigital.com/art-
photography/article/38884/1/famous-artists-who-didnt-
make-it-until-later-in-life?amp=1 

“There are also lots of artists who weren’t known AT ALL 
during their lifetime and only became famous posthumously. 
Vincent Van Gogh, Johann Sebastian Bach, Emily 
Dickinson … all unknown although that’s not the same as 
wasting their first 40 years. 

“As an artist, it seems weird to me that I could be 
posthumously famous for something I created years ago.” 

6) jamieknowsbest wrote: 

“I had an uncle who turned his life around in his 50s. He was 
35 when I was born, and he’s been in and out of jail most of 
my life. His battle with alcohol and drugs were concerning. 
The only places we see each other were either rehab or in a 
jail. I loved him a lot, but he couldn’t stop relapsing with his 
addiction. I was 11 when he finally got out of jail for the 5th 
time and had to be taken to rehab right after. I remember and 
my grandma and me picking him up and he sat next to me in 
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the backseat. It was quiet, but we were both excited to see 
each other. We went to get ice cream first, and I still 
remember clear to this day I talked about being a dancer 
when I grow up. He said, ‘How about one day I build you a 
dance studio?’ 

“And that promise he kept. He turned his life around just for 
me. He built me a dance studio for my 13th birthday and 
even bought me ballet shoes. He and I were always close, 
and nothing really serious happened between us. But 
unfortunately, he caught dementia when I was 14. The last 
time I was able to see him healthy and able to speak was the 
last time he remembered me. I came to the hospital again and 
he didn’t know who I was. 

“He sadly passed away a year later, not knowing who I was, 
and I still think about him to this day. He said he never had 
any direction or purpose in life, but he says I was his star. I 
gave him the motivation to stop the addiction and build his 
life again. He died leaving behind three healthy kids and a 
wife. What he left behind for me is the dance studio. I broke 
my ankle doing dance and haven’t done it since. It still 
disappoints me, but I look forward to teaching my kids 
dance. He wasted more than 30+ years of his life with 
addiction but changed. He was a great man but with 
problems. I love him a lot.”78 

79. “What Is A Stand-Out Embarrassing Moment For 
You?” 

1) stygian_shores wrote: 

 
78 Source: brokenjasper, “Know anyone who wasted their early life but 
changed things around in their 40s or older?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 
April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/txajrg/know_anyone_w
ho_wasted_their_early_life_but/ >. 
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“This is long but funny, although embarrassing for me at the 
time. TL DR is at the bottom. For context, my husband and 
I have a lady in our neighborhood who sells handmade 
seasonal wreaths. We buy one from her so we can support 
local yada yada. She shows us pictures of the ones she’s 
made and if they’re sold out, she can make another one and 
will come by our house later when it’s ready. 

“Now on that fateful evening, I was supposed to go with my 
husband to his company’s work party. I felt like I was 
coming down with a cold so I decided to stay home with our 
dog. Since it was Spooktober, I decided it would be best to 
rewatch one of my favorite movies: Bram Stoker’s Dracula. 
My husband let our neighbor know that I will be home so 
she can come by with the wreath. 

“I make dinner for myself, take some cold medicine and 
drink some herbal tea and watch the movie. I start feeling 
sleepy: it was either a food coma or the cold medicine, or 
both when the doorbell rings. I immediately get up, wanting 
to beat my dog to the door, and I forgot to pause the movie. 

“As I get the wreath from our neighbor, the movie is at the 
part where Lucy gets bitten. As she gets bitten, she makes 
moaning sounds. Now my neighbor didn’t know it was a 
vampire movie and her eyes widen with horror since she 
thought I was watching porn with my dog. She immediately 
hightailed it out of there. She hasn’t come by to sell wreaths 
ever since. 

“TL,DR: Didn’t pause Bram Stoker’s Dracula while 
answering the door so when Lucy gets bitten, she moans 
which made my neighbor think I was watching porn with my 
dog.” 

2) hayamidoll wrote: 

“At my school, there was a pretty severe drug problem. They 
had some cops in to make a pretty big show of going through 
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lockers. I was on their shitlist because I had no friends and 
live in a bad neighborhood, and I was the only goth chick in 
school. 

“They dumped my entire backpack onto the floor in front of 
like half the school. I had some … adult toys in there. I never 
lived it down, and I fucking hate those cops.”79 

80. “Teachers Of Reddit, Who’s The Student You’ll 
Never Forget?” 

__groundhogday__ wrote: 

“I teach violin to people of all ages. My youngest students 
are barely two years old, and my oldest are at retirement 
homes and can’t remember when they were born. 

“My very first student, let’s call her Kelly, was amazing. She 
wasn’t a prodigy or anything, but she tried incredibly hard, 
every single day, without fail. Every lesson, her mother 
would take pages and pages of notes, and her little brothers 
would sit at her feet, watching their sister play. 

“At only eight years old, this kid showed more effort and 
understanding of the importance of work than most adults 
I’ve met. She showed up five minutes early to every lesson 
and practiced 45 minutes a day. She advanced consistently, 
and she was always ready and eager to learn. Any time I 
asked her to do something, she would just do it. Any time I 
asked her not to do something, she would stop doing that 
thing, and she would never do that thing again. 

“Kelly was, in every way, the perfect student. 

 
79 Source: becausemeg, “What is a stand out embarrassing moment for 
you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/tziyys/what_is_a_stan
d_out_embarrassing_moment_for_you/ >. 
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“And then, I was applying for grad schools, and jobs, and 
other work — and it was a lot of stress. I spoke with Kelly’s 
mom while Kelly was packing up after her lesson and told 
the mom about the most stressful part: my reputation. I was 
worried, because I wasn’t the best student, and I was relying 
on some of my most critical teachers for my 
recommendation letters and referrals, and I wasn’t sure of 
their potential remarks on me. Kelly’s mom told me that my 
CV was probably enough; she was sure I’d be okay. 

“A week passed, and Kelly came in for her lesson, fivee 
minutes early. Only, this time, she had a little white envelope 
with her. She handed the envelope to me, and said, 

“‘I heard you talking about how you needed a 
recommendation letter, so I asked my mom to help me write 
one for you.’ 

“I opened the envelope, and there, on wide-ruled paper in 
thick pencil, was the sweetest recommendation letter I’ve 
ever received. She talked about how much she loved lessons, 
how good of a teacher I am, and she even provided specific 
examples of my best qualities. The letter was five pages long 
and signed with her full name in wobbly cursive. All in all, 
it was the most touching letter I have ever received. 

“It’s because of Kelly’s letter that I was afforded the 
opportunities I have pursued. It’s because of her kindness 
and sense of duty, even after she knew I would be leaving 
her, as I was leaving college, that I ended up becoming a 
teacher as my main gig. It’s because of Kelly that I am a 
teacher, and I will be forever grateful for that child’s 
words.”80 

 
80 Source: Slide-n-cancel wrote, “Teachers of Reddit, who’s the student 
you’ll never forget?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 April 2022 < 
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Chapter 5: Questions 81-100 

81. “Parents Of Reddit, What Is Your Favorite ‘I Love 
You, Kid, But You’re Not Smart Sometimes’ Story?” 

1) HedgehogMushrooms_ wrote, “I’m not a parent, but I’m 
an aunt; I see my nieces every day and I love them to death. 
Sometimes, though, they are too much. One time I was 
babysitting them, and it was a nice sunny day so we went 
outside to play, and they got on the trampoline and played 
for a while. They ran into each other, though, and the 
youngest tried getting up, in the process pulling her older 
sister’s hair. The older one was crying and yelling at her 
sister to stop; eventually she stopped pulling her sister’s hair. 
The younger one got off the trampoline and went inside 
saying she wanted chalk so I gave it to her. She then was 
screaming in the house and I went to go get her. I went in 
and found her on top of the table. She was screaming because 
she couldn’t figure out to get down. I love her so much, but 
sometimes she’s just a bit of an oaf.” 

2) Ambers_on_fire wrote, “A few years ago my kid made a 
papier-mâché copy of our cat, Charlie. It was in an art show 
at school. But her cat was named Chairle (chair-lee). She was 
16 and she legit thought that’s how you spell Charlie. But 
the name kind of stuck and when the cat is being annoying 
we call her Chair-lee.” 

3) HooponPoop wrote, “My kid is a toddler. Every day is 
filled with an abundance of ridiculous crap. Toddlers are just 
short drunk people. They fall down a lot, they struggle 
talking, and sometimes they piss themselves.” 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u0gml0/teachers_of_re
ddit_whos_the_student_youll_never/ >. 
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4) Odd_Ad5431 wrote, “Not a parent but my niece (7) 
walked up to me the other day, handed me a 10 cent coin and 
said, ‘Here’s ten dollars; buy yourself something nice,’ and 
walked away. I don’t blame her; she hasn’t exactly learnt 
about money yet so it was kind of cute.” 

5) SnowballinHell247 wrote, “My kid pooped in the tub and 
hid the poop in a container of tub toys. I found it the next day 
when the bathroom smelled rancid.” 

6) Calciferrrrr wrote: 

“My three-year-old is devastated that he isn’t in any of the 
baby photos of his eight-year-old brother. How I dare I not 
birth them at the same time! 

“And don’t get me started on how I could possibly not have 
a penis. He, his dad, and his brother do, so I must, too, right?” 

7) SkinnyObelix wrote: 

“We were taking a trip using the Channel Tunnel to England. 

“16-year-old: ‘Whoa, we will be able to watch the fish swim 
by.’ 

“We kinda burst out laughing. 

“16-year-old: ‘Oh, right, it would be too dark to see the 
fish.’”81 

 
81 Source: the_high_flying_ace, “Parents of Reddit, what is your 
favorite ‘I love you kid, but you’re not smart sometimes’ story?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 9 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u0873w/parents_of_re
ddit_what_is_your_favorite_i_love/ >. 
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82. “What Random Stranger You’ll Never See Again 
Left A Positive Impact On You And Why?” 

1) alatta4me2 wrote: 

“I once took a train from SC to NY, alone. I was barely 20 
years old at the time. At some point it was just me and a guy 
about my same age in the area we were assigned. We were 
sitting right beside one another. I was so sleepy and I guess 
he was, too. Without asking, I laid my head on his shoulder 
and went to sleep. He laid his head on my head and also went 
to sleep. 

“I never spoke to him nor did he speak to me. I never got his 
name. For me, it was one of the most magical and purest 
moments in my life. Two strangers of different races being 
what the other needed in that moment. Kind. Non-
judgmental. Accepting. Human. 

“It’s one of my favorite memories. I’ll never forget him.” 

nothingpersonalkidd commented, “I would die for such a 
moment.” 

2) objectsubjectverb wrote, “I was in Mexico on a trip with 
a friend. We were at dinner and wanted to capture the 
gorgeous sunset behind us and asked this older man if he 
minded taking our photo. We got home later and died 
laughing when we realized he had taken a bunch of selfies 
of himself, complete with glasses on the tip of his nose and 
expressions of confusion! It was hilarious. Years later we 
just randomly send one another his photos and have a 
laugh!” 

3) ApprehensiveAge2 wrote: 

“Our family is visiting NYC, and this afternoon my daughter 
dropped her cell phone in a cab. It was found by the next 
passenger, who saw daughter’s lost-phone message, called 
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me to arrange a handoff, and then delayed his commute 
home to wait while we rushed across town. I asked him if 
there was anything we could do to say thank you — even to 
name a charity we could donate to — and he said no, he was 
just happy to help. 

“Cheesy, but the whole thing moved me. He was an older 
man who had the air of someone who has spent his whole 
life quietly making sure the world runs smoothly and not 
asking anything special in return. In our fractured and 
stressful times, what a lovely reminder of all the people who 
quietly take care of one another, even sometimes complete 
strangers, in every city every day.” 

4) Linorelai wrote, “An old American lady whom I have met 
in the bus in Montenegro. I was at vacation, I’m Russian. We 
spoke for a few hours; she was charming and that’s when I 
was speaking (not texting) English with a native for the first 
time in my life. And I found out that watching YouTube 
made me skip the mental block stage, and I was fluent from 
the beginning of a conversation, and I loved it. She said that 
I clearly have some accent, but she couldn’t define it.” 

5) kbcode3 wrote, “I was a new Emergency Room nurse and 
had to give a transfusion to an older lady who was alone and 
scared. After the initial period, I left the room but checked 
on her frequently. She wrote me a lovely poem based on my 
name and I still have it framed on my wall. It was a rough 
night shift in a busy area and she watched me as I worked 
and wrote kind observations about my character and 
performance. It made me feel very appreciated, and I’ll 
never forget her for that.” 

6) Unreal_______ wrote: 

“This is a weird one, bear with me. 

“When I was 16, I went to a church dance with my sister and 
some other people in our ward. I hung out with them for most 
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of the first 15 minutes, but they separated into their groups 
and I sat along the wall. 

“This girl comes up and sits in the chair next to me. She was 
adorable and the sweetest thing. I complimented her earrings 
and it led to three hours of talking. 

“At one point we were playing Truth or Dare with some 
other people that she was with and someone dared me to kiss 
her. I asked her if it was ok and she said yes. Not even two 
seconds and it was over. 

“She was my ‘awakening’ per se. Ever since then I’ve been 
unapologetic about the way I live or express my love to 
people. If you’re out there, thank you for helping me find a 
part of myself.” 

7) aussieidiot229 wrote: 

“I was on a family holiday in my late teens at a small coastal 
town a few hours away from my home, and I was bawling 
my eyes out as I had received a career-ending medical 
diagnosis several hours earlier. (I was an elite athlete, like 
sponsors and stuff.) 

“This surfer guy saw me just sitting on the beach with my 
brother crying, and he picked a hibiscus and asked if he 
could put it in my hair. When he did so , he gripped me 
lightly on the shoulder and pointed to the surf and said, 
‘Things come and go in waves: Ride the wave and you’ll 
reach the shore.’ 

“I couldn’t make this up if I tried, and my brother still laughs 
about it. But I find it sweet.” 

8) anonymousbee14 wrote, “I was driving in [South Africa], 
where the locals hate English signs, which are always 
removed and defaced. They removed one that said, ‘Road 
ending, gravel driveway ahead.’ I hit that road at the 
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previous speed limit of 110km/hr. Rolled six times. Broke 
my neck, back, sternum, couple ribs, dislocated shoulder, 
totally conscious. A local found me, called an ambulance, 
and played guitar to try to distract me from the pain. His 
name was Etienne, and I still wish I could thank him again.” 

9) luckeegurrrl5683 wrote, “I was about age 23 and was 
driving my old car down the freeway in a very rural area in 
Riverside, CA when it caught on fire. I pulled over and got 
out right away. A man pulled over in his car. He was older, 
in his 50’s and he had an English accent. He seemed nice 
enough. He actually drove me back to my boyfriend’s house 
and I just thanked him profusely. My boyfriend had been on 
the AOL dial-up and so I couldn’t get through on the 
landline. I was so pissed, but what can you do? I am lucky 
that guy was a gentleman and did something nice for a young 
chick who was stranded on the side of the road.” 

10) i_love_chicken_wingz wrote: 

“I was working at a store that was across the street from a 
small café-style bar with outdoor seating. My coworker and 
I were closing when we heard some ruckus coming from 
there. My coworker said it might be someone having a heart 
attack, so I told them to call 911 and I went over to help. It 
wasn’t a heart attack. 

“Some guy had walked off the street, grabbed a knife from 
the bar, cut himself, and was threatening a couple in their 50s 
and the bartender. Once I opened the door, I could hear the 
wife yelling, ‘Help! He can’t hold him down!’ The husband 
had managed to wrestle knife guy to the ground but was 
having trouble keeping him down. So I helped hold the dude 
down until help arrived five minutes later. The knife dude 
was way bigger than both of us and probably on some type 
of drug. So it was the husband and me holding him down, 
fully knowing that we’d probably be seriously injured if we 
couldn’t keep him down for five minutes. 
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“I never caught the husband’s name or maybe I did but forgot 
it because of my adrenaline rush. The couple was visiting 
from out of town, so I’ll never see them again. What a wild 
experience to go through with a complete stranger. 

“Edit: It was crazy to have such an instantaneous connection 
with someone. We spoke only a few words to each other, 
literally had each other’s lives in our hands, and instantly 
knew what each other’s role was. It was a profound moment 
for sure.” 

11) Emotional_Energe7130 wrote:  

“When I was a kid, at my school cafeteria I had no money 
anymore to get something, so then this random 9th grader 
came up to me and said that they’ll pay for me. 

“Years later I was standing with my friends in line, when I 
saw this random girl being in the same situation as me back 
then, so I offered to pay for her and told her she doesn’t have 
to pay me back and wished her a good day 

“The stranger had a great impact on me, I guess.” 

12) roninchick wrote, “Parked at Walmart with my infant. 
Promptly burst into tears because I was completely 
overwhelmed with the lack of sleep and trying to balance a 
newborn with a full-time job. A very kind young woman 
came over and asked if I was okay. I said I would be, and 
that I didn’t typically just cry in the parking lot. She smiled 
and said no one plans to do that. Asked if she could give me 
a hug, which I gratefully accepted. Thank you, kind stranger. 
Won’t ever forget that.” 

13) noottherealme97 wrote, “I never even met this person, 
but my dad did at an airport: a woman whom he began 
speaking to and discovered she had the same birthday as me. 
She bought me a box of chocolates and wrote a really sweet 
and encouraging note and gave to him to give to me. I’m not 
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sure why but this made me really emotional and I’ve always 
kept the note on my mirror. I don’t know who this woman is 
or if I’ll ever meet her, but she’s had a huge impact on my 
life.” 

14) PrestigiousAd3081 wrote, “A hospital chaplain when I 
was hospitalized and recovering from a surgery that was a 
result of being injured during an attempted intubation at 
another hospital. She really encouraged me to speak up for 
myself during the entire process, and she was very uplifting 
and encouraging during one of the lowest times of my life.” 

15) MoonlightSun11 wrote, “Once my car got stuck in the 
sand and I was hesitant to get out of the car because I just 
came from an interview and I knew it’s going to be so sandy. 
I was in my early 20s. I panicked and I was crying. Then out 
of nowhere this man appeared and he told me it’s ok and 
tostay in car. He went on the sand and pulled the sand away 
from the tires. He helped me get out until I left. I never saw 
him again, but until this day I think about him helping me. 
He was so kind.” 

16) Frostyarn wrote: 

“One of the many times I woke up at the hospital from 
alcohol poisoning. This particular time I was handcuffed to 
the gurney and had no idea what was going on or how I 
ended up there. 

“A nurse popped in and while reviewing my chart could see 
how many times I’d shown up at emergency for alcohol-
related bullshit. She turned to me and said, ‘You know 
you’re an alcoholic, right?’ And I was like, ‘Obviously I am, 
but I start every day determined not to drink and every night 
I’m either locked up in jail, the psych ward, or some hospital 
getting my stomach pumped. There’s no hope for me. I can’t 
stop.’ 
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“She said that she was also an alcoholic, in recovery, and 
that if I wanted to stop she had resources for me. She said 
she’d never broken her anonymity to a patient before and her 
co-workers didn’t know she was in recovery. 

“I took the help she offered and it did eventually lead to me 
getting sober; it’ll be 14 years for me on July 1.” 

Frostyarn added: 

“Sobriety was easier to attain for me when I was relieved of 
all my ‘stuff.’ You know, my job, my then-boyfriend, my 
apartment, and every single thing I owned. I got a two-year 
taste of sleeping on the streets and going to jail, rehab, and 
the psych ward regularly. 

‘I’ve found that people who can do a couple months here and 
there are typically ‘high bottom’ and thus the consequences 
aren’t bad enough to be more terrified of a life with alcohol 
than without. 

“I’m ultimately grateful that my last drink was so fucking 
bad, and the life-altering life-long consequence that came 
with it, that to this day nearly 14 years later the thought of a 
drink makes me sick to my stomach.”82 

83. “Parents Of Reddit, What’s The Funniest / Most 
Creative Way Your Child Has Woken You Up?” 

genuinefriendship wrote, “My daughter was baby talking to 
me while I was lying on the bed (she can’t fully speak yet), 
and I dozed off to sleep. She slapped me in the face, woke 

 
82 Source: Marcha_Earthbender, “What random stranger you’ll never 
see again left a positive impact on you and why?” Reddit. AskWomen. 
11 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/u1q9p1/what_random
_stranger_youll_never_see_again_left_a/ >. 
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me up, and proceeded to cuss me out in baby talk for falling 
asleep while she was talking to me. Lol.”83 

84. “What Animals Have Attacked You And How Did 
You Escape?” 

SpanglySi, the Original Poster of this question, wrote: 

“Back when I were a nipper, about three or four. I was taken 
to a petting zoo by my parents, where I had a marvellous 
time looking at sheep and cows and other nice friendly 
animals. 

“And then, at the end of the day, I happened across a duck. 
Me, being a friendly, trusting, happy-go-lucky kinda child 
thought, ‘I shall go and say hi to the duck; he looks nice.’ 

“Big mistake. I had found an ANGRY duck who had clearly 
had enough of small children trying to be its friend. It 
quacked really quite aggressively and waddled towards me 
in an angry fashion. 

“I backpedaled as fast as my little legs would let me, but alas, 
not quickly enough. The duck VICIOUSLY bit my leg. I 
squealed and fell over. Backwards. Into a puddle. 

“Ever since then, I’ve eaten duck whenever I see it on the 
menu in a restaurant.”84 

 
83 Source: Fluid_Mose4115, “Parents of Reddit, What’s the 
Funniest/Most Creative Way Your Child Has Woken You Up?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 14 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u3f50t/parents_of_redd
it_whats_the_funniestmost_creative/ >. 
84 Source: SplanglySi, “What animals have attacked you and how did 
you escape?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u3fvzm/what_animals_
have_attacked_you_and_how_did_you/ >. 
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85. “What Is The Strangest Interaction You’ve Had With 
A Random Stranger?” 

1) AnotherpostCard wrote: 

“I was on a flight to San Jose, and the guy in the seat next to 
me started watching Coraline on his laptop, tuned it 
specifically so that it’ll end about 20 minutes before we land. 
He was wearing headphones, but noticed me looking at his 
screen, since it was relatively new at the time and I hadn’t 
seen it yet. At this point I’ll note that we’d really only said 
hello to each other. He took off his headphones and said, 
‘You want to watch this with me?’ I said some kind of 
awkward version of ‘Yeah, if that’s ok with you.’ (I was still 
getting over a pretty bad case of social anxiety at this point. 
Like I’m afraid to order pizza over the phone bad.) 

“Anyways the guy was like ‘yeah, sure man!’ and then 
unplugged his headphones and turned the laptop for both of 
us to watch. This was my first time flying alone, and I was 
nervous as hell to be sitting so close to so many strangers. 
Just that simple interaction with another human turning out 
positive gave me such a boost of confidence. Like doubled 
it. From 5% to 10%. 

“I’ve come a long way since then. Like almost twenty years. 
Lol.” 

2) wistful wrote: 

“I guess not really strange, but it’s stuck in my mind for over 
10 years. 

“I had just moved halfway across the country for work. After 
a couple of months there, my great-grandmother passed just 
before her 101st birthday. I got an early morning flight back 
to my home state. The lady next to me was probably just near 
retirement age. 
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“I wasn’t crying, but just keeping to myself as one does when 
traveling with things on their mind. Once we were able to let 
our trays down, I dropped mine and lay my head and arms 
on the tray, and just watched the city lights out the window. 
“For nearly the entire flight, this woman started rubbing my 
back and told me everything would be okay. 

“I normally hate being touched, and honestly don’t seek 
comfort very often. But that was one of the most comforting 
things that’s ever happened, and I just let it happen. So, 
wholesome-strange, I guess.” 

3) ThriftStoreUnicorn wrote, “I was a tourist in Toronto with 
two of my friends. We were three early-20s-aged women 
dressed rather avant-garde as was our schtick at the time, and 
since the sidewalk was packed, we were walking three in a 
row instead of three abreast. We passed a handsome man in 
a short sleeve shirt with the buttons open, and as he passed 
each one of us, he said to himself, ‘Too much fashion, too 
much fashion, too much fashion,’ as though he were passing 
judgment on our outfits. Sometimes we still say that to each 
other.” 

4) Videowulff wrote: 

“I was at a horror convention. My wife and two friends we 
met at the con were at the after party. It was an outdoor event 
at the hotel’s pool with a death metal band and Sid Haig 
serving people drinks with the money going to charity. 

“We were just laughing and joking around when out of the 
blue an older man entered our conversation. He started by 
laughing at whatever story we were talking about, and we all 
kind of stopped to look at this dude. 

“This guy was dressed to the nines in all purple. A purple 
striped suit, a purple cane and a purple top hat with ribbons. 
His white beard was dyed purple as was his mustache. He 
had purple gloves on, purple dress pants, and purple shoes. 
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And this was no cheap cosplay — these were pretty damn 
expensive-looking clothes. 

“Immediately, we are fascinated with him. We welcomed 
him to the circle. He introduced himself as ‘Mr. Purple’ and 
said that he was curious about what was going on at the 
party. Apparently he had no idea there was a horror 
convention going on — he was just somewhere nearby and 
saw the after-party and decided to come by. 

“He was not odd or unpleasant. He was actually quite nice, 
joyous, and fun to talk to. He never got into who he was or 
what he did or why he was purple but just made small talk 
with all of us as we continued sharing stories. Eventually he 
tipped his hat and thanked us for chatting with him before 
heading off. We did not see him for the rest of the party. 

“I will never forget you, Mr. Purple. Whoever you are.” 

5) EvilLynExists wrote: 

“We moved to a smallish seaside town (population 2242), 
and the first night after we moved in, we went to the local 
fish and chips takeaway. I walk in to order, the woman 
behind the counter says, ‘Your usual order, Julie?’ 

“I turned around, thinking ‘Julie’ was behind me. Nope, she 
thought I was Julie. 

I explained we were new in town, my name was not Julie, 
and ordered dinner for us and the three kids. 

“A few days later, I was in the chemist waiting for a script 
and another female customer smiled and waved. Once again, 
I looked around, only me was in there. 

“She caught up with me outside and started telling me a lot 
of personal things about her husband, and her boyfriend. 
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“When I got home, I said to my husband that small towns 
are weird. 

“Eventually I found out I was apparently a dead ringer for 
Julie, who worked in the office of the fishing trawler 
business. 

“One day, that chemist customer came up to me and started 
raving how I ‘should have had the decency to tell her I 
wasn’t Julie before she told me all that info.’ She had not at 
any point called me Julie so I hadn’t realised. 

“For years I had people yell out from cars, ‘Hey, Julie, you 
coming to Fred’s party tonight!’-type stuff. 

“Sadly I never saw or met Julie. I would have liked to; it 
would have been interesting to see what I look like. Lol. 
Then, I told my sister this story. She lives a four hours’ drive 
away in the city. She is a very distinctive-looking woman. 
She has natural light brown reddish fro hair even though we 
are from UK ancestry. The rest of us have dead straight hair. 

“She tells me she was loading her groceries into her car in 
the city and a woman came up to her and said, ‘Sorry for not 
getting back to you, but we decided against buying that 
beach house at (seaside town where I live).’ 
My sister asked her why she was telling her, she said, ‘Aren’t 
you Carol from the (seaside-town) realty who showed us 
through the houses last weekend?’ 

“So, we laugh about it. 

“A few weeks later my parents and sister visited us, and I 
was about to tell this story when Dad says, ‘I have always 
loved this town. I have been coming here on fishing trips 
since before you two were born. I stopped only five years 
ago. Your mother came here only once, hated the place back 
then, so I have always come here on my own’. 
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“So, Sis and I have decided we will never do Ancestry.com 
or any other DNA-type thing! 

“Who knows, Carol and Julie could be our half-sisters. Lol.” 

6) amanwholikeesstofish wrote, “I was in front of my high 
school with a speaking and was playing some old music like 
‘Stand by Me,’ or ‘Put Your Head on My Shoulder’ and what 
not, suddenly a group of teachers (maybe in their 40s-60s) 
came out of one of the offices and saw me chilling with my 
girlfriend and having a good time with our friends, the 
teacher came over and the vice principal said, ‘Turn That 
Up,’ so I proceeded to turn up my music and the teachers 
started to dance and talk about the music when they were in 
high school, and I decided to join in and ask my girlfriend 
who was shy when we cuddled or danced around random 
people (not my friends) and we proceeded to dance with the 
group and teachers, my friends joined in, too.” 

Note by David Bruce: Teachers, use the above paragraph in 
a lesson about run-on sentences.85 

86. “What Is The Best Comeback You’ve Ever Heard 
From A Child Under The Age Of Eight?” 

1) OldGregg84 wrote: 

“I was showing my class a picture on the big screen of me 
dressed in prosthetics as the Grand High Witch. 

“One of the kids asked, ‘What’s the difference?’” 

2) Chicagomiracle wrote: 

 
85 Source: confoozulment, “What is the strangest interaction you’ve had 
with a random stranger?” < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u4lk92/what_is_the_str
angest_interaction_youve_had_with/ >. 
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“‘You’ll find a wonderful lady once you grow up.’ 

“‘How do you know it’s going to be a girl?’” 

3) janefromvegas wrote: 

“My sister, brother-in-law, my nieces, and I went to a 
museum featuring ‘living’ dinosaurs. When you walked into 
the museum, it opened into a huge atrium with Tyrannosaurs 
in the center. 

“My youngest niece was three. She was riding her dad’s 
shoulders because she was (and still is) short. We walked up 
to the T-Rexes, and one swung its head towards us and 
roared. It was loud & startling, and my niece almost fell 
because her dad jumped. 

“Into the silence following the roar, in that glorious domed 
atrium, came my pipsqueak niece’s battle cry: ‘Imma slap 
the shit out of you!’” 

4) wumpwump wrote: 

“I was having a few drinks and a BBQ with friends. Best 
mate was over with his two kids (a boy and a girl). He’s a 
single dad after his ex-wife suddenly decided she didn’t like 
guys anymore, and in the past seven years following their 
separation / divorce has been married to two other women, 
of both which marriages didn’t work out, as it turns out she’s 
not the pillar of light we thought she was. 

“So after a few beers we got talking with other friends about 
an amateur theatre production of Les Misérables they were 
involved with. Slightly intoxicated, I joked that I’d never 
seen a production or movie of Les Mis, and I thought it 
translated to miserable lesbians. 
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“Mate’s eldest boy looks up and says, ‘Miserable lesbians … 
sounds like my mum,’ with the straightest face.”86 

87. “Night-Shift Workers, What’s The Creepiest Thing 
That’s Happened To You While On The Job?” 

1) sarcasticlovely wrote: 

“So, I work as a baker for a small bakery in a tourist town. 
I’m regularly at work around midnight most nights. 

“I’m pretty close to the local strip of bars and clubs, so I hear 
late-night party-goers quite often, sirens a few times a night, 
people yelling, that kind of stuff. 

“The weirdest, though, which started out creepy but didn’t 
end that way, was when I opened the door around 4 am to 
someone knocking. 

“The only reason I opened the door is because my boss had 
literally just texted me saying we might be getting an early 
delivery, so I thought it was just them. I open the door, and 
no one’s there? I glance around, thinking they knocked and 
ran back to their truck to start unloading (which is common) 
and then suddenly someone steps out of the shadows looking 
like fucking Slenderman. I panic, but hold it together pretty 
well, and once they got out of the shadows, it obviously 
wasn’t Slenderman. It was a just a tall, skinny girl. 

“With no pants on. 

“Or shoes. 

 
86 Source: traumaticvestible, “What is the best comeback you’ve ever 
heard from a child under the age of eight?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 April 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u68ywr/what_is_the_b
est_comeback_youve_ever_heard_from_a/>. 
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“And a shirt that obviously wasn’t hers. 

“This poor girl then asks if she can borrow a phone. It clicks 
in my mind what could have happened and I tell her to come 
in. I let her use my phone, she tries to call her boyfriend, and 
tells me that essentially she came to after passing out and 
didn’t know where she was and I was the only light on, on 
the street. I didn’t ask what happened to her, but she was 
saying something about pulling a fire alarm earlier (drunk 
people, am I right?) and she was hyperventilating over the 
cops being called on her, so I didn’t call them. 

“Her boyfriend never answered the phone, but I helped her 
figure out where her hotel was and luckily it was on the same 
block we were already on. I couldn’t leave to walk with her 
or drive, because I had a million things in ovens, but I 
actually gave her my phone with the place pulled up on 
Google Maps and the flashlight on and she walked there, 
made it back okay, showered and took a nap, and brought me 
back my phone later in the morning. She hugged me twice 
and thanked me profusely, and I’m just sitting there like 
damn, didn’t think I was getting that phone back, but glad it 
worked out okay. 

“I don’t know if she was sexually assaulted or just the type 
to strip when drunk or what, but she seemed okay after 
having been back to her hotel room. It could have gone a lot 
worse for her, so I’m glad I was the door she knocked on, 
but godfuck did she give me a heart attack at first.” 

crasstyfartman commented, “You are a hero.” 

sarcasticlovely replied, “Wow, I really appreciate the 
sentiment. I don’t know if I’d go that far, but I do like to 
think that I’m generally a helpful person.” 

crasstyfartman replied, “As a woman who was roofied about 
15 years ago, trust me, you are a hero.” 
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2) DarkHeartBlackShield wrote: 

“Once worked for a cable TV company. Friday and Saturday 
nights carried new porn after 11pm. We had a guy who 
would ‘shop’ for female reps. He would ask us to read each 
movie in the porn block, along with the description, as he 
would pleasure himself as we were reading. Eventually 
everyone would know his call ID so when the call was 
coming in, we’d announce, ‘Perve the line,’ and would 
switch stations with a male rep. So no matter how many 
times he’d call, he’d get a male rep. 

“Poor newbies would catch him once or twice, and we would 
explain how to handle the call.” 

3) CopyrightRachel wrote: 

“I’m a nurse and always heard coworkers talk about some 
creepy stuff happening while on nightshift. I’d done a few 
nightshifts but didn’t experience anything whatsoever so I 
just forgot about it. One night shift, I was sitting in the 
nursing lounge and suddenly a man’s voice whispered in my 
ear. I didn’t understand what it said and froze on the spot. 

“Turned out my coworker’s phone was lying behind me on 
top of the couch, and her ringtone was a man whispering, 
‘You’ve got a messageeee.’”87 

 
87 Source: DivineCrusader1097, “Night shift workers - what’s the 
creepiest thing that’s happened to you while on the job?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 19 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u7n8ay/night_shift_wo
rkers_whats_the_creepiest_thing/ >. 
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88. “People Who Grew Up Poor, What Won’t Middle-
Class And Upper-Class People Ever Understand About 
Growing Up Poor?” 

1) Miss Sara101 wrote, “Seeing school lunches as tastier 
than what many kids joked about. For some, it was the only 
meal of the day. Yes, there were food banks, but it’s a hit or 
miss.” 

deagh wrote, “I used to get made fun of because there was a 
place where kids would put the unopened milk cartons they 
didn’t want, and I would grab extras and drink them. It was 
really visible for me to do that and I was kinda ashamed, but 
not ashamed enough to not do it. Those milks helped me fill 
up.” 

Moots_point wrote: 

“In middle school, I used to pretend to be ‘hard’ by stealing 
milk cartons from the lunch line and handing them out to my 
friends. In reality I was just walking up to the lunch lady and 
saying, ‘Hey, can I have that person’s milk? I saw they didn’t 
grab it.’ She always said yes. 

“Also, just in keeping the thread theme. There was one time 
I had no money and forgot a lunch so the administrator had 
me fill out a paper and it got me a government cheese 
sandwich and free milk once. Thought that was nice and can 
see why it is useful.” 

1heart1totaleclipse commented, “The cafeteria ladies would 
save me breakfast for after school so I could eat something 
for dinner.” 

2) Embarrassed-Pin8974 wrote, “Reassuring your family 
that you’re full so they can eat more when you’re actually 
really hungry.” 

elegant_candlelight wrote: 
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“Took me years to realize that back when I was a kid my 
mom saying, ‘It’s OK, I ate when you were at school,’ was 
not true. 

“She’d skip meals so that my siblings and I could eat. 

Moots_point commented, “Man, this thread is depressing. 
Only a few months ago my father admitted that our ‘Tuesday 
Burger King Nights’ was only because that’s when the kids 
meals were like 2 dollars and it cost under 10 bucks to feed 
the family. I rarely saw him eat. He told me this only after I 
had my first kid as a way to tell me about making sacrifices 
as a father.” 

Scalliwag1 commented, “Dad taking bread and wiping up 
the grease because he ‘likes the taste’ until the kids are full. 
Great dad, poor situation between jobs.” 

Embarrassed-Pin8974 commented, “Bread definitely made 
life easier.” 

justanothersubreddit wrote, “To this day it doesn’t matter 
where I’m at or who I’m with … I’ll ask if they’re still 
hungry and won’t eat my last couple of bites because that’s 
what my dad did. I eat slower and make sure everyone 
finishes and offer what’s left on my plate. I’m not poor 
anymore, but it’s what my dad did, and it’s what I do.” 

2) time_wasting_student wrote: 

“They will never understand how big of a deal it is when 
they invite the poor friend along on family outings / trips, 
because that poor friend likely never would have been able 
to do those things with their own families. 

“I was blessed with friends and neighbors who took my 
sibling and I swimming, to movies, out to eat, on camping 
trips, to Disneyland, to theme parks … man, we were so 
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lucky. I wouldn’t have been able to do 1/10 that because of 
our family’s financial situation. 

“To them I was just a few extra bucks to bring along. To me 
it meant the world. 

“If you’re middle / upper class, include the poor kids. You’ll 
be giving them more than you know.” 

cuontheside commented, “This. 100%. We’re planning our 
annual beach vacation. I told my son that he could invite a 
friend along this year. The friend he picked comes from a 
single-mom household, and mom also had custody of three 
cousin for various reasons. Needless to say, they’re not 
rolling in money. His friend cried because it’s the first time 
he’ll be able to go on a real vacation.” 

Jeramy_Jones commented, “I came here to see responses 
from people who grew up poor only to realize I was the poor 
kid whom people took along to things.” 

Robineggblue84 commented: 

“I’ve done this for my son and some of his poorer friends. 
I’ve never seen joy like the look of a 17-year-old in a candy 
store (literally) when I said, ‘Go ahead and get whatever you 
want.’ Probably the first time he’d ever heard those words. I 
don’t think he mom was thrilled when he went home with 
5lbs of peach-flavored gummy rings, but he did choose to 
get some things she’d like as well. 

“I’m currently planning a pretty nice adult vacation for 
myself. I know the friend I’ve invited to join me can’t 
comfortably afford to go, but he is actively saving for it and 
desperately wants to … he has no idea the hotel room and 
plane tickets are already paid for. He grew up like several of 
the people on this list, and this will be his first real vacation 
in 18 years. 
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“So I’ll add to your post … if you’re middle- / upper-class, 
include your less well-off friends whenever you can. You 
may have to spin it as a birthday or Christmas gift to spare 
the ego hit … but spoiling your adult friends is okay, too, if 
you have the means.” 

pokey1984 wrote: 

“But make sure you fully include them! 

“A friend at school invited me to go along with her family to 
Six Flags when I was about nine years old. Mom gave me all 
the cash she could spare (ten whole dollars!) for pocket 
money, but that was all I had. It was a long drive, so we left 
at like five in the morning. The first shock was when we 
stopped at McDonald’s (I hardly ever got fast food, Mom 
couldn’t afford it, so I was excited), and the Dad asked each 
person by name what they wanted and ordered and paid for 
everyone in the family. 

“I was expected to order and pay for my own. So there went 
half my pocket money trying to buy breakfast alone at nine 
years old. 

“But then we got to the park and I had fun with my friend for 
a few hours. After a while I was thirsty, and there didn’t 
seem to be any drinking fountains. Again, the dad showed 
up and handed out drinks he’d just bought to all his kids. I 
wasn’t one of his kids. I got nothing and no one said a word. 
I managed to find a food stall that sold me a cup of water for 
a quarter. 

“At lunch time, I was left completely on my own. I was told 
to ‘entertain myself’ while the ‘family’ went to lunch. I was 
down to like four bucks so I bought a snack cake of some 
kind out of a vending machine and a cup of juice that used 
up basically the rest of my money. I spent most of the 
afternoon alone because the ‘family’ met up with some other 
family members at the park and they went off to do 
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something as a group. I was decidedly unwelcome for this 
part of the day. 

“For dinner, I ate the little bag of pretzels that my friend was 
given for her afternoon snack but didn’t want because my 
money was gone and the family had eaten dinner with the 
guests they met up with for the afternoon. 

“Mom hadn’t sent me with any supplies because she 
assumed that my friend’s family wouldn’t leave a nine-year-
old to fend for themselves at a crowded amusement park. I 
arrive home well after dark hungry, sunburned, and 
humiliated with my friend thinking we’d had the best day 
ever because I was too embarrassed to tell her how I felt. I 
just kind of stopped hanging out with her. 

“If you take a kid somewhere, they are your child and you 
have to treat them as such. Don’t leave even older kids to 
fend for themselves.” 

pokeyy1984 wrote, “The worst part for me is that those 
parents probably still think they did something nice for me, 
taking me somewhere I otherwise wouldn’t get to go. It’s 
been thirty years and that day still haunts me sometimes.” 

deagh wrote: 

“One thing middle-class and rich people do not get is that 
EVERYTHING is transactional when you’re poor, because 
it has to be. 

“My mom babysat the neighbors’ kids for free and would do 
stuff like bring them cookies, but there was calculation there. 
Those next-door neighbors were kinda peripheral in the local 
gang / crime scene (the husband worked at a chop shop) and 
they let all the real bad people know that we were good folks 
and wouldn’t narc on them, so leave us alone. 
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“I mean, don’t get me wrong, my mom was a wonderful 
person, but she knew it was in her self-interest to do nice 
things for the neighbors.” 

sketchysketist commented: 

“I grew up poor and my family would do the same for other 
kids. However, I must say my family has experienced 
neighbors who take advantage of our sympathy. I remember 
my mom had enough money to buy one of her kids ice cream 
and we let our little brother have at it, but I’ll be damned my 
younger brother told me he overheard the neighbors tell their 
kid to go and look sad so we can buy him ice cream, too. 
Smack my head. 

“I mean, if your kid is good friends with the poor kid, be cool 
and include them if it’s within your budget. 

“But beware of kids with parents who think mooching is 
okay.” 

evanjw90 commented, “I took two of my son’s friends with 
us to the zoo. We have passes and can go anytime we want. 
They had never been. The look on their faces was worth the 
tickets alone.” 

3) triumphstr09 wrote, “Feeling genuine hunger, not the ‘we 
are eating dinner late’ or ‘we missed a meal’ — genuine 
hunger from not having food or having a loaf of bread and 
some tins of beans for four people for a week.” 

Dry_Boots wrote, “I ate anything I could find, anytime. I 
never knew when I would have food again. Years later I still 
have to be careful about portion control, because whatever is 
on my plate, I will not leave so much as a crumb.” 

Bettruul wrote: 

“Every time I buy groceries I just smile so hard at my fridge 
or pantry full of food. 
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“I remember growing up there were so many empty shelves 
on both … always.” 

roguerosee wrote: 

“That feeling of going to bed genuinely hungry and knowing 
there’s nothing to eat the next day either is a feeling that no 
one can understand until it has happened to them. 

“The only meal I got was at school most weeks so as a kid I 
used to dread school holidays. 

“I remember getting sent home from school for attacking a 
kid who pushed my plate off the table. ( I had nearly finished; 
there were only a few chips and pizza crust left.) I went 
absolutely apeshit on this kid for throwing my food on the 
floor, as it was Friday and it was probably my last meal till 
Monday.” 

mirroku2 commented: 

“Oof. We’re doing ok now, but both my wife and I grew up 
in financially disadvantaged households and literally two 
weeks before my daughter was born, we both lost our jobs. 

“It was everything I could do just to get the bills paid every 
month while she took care of the baby. 

“So we both had mild food insecurity due to childhood 
experiences, but this was a whole new level. We had to 
choose several times between bills and food. My wife 
stopped producing milk (probably due to the food thing) and 
then we had to choose between feeding ourselves or buying 
formula for the baby. It was an effective weight-loss 
regimen. 

“It took three months for me to find another job because of 
the recession at the time. 
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“There was a lot of unlucky happenings and unfortunate 
timing with car troubles, ‘department restructuring,’ bed 
rest, etc. that contributed to our lack of savings that put us in 
the situation. 

“We are both still somewhat food insecure to this day years 
down the road and generally keep a lot of non-perishable 
foods / frozen goods on hand at all times regardless of not 
needing to worry about money. 

“TL;DR: Food insecurity sucks.” 

Lenny_III wrote: 

“This wouldn’t make sense today, but when I was a kid my 
sister worked as a teller at the bank. She knew which bank 
every store we shopped at used. 

“She knew that she could write a check at a store that used a 
different bank than us, and it would take 3-4 days for the 
check to clear (whereas if they used your bank, it cleared the 
next day) 

“Need groceries on Tuesday or Wednesday and don’t get 
paid until Friday? Go to Piggly Wiggly. If it’s Saturday and 
you have cash in the bank? Go to Albertsons because they’re 
cheaper. 

“There’s a lot of juggling involved when you have a low-
income or inconsistent-income job without benefits. 
Unexpected medical expenses are devastating. You have to 
know how late you can be on the electric bill before they cut 
you off. You have to know how much gas it takes to get back 
and forth to work all week because if you run out of cash and 
gas, now you’ll miss work and be hurting even worse for 
cash next week. 
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“Middle-class and upper-middle-class folks with salaries 
and benefits don’t have to juggle like that. It’s very time 
consuming and stressful.” 

4) Trixayyyy wrote, “Trying to give birthday money from 
my family to my mom, or not asking for much because you 
are worried about her finances. I was eight.” 

deagh wrote:  

“Yep. My mom figured out I wasn’t asking for stuff because 
I didn’t think we could afford it, and she’d start taking me 
down the toy aisle and seeing what I looked at the longest. 
And then I figured that out and I started refusing to go into 
the aisle. 

“Nothing like being nine and horrified when you see how 
many presents under the tree are for you.” 

Emotional-Badger3298 commented, “Right, then being in 
the next room playing and hearing her on the phone with bill 
collectors crying.” 

brusiddit commented: 

“Oh, yeah, fuck that. The worst was being an answering 
service for my dad. Had to answer the telephone and tell the 
people chasing him for money that he wasn’t home. 

“Oh, man. I didn’t need this thread today.” 

LostDogBoulderUtah wrote: 

“My grandpa had this story about Thanksgiving in Alaska 
when my dad was little. They didn’t have much to eat, and 
only one rifle round. Grandpa went out in the early morning 
and looked and looked all day and didn’t find anything. Late 
in the afternoon he was despairing of finding anything when 
a couple peasants flew by and he managed to shoot one 
through the wing with the rifle. It spun down, and he took it 
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home for dinner. They were able to eat it with crackers until 
Grandpa got paid. 

“My dad is a grandfather himself these days and still can’t 
stomach wild game. It all tastes like hunger and poverty to 
him.” 

Sykist wrote: 

“I once said to my wife ‘at least we never went hungry.’ 
Without thinking, she said, ‘You were never hungry.’ That 
day I learned she used to eat less so I could do my job. 

“We are no longer poor, but that comment will stick with me 
forever.”88 

89. “An African Proverb Says, ‘The Child Who Is Not 
Embraced By The Village Will Burn It Down To Feel 
The Warmth.’ What Time In Your Life Have You Been 
Closest To Starting The Fire?” 

1) candykiss99 wrote, “Wife was a ‘senior staff’ for a local 
science fiction convention. Not only was she an unpaid 
volunteer, but she had to take a vacation day off work and 
pay for her hotel room and parking. On the morning that the 
convention started, she was setting up the first of the three 
rooms she was responsible for — manual labor, moving 
tables, setting up shelves and loading them with stuff — and 
somebody came in, took her ID badge off her desk, and 
brought it to the convention’s lost-and-found. Convention 
Lost-Found lady told wife that lost badges have a $5 fee to 
get them back. Wife looked at the badge, looked at her, and 

 
88 Source: GarlicCookies, “People who grew up poor,What won’t 
middle class and upper class people never understand about growing up 
poor?” Reddit. AskReddit. 20 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u85uxm/people_who_g
rew_up_poorwhat_wont_middle_class_and/ >. 
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said ‘Keep it. I’m going home. Have a nice convention.’ 
Wife was about 25 feet down the hall when Lost-Found lady 
caught up to her and returned her badge.” 

2) hot_kiss09 wrote, “I used to work in fast food, and was 
the only person in the store who didn’t smoke. Everyone else 
got to take a break to smoke, but since I didn’t smoke, I 
wasn’t allowed to. Eventually, I spoke to the owner about it 
and was rebuffed, so I went over their heads to the company 
board. Owner got his ass chewed out for rebuffing me and I 
wound up getting a huge bonus my next paycheck, but when 
they discovered I reported them, I got fired immediately. 
Turns out they’d been violating company policy in food prep 
and storage, so I filed ANOTHER report to corporate.”89 

90. “Hello, Ladies, When Did You Realise That You 
Were Never Going To Be A Mermaid?” 

bramble_rosse346 wrote, “I vividly remember crying over 
this when I was six.” 

pooter215218 commented, “Same.”90 

 
89 Source: _zaphod, “African Proverb Says ‘The child who is not 
embraced by the village will burn it down to feel the warmth’ What 
time in your life have you been closest to starting the fire?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 22 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/u98roq/african_prover
b_says_the_child_who_is_not/ >. 

“90 Source: unholy_sseeker, “Hello ladies, when did you realise that 
you were never going to be a mermaid?” Reddit. AskWomen. 21 April 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskWomen/comments/u8vbuu/hello_ladies_
when_did_you_realise_that_you_were/ >. 
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91. “People Of Reddit Who Are Or Have Been Active In 
The Hotel Business, What’s The Funniest Guest 
Experience You’ve Had While Working?” 

1) 69DonaldTrump69 wrote, “A guest was holding a big 
party at the hotel. Maybe a wedding. I don’t recall. Anyway, 
these four guys come in dressed in jumpsuits claiming 
somebody called about a ghost. I figured they were just 
messing with me and were there to fix the elevator so I let 
them pass. Anyway, they messed up the place pretty bad. 
Lots of fires and slime everywhere when they got done. 
Pretty hilarious if you ask me.” 

2) FifiLaFifu wrote: 

“I used to work cleaning rooms in a hotel in Ireland, many 
moons ago! 

“The funniest thing I remember was a group of about four or 
five young men (about 18 years old) from England who were 
visiting Ireland for a boozy weekend. They had requested an 
ironing board and iron, which I brought to their room and 
then carried on with my duties further down the floor. 

“About five minutes later, one of them came down to the 
room I was cleaning and asked if I could help. One of them 
had tried to iron his shirt and had scorched it and between 
the whole lot of them, not one of them had ever ironed a shirt 
before and they were all standing around cluelessly holding 
their shirts that they planned to wear out that evening which 
were all wrinkled from being stuffed in their bags. 

“When you work cleaning rooms, one safety aspect is that 
you never put yourself in a situation where you are in a hotel 
room with guests with the door closed. 

“So I set the ironing board up in the corridor, and there 
followed my very first (and only) ironing class. Literally 
stood the group of them around me and proceeded to narrate 
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my way through ironing the first shirt while they all stood 
around sheepish but also laughing. They were very funny. 

“So, four or five shirts got ironed, and a t-shirt as the 
scorched shirt was beyond repair. I sent them on their merry 
way and the next morning, when I was back up on their 
corridor cleaning the rooms, a couple of them came up to me 
and gave me a huge bottle of vodka and six cans of Red Bull 
as a thank you! 

“It was honestly really wholesome!”91 

92. “What Are Some Unwritten Rules In NYC?” 

Squigglepig52 wrote: 

“Evidently, based on several events — if you see a foreign 
tourist, do something so over-the-top nice that they are still 
talking about it 30 years later. 

“Back in the 90’s, a rainy February, and my buddy and I 
were there on a trip. Standing in the rain, trying to figure out 
where the Museum of Natural History was. Some random 
older businessman offered to share his cab and take us there, 
wouldn’t take a dime. Just said somebody helped him 40 
years before when he got to the city, and he always paid it 
forward. 

“Another trip, same buddy and I trying to find the Intrepid. 
Ask a bus driver, who, I swear to god, looked like Ralph 
Kramden. Dude took the bus right off the route and dropped 
us off at the gate! 

 
91 Source: LLanceee, “People of Reddit who are or have been active in 
the Hotel business, what’s the funniest guest experience you’ve had 
while working?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ubjo19/people_of_redd
it_who_are_or_have_been_active_in/ >. 
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“I fucking love NYC.”92 

93. “What Is The Nicest Thing A Stranger Has Ever 
Done For You?” 

1) Stunning_Interview38 wrote: 

“My birthday one year was really sucking. I decided to go 
buy myself a cake at the grocery store and get it decorated, 
because it was my birthday and I wanted something nice. 
When the guy at the counter asked who it was for (in 
retrospect, I realize that he meant what name to put on it) and 
I said it was for me, he was incredulous that I had to buy my 
own birthday cake. I just kind of shrugged and went out to 
finish shopping for groceries. He said my cake would be 
need to be paid for at pick up. 

“When I came back to pay for and pick up my cake, a 
different person was at the register and she said my cake had 
been paid for. It was also decorated a bit more than I thought 
it should have been. I have not seen that guy working there 
since and in my head I’ve called him the cake fairy. 

“It was a good cake. I still cried eating it because the entire 
day sucked, but it was a good cake.” 

2) tjay0027 wrote: 

“A long time ago when I was homeless, my boyfriend and I 
went into the city at about 6am because we’d been squatting 
in an abandoned house in the suburbs but had eaten only a 
loaf of bread in the past three days. 

 
92 Source: MrPellow, “What are some unwritten rules in NYC?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 26 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ucd15a/what_are_some
_unwritten_rules_in_nyc/>. 
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“Our hope was that there would be lots of ‘rich’ 
businesspeople around at that time and we’d be able to beg 
for enough change to buy a few cans of tuna and spaghetti 
and anything else that could be eaten cold. 

“Unfortunately that’s not how it was, there was barely 
anyone in the city, and after almost two hours, we hadn’t 
made even 5c. 

“Regardless, we powered on, hoping that there would be 
some scraps to eat at the McDonald’s at least, and then we’d 
find somewhere to take a nap. We thanked everyone who 
was still within earshot, regardless of if they acknowledged 
us or not, with a ‘thanks, anyway — have a great day!’ 

“Just as we were about to give up hope, a lady who had just 
told us, ‘No, sorry,’ stopped in her tracks and turned around 
and asked, ‘What did you say?,’ I said to her, ‘Oh, no 
worries, just thanks anyway for replying, and I hope you 
have a good day!’ I swear to god, even retelling this story it 
sounds made up, but this lady appreciated the remark so 
much that she started questioning what we were begging for, 
I explained food and what we’d eaten recently, so she walks 
us into the McDonald’s and asks what we want. 

“I didn’t know how much she was offering and I didn’t want 
to take too much advantage so I said a hash brown each 
would be lovely, she actually argued that that wasn’t enough, 
asked if we like coffee, and told us to sit down. 

“A few minutes later she comes to us with four hash browns, 
four muffins of some sort, and a coffee each, she sits and 
chats with us for a bit and clearly sees how quickly and 
greedily we’re eating, and it was like you could she 
something click in her that ‘this is real, this kids weren’t 
lying, they’re homeless and hungry and they’ve proven it.’ 
She tells us while we’re still eating that she hopes things turn 
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around for us, gives us $10 (which was just so much money, 
you can buy so much food with $10!), and heads off to work. 

“I still think about her at least every year more than a decade 
later, it was probably so small for her, but in the moment, it 
was so big for me, and the most I’d eaten at once in months, 
so the best meal of my life, too.” 

3) ajcejas wrote, “Oh, man, I’m in Thailand with my ex-
girlfriend and we were driving to Emerald Springs, which 
was about an hour away from Krabi on scooter. It was mid-
day and we were lost in the labyrinth that is their banana and 
coconut tree plantations. It was raining on and off and we 
were driving through this dirt road with major holes and 
crevices that were making us do 15 miles per hour. We were 
visibly worried. Then we ran into the only person that we 
saw on that road and this elderly stranger stopped us to try 
and give us directions, but when our faces went from worried 
to confused he stopped talking and spent 30 minutes leading 
us on his bike contraption out to the main road. Thank you, 
stranger.” 

4) TheSmegmatician wrote, “Return 300 bucks I left sticking 
out of an ATM. He was in line behind me.” 

5) Ok_Tez wrote: 

“I dropped my wallet at an Asian market and in the two 
minutes it took me to realize I did it was gone. Nobody spoke 
my native language or English there so after a while I gave 
up looking and went to drive to my grandma’s to grab some 
cash. I blocked my card and was on my way to the police 
station to report my documents being lost. On the way there 
my brother’s girlfriend called me that a guy dropped my 
wallet off at their house. 

“That person drove to my permanent address listed on my 
ID (which was not close) just to make sure I got it back. Took 
none of the cash and when my brother’s girlfriend offered it 
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to him (which I would be fine with, I cared about my 
documents) he said that he saw my student ID and refused to 
take money from a student who went to the same university 
as him. He left, and I couldn’t even thank him. I’m so 
grateful to that guy.” 

6) Stunning_Interview38 wrote: 

“A really small thing, but I hope I remember it forever. 

“My son was probably two or three and we went to the mall 
for some reason. My son liked looking at displays and stuff. 
Well, there was a model train set in a case that you could put 
a $1 in and watch them go around for a while. I was pretty 
broke if I recall correctly and never had cash on me 
regardless. He was content just looking at the display. A 
group of loud mall teens come through and go past. One of 
them comes back and puts a dollar in the machine and says, 
‘I always liked watching trains, too,’ and then hurries off 
back to his friends. My son lit up. I never would have 
expected that action from a stranger, let alone a teen with his 
friends in a mall.” 

7) _ImNoJedi_ wrote, “We’re not rich and I remember one 
year we didn’t have the 100 bucks for me to play Little 
League and I found out that it was ‘taken care of.’ I assume 
I know the person who did it, but they never told us who or 
if the league just let me in but it was cool.” 

8) Billbapoker wrote: 

“My son’s first birthday was the next day, and my flight was 
canceled for no good reason. 

“I was arguing and pleading with the guys at the United desk 
to get me home somehow, and they just kept saying there 
was no way I was gonna make it. 
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“A stranger overhead and gave up his seat to me. I didn’t 
even know you could do that, but he was some kinda super 
elite status so they made it happen, and I flew home first 
class. 

“He was absolutely an Angel.”93 

94. “What Is The Smartest Joke You’ve Ever Heard?” 

1) Orange_Kid wrote: 

“Three logicians walk into a bar. The bartender says, ‘You 
all want a beer?’ 

“First guy says, ‘I don’t know.’ 

“Second guy says, ‘I don’t know.’ 

“Third guy says, ‘Yes.’” 

JustABrowenBoi commented: 

“It’s a logic puzzle, a little hard to explain but I’ll try: 

“The bartender’s questions is do you ALL want a beer? 

“If the first one didn’t want a beer, then he could confidently 
say no since not all of them want a beer. He can’t say yes 
since he doesn’t know about the others yet, so he says “I 
don’t know.“ Same for the second one. Since the third one 
knows both of the first two could have said NO if they didn’t 
want a beer, their implicit answers must be YES, contingent 
on him wanting a beer. Since he does, he can safely say yes 
and be correct that they all want beers.” 

 
93 Source: kfoley321, “What is the nicest thing a stranger has ever done 
for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ucx5p7/what_is_the_ni
cest_thing_a_stranger_has_ever_done/ >. 
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2) DiogenesCantPlay wrote, “Jean-Paul Sartre sits down in 
a cafe. The waiter comes over and Sartre says, ‘I’d like a cup 
of coffee with no cream, please.’ The waiter replies, ‘I’m 
sorry, monsieur, but we are out of cream. How about a cup 
of coffee with no milk?’” 

DiogenesCantPlay added, “Sartre was an existentialist — 
which basically means he believed people were the sum of 
their choices, nothing more. Because the cafe has no cream, 
it is not possible for Sartre to choose not to have it. The 
waiter helpfully offers milk (which they do have) for him to 
decline.” 

3) proximalfunk wrote: 

“While out driving, Werner Heisenberg is pulled over by the 
police for speeding. The cop says, ‘Do you know how fast 
you were going when I pulled you over?’ 

“Werner replies, ‘No, but I know exactly where I was.’ 

“The cop says, ‘You were driving 90 miles an hour.’ 

“Werner replies, ‘Oh, great! now we’re lost!’” 

radiofiend added: 

“Erwin Schrodinger is sitting in the passenger seat. He’s 
looking incredibly uneasy about this interaction. 

“The cop, noticing his uneasiness, becomes a bit suspicious. 
He asks if he can look in the trunk. 

“He walks around and opens it up. He calls to the front, 
‘Gentleman, did you know there’s a dead cat in here?’ 

He hears a cry of exasperation, ‘WELL, NOW WE DO!’” 

radiofiend added: 
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“George Ohm has been sitting in the backseat. The cop, now 
thoroughly suspicious of the situation given the presence of 
the dead cat, moves to arrest the gentlemen until backup 
arrives. 

“Ohm resists.” 

Nutzori commented, “Also in the backseat is Newton who, 
understanding the gravity of the situation, goes quietly.” 

sam-wilson added: 

“As he’s being dragged away, he looks at Michael Faraday, 
who was also in the backseat. ‘Why didn’t you help me?’ he 
calls. 

“Faraday didn’t have the capacity.” 

4) AdOriginals6110 wrote: 

“Woman goes to the library to get a book for her child, she 
tells the librarian she doesn’t know the title. 

“The librarian asks what the book is about. 

“The woman replies, ‘It’s about Pavlov’s dog and 
Schrodinger’s cat. They go on an adventure.’ 

“The librarian says, ‘It rings a bell, but I don’t know if we 
have it or not.’” 

5) Admiral_Gial_Ackbar wrote, “Pavlov walks into a bar 
and sit down in front of the bartender. Just then the phone 
behind the bar rings, and Pavlov says, ‘I [need] to feed the 
dogs!’” 

6) damargeemirad wrote, “A physicist, a biologist, and a 
mathematician are sitting in a street café watching people 
entering and leaving the house on the other side of the street. 
First they see two people entering the house. Time passes. 
After a while they notice three people leaving the house. The 
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physicist says, ‘The measurement wasn’t accurate.’ The 
biologist says, ‘They must have reproduced.’ The 
mathematician says, ‘If one more person enters the house, 
then it will be empty.’” 

7) jarofjellyfish wrote , “A physicist, a biologist, and a 
chemist are at the beach. The physicist walks into the water 
to study the waves and drowns. The biologist walks in to 
study the sea life and is eaten by a shark. The chemist makes 
a note: Biologists and physicists are soluble in water.” 

8) adf1962 wrote: 

“A biologist, a statistician, a mathematician and a computer 
scientist are on a photo-safari in Africa. They drive out on 
the savannah in their jeep, stop and scout the horizon with 
their binoculars.  

“The biologist says, ‘Look! There’s a herd of zebras! And 
there, in the middle: a white zebra! It’s fantastic ! There are 
white zebras ! We’ll be famous !’  

“The statistician says, “It’s not significant. We only know 
there’s one white zebra.’  

“The mathematician says, ‘Actually, we only know there 
exists a zebra, which is white on one side.’  

“The computer scientist says, "Oh, no! A special case!" 

9) K8isEnough wrote: 

“Some Germans are out drinking one night. As they’re 
walking home, one can’t hold it anymore and starts peeing 
on a tree. 

“A woman walks by and says, ‘Gross!’ 

“The guy says, ‘Thank you.’” 

Note by David Bruce: In German, gross means “big.” 
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copingcabana commented: 

“No matter how nice your kids are, German children are 
kinder. 

“Also: No matter how much it rains in England, the forecast 
in Germany is always wetter.” 

10) demanbmore wrote, “I have the world’s worst thesaurus. 
Not only is it terrible, but it’s also terrible.” 

11) latinomartino wrote: 

“A chemist, an engineer, and a mathematician are going on 
a trip. They go to a hotel and each gets separate rooms. The 
mathematician can’t sleep and is looking out his window at 
the other two rooms. 

“Suddenly a fire breaks out in the chemist’s room! The 
smoke alarm wakes him, he sees the fire and he thinks about 
the chemical reactions at play. Knowing the reaction needs 
air, he throws a blanket over the fire and puts it out. The 
mathematician is relieved. 

“Suddenly, another fire breaks out but in the engineer’s 
room! The engineer is awoken and thinks about the proper 
way to handle it. He finds the correct fire extinguisher and 
correctly uses it to put out the fire. Again, the mathematician 
is relieved. 

“The mathematician is tired and about to go to bed when all 
of a sudden a fire breaks out in his own room! Knowing that 
there are multiple solutions to the problem, the 
mathematician feels at ease and goes to bed.” 

12) binglebongled wrote: 

“A farmer challenges an engineer, a physicist, and a 
mathematician to fence off the largest amount of area using 
the least amount of fence. 
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“The engineer makes his fence in a circle and said it is the 
most efficient. 

“The physicist makes a long line and says that the length is 
infinite, and that fencing half of the Earth is the best. 

“The mathematician thinks for a minute, then constructs a 
tiny fence around himself and says, ‘I declare myself to be 
outside of the fence.’” 

13) themattboard wrote: 

“A physicist, a biologist and a statistician go hunting and as 
they are hiding in the bushes they see a deer 70 feet ahead of 
them. 

“The physicist makes some calculations, aims, and fires at 
the deer. His shot ends up five feet to the left of his target. 

“The biologist analyzes the deer’s movement, aims and fires. 
His shot ends up five feet to the right of the deer. 

“The statistician shouts, ‘We got it!’” 

kolob_hier commented, “This was the first joke that came to 
mind, but what made it better was I saw it on r/meanjokes.” 

Wonderful-Custard-47 explained, “It’s ‘mean’ to 
statisticians.” 

14) copingcabana wrote: 

“A similar one where a teenager goes to confession and tells 
the priest he’s gotten to second base with a girl. ‘Was it Mary 
Beth? She’s a promiscuous one. You must stay away from 
her!’ the priest warns. The boy denies it. ‘Was it Catherine 
then? Or Margaret?’ The boy denies it again and again. 

“When he leaves the confessional, his friends greet him. 
‘Whatdya get?’ one of them asks. 
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“‘Ten Hail Mary’s and three good leads!’”94 

95. “What Small Act Of Kindness Were You Once 
Shown That You Will Never Forget?” 

1) Castle_of_Aaaaaaargh wrote: 

“In a foreign country with a friend, we were riding our bikes 
outside the city and stopped to admire a small river. An old 
man came by on his bike, greeted us, and we realized neither 
party knew anything the other was saying. Still, the 
gentleman tried to explain what fish were in the river for us. 
He ended up pulling out a pen and drawing over a dozen 
different fish and aquatic animals on his hand and arms, 
showing us what all could be found in the water. 

“Then he got back on his bicycle and slowly rode off. I was 
so touched and am glad I thought to take a picture of him 
riding away — it’s one of my fondest memories associated 
with a photo.” 

Castle_of_Aaaaaaargh added, “No paper — he literally 
covered his own skin / arms with ink! This is what made it 
even more touching/surprising. The man went home and 
probably had to spend a good amount of time scrubbing ink 
out of his skin.” 

2) TheWeebQueen17 wrote: 

“It was Valentine’s Day, and I was working at a pop-up store 
for See’s Candies. A woman came in, asking questions about 
the discounted stuff we had and what candies were in certain 
boxes. After she paid for her things and left, she came back 

 
94 Source: ReallySillyLily36, “What is the smartest joke you’ve ever 
heard?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/uda353/what_is_the_s
martest_joke_youve_ever_heard/ >. 
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twenty minutes later with a small bouquet of flowers and told 
me they were for me. 

“I’d never received anything like that before. It made me 
cry.” 

3) Morrigu84 wrote, “At 18 I had met a guy on a health 
vacation in Florida and we moved fast and got married close 
to the holidays so we had not much money, things were tight. 
So I told my husband the only thing I wanted was a tree that 
wasn’t plastic, since my family had always spent the day to 
get a tree. When getting the tree, my husband took a guy 
aside and said I have $20 to my name and I just want a tree 
for my wife — it doesn’t need to be big anything. So the man 
showed him some four-foot trees and he just took the best 
one and went over to our car. They were $50 and my husband 
tried to tell him no, but the guy said, ‘Please, sit in your car, 
sir. We got you.’ My husband was shocked and did just that, 
the owner then came back to the window and said, ‘Merry 
Christmas.’ We were in a dark place and it just gave us some 
hope. We are married 20 years now and now we go crazy on 
decorations.” 

Morrigu84 added, “We can’t tell the story or talk about it 
without crying. When we wanna talk about it, we just say the 
words ‘Christmas tree story’ and we cry.” 

Morrigu84 also added, “We pay it forward a lot.” 

4) Fun-Plane-553 wrote: 

“I was flying by myself for the very first time, and it was 
totally international travel at that, like navigating a few 
airports in a language that I didn’t speak. I was 16, on my 
way to be an exchange student in Mexico. 

“I got on my flight and was trying not to cry because it was 
all so overwhelming. There was an older Japanese 
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businessman sitting next to me, reading a fly-fishing 
magazine. 

“He must have sensed that I was scared because he ended up 
talking to me in broken English for almost four hours. About 
his life, his company, how much he loved to fly fish. How 
he was nervous about going to Latin America, too, because 
he didn’t know Spanish and he really wanted to make his 
team look good. 

“By the end of the conversation, I was feeling much better 
about traveling to a new life alone. 

“I wonder what happened to him to this day. He must have 
been a father or something, to just look over and know that I 
needed someone to just talk to me. Apparently, it’s not 
standard behavior in Japan to talk to random strangers on 
transit? 

“I still wonder how he’s doing every once in a while. I hope 
that he got to go fly fishing that summer.” 

5) call-me-sA5 wrote: 

“I remember going into a jewelry store with my mom once 
when I was small. She wanted to find something for a friend. 

“The owner of the store gave me a small necklace, with a 
white diamond-shaped stone. It didn’t look too expensive, 
but I kind of miss that sort of kindness. He just randomly 
asked if I wanted it, no malicious intent shown. My mom 
was there, too, so it’s not like she wouldn’t have noticed 
anything. 

“If I ever open a shop, I would like to give small kids some 
of my stuff occasionally.” 

6) AllForMyBoy wrote, “In Pakistan, after my marriage I 
was asked to make the food for the whole household. 
Honestly, I didn’t know how. I could barely make a roti back 
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home and now they were asking me to do so much. Our maid 
Sehar (I called her Aunty) found me crying in the kitchen 
and then helped me get through it all. She didn’t have to, she 
could have just let me drown, but she helped me. I will never 
forget her love.” 

7) callmesamus wrote, “My husband went out of town for 
work for the first time in three years. I stayed home with our 
two kids. I took them to the Dollar Tree, and it was a pretty 
rough day. I left my wallet back at the house, and I told my 
kids how sorry I was that I had forgotten my wallet, but that’s 
life and we will use it as a learning experience. My oldest 
starts throwing a fi,t and I am trying to get both of them out 
of the store. An employee ended up paying for our things. (It 
was about $8.) They didn’t even know what I was really 
going through. I suffer from a pretty bad mental illness, and 
it was a challenge taking the kids out on my own and taking 
care of them and myself without my husband to help. I was 
so touched. I went back later that week to give them a $20 
and let them know it was the nicest thing anyone had ever 
done for me. That the small act of kindness had helped me 
so much when I was hitting a wall and about to crumble.” 

8) Weedwolf42069 wrote, “When I was a kid, my mom and 
I went to McDonald’s. We’ve never had much money and 
when I asked my mom for fries, she told me we couldn’t 
afford them. (My mom said such things only if they were 
true, so I didn’t press.) The guy taking our order overheard 
and later when eating, he brought me some fries, smiled, and 
did a ‘shh’ expression with his finger. Such a little thing, but 
I’ll never forget it — it made my little self’s day.” 

9) Married-to--- wrote: 

“I (48f) have been in a wheelchair just over 12 years due to 
a back injury. Additionally, I have struggled with my weight 
my entire life and could manage it only by staying physically 
active, which is not something I can do in my current state. 
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“The world is not kind to overweight people at all. The fact 
that I am sitting on my electric wheelchair seems to really 
trigger people’s disdain for my existence. I have been 
deliberately rammed with carts, pointed out, sneered at, and 
photographed. I am not afforded any of the normal societal 
courtesies like ‘please’ or ‘pardon me’ and frequently have 
shoppers wedge me in my chair between them and the shelf 
of goods they have decided to access over and through me. 
Often they are grunting and loudly sighing to emphasize 
their annoyance at my presence. 

“I am a Doctor Who fan. If you don’t know the show, just 
know that a loving relationship between two characters 
involves one constantly referring to the other as ‘Sweetie.’ 

“My experience with random kindness takes place in the 
greeting card aisle. I was reading cards and saw in my 
peripheral vision a man, mid-20’s and handsome, 
approaching my position. He had a card in his hand that he 
was reading as he walked, which delayed his ability to 
recognize I was there as my seated position was lower than 
his sight line expected. He looked up just seconds before he 
would have walked dead into me. He paused, put his hand 
on my shoulder, smiled, and said, ‘Pardon me, sweetie.’ He 
was gone in a flash. 

“Not only was I seen and respected, but he was kind to me. 
How sad the world is for that to be such a stand-out event. It 
has been a few years since, and I am welling up with tears as 
I write this.” 

10) GintareTireviciute wrote, “When I was little, I took the 
wrong bus and got lost in the city. A beggar then gave me 
his coins, so that I could take another bus back home. It 
might seem small, but the beggar might not have eaten that 
day because he chose to help me.” 

11) Stunning_Interview38 wrote: 
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“I was a single mom with a jalopy van. I wrote about that 
van in another post. That van was a nightmare on wheels. 
But now that I look back, it shows me how kind people are. 

“That van would not start up if it was under 32 degrees. So I 
would have to depend on taxis to get the boys to school and 
me to work, and then get us back again. It was money I didn’t 
have. We were always late because a cab is not on a strict 
schedule like a bus or train. A co-worker actually gave me 
her car on the cold days! She lived a town away from me so 
she would have me drop the kids at school, pick her up for 
work, and then do the reverse. She used her husband’s car at 
night for errands, etc. 

“Talk about kind. What a lifesaver.” 

12) Gaylien85 wrote, “When I moved to Atlanta and got a 
job at a doggy daycare, it didn’t pay me [the day] when I 
thought they were going to, so I didn’t have gas money. I 
made a post about it, and a complete stranger came to pick 
me up, give me a ride, and give me enough money to get 
gas.”95 

96. “What’s A Positive Example Of ‘Boys Will Be Boys’ 

1) atlas_mornings wrote, “Kept hearing loud smashing 
noises outside my window followed by delighted, sports-
game-type screams. I went to see was going on and the frat 
house across the street had SET UP LAWN CHAIRS across 
from a house being demolished. Every time the demolition 
crew got a big chunk smashed, the guys would jump out of 
their chairs screaming and clapping. The demolition crew 

 
95 Source: ProfesssionalType1711, “What small act of kindness were 
you once shown that you will never forget?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 
April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/udp3ur/what_small_act
_of_kindness_were_you_once_shown/ >. 
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looked fucking delighted by the attention and the guys 
stayed there watching and cheering until the whole house 
was torn down. Genuinely one of my favorite college 
memories. Lmao.” 

25hourenergy wrote: 

“When COVID first started, someone decided to start 
construction of a new house on the empty lot next to our 
house. It was right outside my toddler’s nursery window. 

“On one hand, nap times were dicey due to the noise, and I 
was sad that his window full of trees was replaced by 
construction. On the other hand, it definitely held his 
attention and was great for keeping him occupied when we 
couldn’t leave our house. Like, he had this little lawn chair 
he’d sit in right in front of our garage with sunglasses and 
his tiny hat, tiny flip-flops, and a popsicle and just watch 
them push around dirt or pour concrete or put together the 
house frame, etc., until the popsicle melted. The construction 
folks got a HUGE kick out of seeing him there.” 

dforanda wrote, “I was about five when my folks had our 
backyard patio put in. They have pictures somewhere of me 
in my goloshes getting my Fisher-Price wheelbarrow loaded 
up at the cement truck. The dudes were super chill. I spent 
the afternoon humping concrete into the backyard and 
helping them pour and finish it. Still in the top ten for best 
days of my life.” 

2) AcolyteOfCynicism wrote, “Finding the perfect stick.” 

death_by_mustard commented: 

“Ok, so I’m a mum to a toddler boy and I’m just learning 
about the whole stick thing. He has a good stick that he takes 
on his way to nursery and I have to bring back home and 
keep safe. Then there’s another good stick for going to the 
playground, and one for pretending to do karate. 
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“To be fair, they are all very, very good sticks so I totally get 
where he is coming from.” 

3) AlexGarrida wrote, “Recently I watched a group of boys 
use another boy as a jump rope. Jump rope boy was having 
the time of his life.” 

Labrat_The_Man wrote, “You can’t have fun without 
tempting natural selection at least a little.” 

4) Dessperate-Exit692 wrote, “My 48-year-old dad and his 
boys are watching Shrek on Netflix and arguing about who 
is the Shrekiest.” 

5) –TenguiDruid—wrote: 

“In the 8th grade, while on a week-long school camp trip to 
a mountain resort, the boys and girls were put in separate 
cabins. At around 11pm our teacher came to say good night 
and check on us. He walked in on us in the midst of duct-
taping a volunteer to the ceiling beams, all of us in our boxers 
(for some reason) and cackling wildly at our success. We 
wanted to see if the tape would hold him, and it did! 

“Our teacher, who had just come from disarming a very 
heated and dramatic conflict in the girls’ cabin, just cocked 
his head, asked the volunteer if he was okay, then told us to 
remember to cut him down before bedtime and left us to our 
chicanery. 

“The camaraderie and high-fiving from that day is still with 
me twenty years later. Boys will be boys!” 

6) JMSS1991 wrote, “I live in the South, and whenever we 
get a big snowstorm, there’s always a group of guys in lifted 
Jeeps with winches who drive around looking for cars to get 
un-stuck.” 

7) WhereYouLie wrote, “My boyfriend and his friends have 
this game where they compete to see how many people a 
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year they can pull out of ditches, snow, mud, etc. The rule is 
they have to take a picture or it doesn’t count.” 

8) Fat-Tony-69 wrote, “One time two boys argued over 
which one was gonna give me their jacket because I was 
cold. I wore both.” 

idelmanijustworkhere commented, “Happened to me 
freshman year of high school. Except it was eight of my 
friends. I had on a lot of jackets. Lol. Still have the picture.”96 

97. “What Was The Most Embarrassing Moment You 
Ever Experienced Or Witnessed?” 

1) NotYourFathersKhakis wrote: 

“In my high school anatomy class, we would play Jeopardy 
to review the body system we’d just studied. The last system 
and last Jeopardy was over the reproductive system. One of 
the ‘answers’ was ‘Starting with A, this is the only 100% 
effective way to prevent pregnancy.’ 

“A girl immediately answered ‘Anal.’  

:Teacher says ‘No’ and the girl immediately goes ‘I’m sorry. 
I mean, What is anal?’  

“Teacher says, ‘We were looking for abstinence.’” 

2) Adv1572 wrote: 

“So. I was 12 years old and I was in biology class. The 
teacher was a thin old single mean lady who usually sat near 
students instead of her front desk. I had a desk colleague but 
she was absent for that day so I sat alone and the teacher felt 

 
96 Source: williebobthorton, “What’s a positive example of ‘boys will 
be boys’?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/udygvt/whats_a_positi
ve_example_of_boys_will_be_boys/ >. 
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the need to sit near me. She was talking about biology when 
she suddenly stopped, started sniffing loudly (the class was 
deadly quiet) and said loudly, ‘Girl, you stink! You should 
go wash with soap and water before coming to school,’ and 
the class started laughing out loud. I was mortified. I 
couldn’t believe this was happening to me. I felt like dying. 

“For context I was a clean kid but I just hit puberty and I 
wasn’t used to use deodorant. I remember clearly I even 
washed that morning, but I did not use any deodorant and of 
course I got sweaty and probably smelled like sweat. 
Anyway. It was such a bad feeling to be called out by 
someone like that in front of everyone. I just can’t. Even now 
I feel sick thinking about it.” 

3) POOfersForBorders wrote: 

“A female college student getting diarrhea in the swimming 
pool at a party. Never saw people jump out of a pool so fast. 

“Felt terrible for the woman, though. She almost 
immediately started crying.” 

4) [Name Censored] wrote, “I had stayed home from high 
school sick one day. Even though I had been trading places 
on the bowl most of the day, my mother had thought it a good 
idea to let my girlfriend come up to check on me when she 
dropped by after school to see how I was. So my girlfriend  
and the two friends with her are standing at the side of my 
bed asking me how I’m doing when I get the sudden urge to 
puke and it come up instantly, all over their feet. I race to the 
bathroom and continue hurling and shitting on the other side 
of the paper thin door as they stand there in their vomit-
covered legs. After a few minutes, she taps on the door and 
tells me they’re going to go. She broke up with me the next 
day, and her friends called me ‘Puke’ for the next year.” 

5) Zestran wrote, “In kindergarten we were allowed to wear 
Halloween costumes to school. I’m first grade we weren’t. I 
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was not aware and was the only kid that showed up in 
costume. So I had to wait in the corner in my Tigger costume 
while I wanted for my mom to bring me clothes.” 

6 salatJID wrote, “In high school, there was a guy who was 
morbidly obese. I mean this guy was big. Long story short, 
he got stuck in a chair during an assembly and had to be 
removed from it. God, I’ve never felt so bad for someone. 
The entire auditorium, man.” 

7) Monika396 wrote: 

“Once in 3rd grade, one of the boys who bullied me pulled 
my pants down … 

“In front of the entire class. 

“Twice on the same day.” 

Think_Impossible commented, “One of the boys in my class 
liked doing this, no matter how hard we were trying to talk 
him out of doing it. Once he sneaked up on a girl and did his 
thing. The girl immediately responded with a heavy elbow 
hit that was probably meant for his stomach but actually got 
his face (as he was bent low for his ‘stunt’). The guy dropped 
to the floor with some blood on his face, farting loudly in the 
process. I think this was his last run at the pants-down joke.” 

folgato commented, “This happened to me, but my 
underwear went down, too. On a cold day outside in a 
physical education lesson. That wasn’t fun.” 

saltandtitties wrote: 

“In high school, this guy de-pants Maggie M. in gym class. 
He got her panties down to her ankles. I’ll never forget the 
sight of her kitty. 
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“But to her credit, she calmly knelt down and pulled them 
up. While she was tucking in her shirt and smoothing herself 
she said: 

“‘That’s the closet you’ll ever get.’ 

“Badass Maggie.” 

8) SassyStylesheet wrote: 

“Girl in 10th grade creative writing elective class wrote a 
very descriptive poem portraying passionate hardcore 
fucking. Not love making, fucking. I remember an entire line 
of ‘Oh, fuck’ spoken in different intensities and tones. This 
was a class of maybe eight students and the teacher sitting in 
a small circle reading our very open-ended writing projects, 
and everyone just sat there in silence. 

“She hadn’t done anything prior to foreshadow an eccentric 
personality, so it was just surreal as hell and still pops into 
my mind randomly a good 14 years later.” 

9) baabaaredsheep wrote: 

“I was browsing the cosmetics section of my neighbourhood 
drugstore. A lady came in with her son, who was maybe age 
8-10. The mom asked the saleslady for help with something 
and then started small talk. The saleslady turned to the boy 
and said, “Well, young man, it looks like you’ve been a bit 
messy today… you have a smear of something on your face. 
I’ll grab you a tissue to wipe it off.” 

“Cue some uncomfortable silence for a moment, and the 
mom interjects: ‘Oh, no … he was born with that … it’s a 
birthmark.’” 

10) FooeyDisco wrote: 

“When I was 13, my family went to Disney World; it 
happened to be the same week as the cheerleading nationals, 
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which are held there. We were trying to cross the park to get 
to the Pirates of the Caribbean ride, and the park had a rope 
separating two big staging areas. One side was empty except 
for my family; the other side had hundreds of cheerleaders 
quietly waiting to be let in. I crouched under the rope and my 
pants split with a tremendously loud rip and suddenly 
hundreds of cheerleaders laughed at me. 

“My mom bought me a pirate flag to wrap around my waist 
while we walked back thru after the ride.” 

11) PhysiologyIPhun wrote: 

“In college (yes, college) I had a lecture back-to-back with a 
lab that was across campus. The entire class (most of whom 
I knew) had the same schedule. 

“So we’re all walking in a large group from the lecture hall 
to the lab when we happen upon a group of Canadian geese 
blocking our path. Now one thing to know about me. I 
fucking hate geese. Another thing to know is that the geese 
on our campus were known for being particularly 
aggressive. 

“For some reason, I thought it would be a good idea to throw 
a stick at one of the geese to scare the pack off. 

“This backfired terribly. 

“All of a sudden, I have a goose charging full-bore at me 
with the intent to kill. I start sprinting away from said goose. 
It had just rained, so there was mud everywhere. 

“I slipped in the mud and got absolutely coated in it. Cue 40 
of my closest college peers laughing their asses off. I had to 
go to the lab covered in mud. The TAs and professor were 
very confused why I showed up all muddy. 
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“For days after the occurrence, I was known as the ‘goose 
guy.’ Years later, this still gets brought up whenever I go 
back to my college town. 

“Don’t provoke Canadian geese.”97 

98. “What Is The Kindest Thing That A Stranger Has 
Done For You?” 

1) stayathomedadof6 wrote, “Paid for my groceries at Aldi: 
300 dollars’ worth for no reason other than to be nice and 
pass it along. I felt I couldn’t thank him enough and it 
definitely motivated to do more of the same for others.” 

2) donutnolikey wrote, “Complimented the outfit that my 
sister and mom didn’t like.” 

3) feloniusmyoldfriend wrote, “I was drunk, walking home 
from a bar, and I remember falling and just lying there on an 
icy sidewalk at like 1 am, and this taxi driver stopped and 
helped me up and drove me home. He wouldn’t accept 
payment. I often remember that kind act.” 

4) parkpeters wrote, “I was taking a bus from Edinburgh to 
London, and I was left stranded at a stop in Milton Keynes 
with all my stuff still on the bus while I was using the 
bathroom. A stranger saw me freaking out and gave me a lift 
all the way to London (like 1.5 hours) even though he was 
local to the area. Called his family with me in the car and 
said he’d be late getting home. As an American traveling the 
U.K for the first time, I was absolutely floored, I can’t 
imagine encountering that sort of generosity here. Paul, if 

 
97 Source: ArtssyAksel, “What was the most embarrassing moment you 
ever experienced or witnessed?” Reddit. AskReddit. 29 April 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ueuvrm/what_was_the
_most_embarrassing_moment_you_ever/ >. 
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you’re out there reading this, I’m still appreciating the hell 
out of you, mate!” 

5) Sorry_Opportunity_81 wrote: 

“I was about 19 and I hadn’t been driving long. I had a head-
on collision with another car, thankfully at a fairly low 
speed, but it was enough to damage the car quite badly. The 
other driver (an older man) yelled at me and after demanding 
my insurance details he drove off, leaving me by the side of 
the road crying with no clue what to do. 

“A nice man came out of his house, helped me push the car 
to one side and called my dad for me. I was too scared to call 
him myself because I thought I’d be in trouble, even though 
the accident wasn’t my fault. The nice man then made me a 
cup of tea while I waited for my dad to arrive.” 

6) AnnetheRainwing wrote, “I was on a semi-circle ladder 
thing at recess in elementary school (multiple grades were 
outside at a time, and we had a big playground for the older 
kids and a small playground for the younger kids. This was 
when I was going to be able to play in the big playground 
the next year). I fell off at the highest point, and out of 
nowhere a group of kids who were a lot younger than me ran 
over from where they were playing and helped me over to a 
metal hexagon on the ground where I could sit. I had 
sprained my knee pretty badly and it took about five minutes 
after I fell for a kid to get the teacher’s attention. These kids 
were very good at calming me down, I recognized only about 
1-2 in the huge group. I think about them a lot and I feel they 
will go far in life. So I give a shout-out to those AMAZING 
kids when they were about 3-6 years old: You have given me 
hope for the future.”98 

 
98 Source: We_Will_AlI_Die, “What is the kindest thing that a stranger 
has done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 May 2022 < 
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99. “Muslims Of Reddit, What’s Is Something You Wish 
Us Non-Muslims Would Understand?” 

annamnraza wrote: 

“I think the biggest thing for me is that like any other 
religion, we have a spectrum of people. Some are extremists, 
cultural Muslims, progressive, etc. We are all different and 
you should judge based on individual experiences and not 
paint us all under one perception. If you want to learn more 
about Islam or have questions, just reach out. I wish people 
understood that we have the same desires and wants as 
everyone else. Our religion is as important to us as any other 
practicing person of faith but we also have cultural 
connections to wherever we are. As a Muslim American, I 
am proud of my faith but am just like any other American 
girl. 

“Also, we hate extremist Muslims more than anyone else 
can.”99 

100. “Which Book Would You Recommend Someone To 
Read At Least Once In Their Life?” 

darybrain wrote: 

“The Dictionary. Every other book is just a remix. 

“Its sequel, the Thesaurus, is just a list of pretentious, 
ostentatious, showy, flashy, pompous, grandiose, 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ufyrqt/what_is_the_kin
dest_thing_that_a_stranger_has/ >. 
99 Source: ConnerManRadio, “Muslims of Reddit, what’s is something 
you wish us non-Muslims would understand?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 
May 2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ughpt5/muslims_of_re
ddit_whats_is_something_you_wish_us/>. 
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extravagant, flamboyant, magniloquent, bombastic, 
highfalutin, la-di-da, posey, fancy-pants, poncey reposts.”100 

  

 
100 Source:kitkatbarsaregood, “which book would you recommend 
someone to read at least once in their life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 1 May 
2022 < 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/ug8quc/which_book_w
ould_you_recommend_someone_to_read_at/ >. 
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APPENDIX A: FAIR USE 
This communication uses information that I have downloaded and adapted from 
the WWW. I will not make a dime from it. The use of this information is 
consistent with fair use: 

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use 

Release date: 2004-04-30 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a 
copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords 
or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, 
comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom 
use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining 
whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to 
be considered shall include —  

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;  

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;  

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 
work as a whole; and  

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
work.  

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such 
finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors. 

Source of Fair Use information:  

<http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html>  

I assume these things: 

Everyone wants Good Samaritans to get credit for their good deeds, and this book 
about Good Samaritans is a good way to do that. 

People who post on Imgur and Reddit or write letters to the editors want to share 
their information with the world. 

Credit must be given where credit is due. I definitely try to do this. 

I must not make money from this book.  

Light editing is OK for such things as Imgur posts, Reddit posts, and letters to 
the editor. I see nothing wrong with correcting an obvious misspelling. 
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APPENDIX B: ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot 
summer night in 1954, Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a boy 
— me. Unfortunately, this young married couple allowed Reuben 
Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka “The 
Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to name me 
Bruce Bruce. I have gone by my middle name — David — ever since. 

Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers 
remember me very quickly, so I don’t often have to show an ID. It can 
be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a teenager at Camp 
Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for 
“sounds like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg 
twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, Bruce Bruce is the answer! 

Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in kindergarten. 
He cut my hair short and shaved a small bald spot on the back of my 
head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school until the bald spot grew 
out again. 

Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to 
Athens, Ohio. I was born in Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around 
Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go to Ohio 
University and have never left.  

At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in English 
or Philosophy, so I got a bachelor’s degree with a double major in both 
areas, then I added a Master of Arts degree in English and a Master of 
Arts degree in Philosophy. Yes, I have my MAMA degree. 

Currently, and for a long time to come (I eat fruits and veggies), I am 
spending my retirement writing books such as Nadia Comaneci: Perfect 
10, The Funniest People in Comedy, Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose, 
and William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose. 

By the way, my sister Brenda Kennedy writes romances such as A New 
Beginning and Shattered Dreams.  
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APPENDIX C: SOME BOOKS BY DAVID BRUCE 

RETELLINGS OF A CLASSIC WORK OF LITERATURE 

Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/731768 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZEHJnB1_5RpznJDgrdO9Fzkz0R5n
qF6n/view?usp=sharing  

Ben Jonson’s The Arraignment, or Poetaster: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1144681  

https://anecdotesandmusic.wordpress.com/2022/05/02/david-bruce-
ben-jonsons-the-arraignment-or-poetaster-a-retelling-free-pdf/  

Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/759774 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SIoalHNdD99q9jKmXO3kVvh8yd
xB4to8/view?usp=sharing  

Ben Jonson’s The Case is Altered: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1112743 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WHn6mnGPDbZlTus6A644w0TCg_
QoNDE4/view?usp=sharing 

Ben Jonson’s Catiline’s Conspiracy: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1098400 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uQOLh10ExHMrx9z-P-
5qUxaHc2CQTD0x/view?usp=sharing  

Ben Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/953165 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17vGtkBruVyQ09aeFtVStum9NCix
ZtfN1/view?usp=sharing  

Ben Jonson’s Epicene: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1073045 
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Ben Jonson’s Every Man in His Humor: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1104946 

Ben Jonson’s Every Man Out of His Humor: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1121591 

Ben Jonson’s The Fountain of Self-Love, or Cynthia’s Revels: A 
Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1129496 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-
fdVc1npRztXd35ghACIA5SMMo060w8b/view?usp=sharing  

Ben Jonson’s The New Inn: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1081049 

Ben Jonson’s The Staple of News: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1088627 

Ben Jonson’s Volpone, or the Fox: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/745087 

Christopher Marlowe’s Complete Plays: Retellings 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/911460 

Christopher Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/871108 

Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: Retellings of the 1604 A-Text 
and of the 1616 B-Text 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/824058 

Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/904128 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/880308 
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Christopher Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/909794 

Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, Parts 1 and 2: Retellings 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/890081 

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/238180 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16MC3INNAzLtjT4TqGtUmxBKY
mp6Lnc5k/view?usp=sharing  

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/89244 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/210951 

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/238110 

The Famous Victories of Henry V: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/781086 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yj-
AAS0oRbapdSeAw33gg6k2il78N7Yu/view?usp=sharing  

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of 
Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/287203 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hRMimR9VchgFI7q5nBKmE6udio
tCzq7c/view?usp=sharing  

George Peele’s The Arraignment of Paris: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/942964 

George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar: A Retelling  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1006013 
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George’s Peele’s David and Bathsheba, and the Tragedy of 
Absalom: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/993326 

George’s Peele’s Edward I: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1061540 

George Peele’s The Old Wives’ Tale: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/918341 

George-A-Greene, The Pinner of Wakefield: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1108197 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MYbD9wENgFqSMC_s-
PijXsorVQguFWx/view?usp=sharing  

The History of King Leir: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/800724 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MdkCVAtxuWZrgkCNMwrJ2uDL
NDwjnFBk/view?usp=sharing  

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/264676 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18tiAjtd5a6Qil0FHIss2UpCEacizaij
3/view?usp=sharing  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/87553 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rn5b3A6TFJngdZ_DC0daL9jZBT
oiSy-P/view?usp=sharing  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of 
Rhodes’ Argonautica 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/337653   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11fFWYrzu_YBK_Zb8aYQkYDvj5t
DjSYPw/view?usp=sharing  
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The Jests of George Peele: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1064210 

John Ford: Eight Plays Translated into Modern English 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/989979 

John Ford’s The Broken Heart: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/792090 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVkKm5BxBYE8uUY9IzcjdEQZ5i
pGmxlm/view?usp=sharing  

John Ford’s The Fancies, Chaste and Noble: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/989291 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19JQQmLv_b3Oy3N3yhRpQM0b5y
mAFh_zy/view?usp=sharing  

John Ford’s The Lady’s Trial: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/985699 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16F0PoPepXJJAX2RBn2lVK1Apvp
6gwO9g/view?usp=sharing  

John Ford’s The Lover’s Melancholy: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/946285 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DTu7EkdqS8PEuljstF4KMnW9d3
S5CiXc/view?usp=sharing  

John Ford’s Love’s Sacrifice: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/925020 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aE9jUQfe3e4acoJ63kIaqY57Mi9hr
Jja/view?usp=sharing  

John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/937190 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14GOL5rPf6lcYb-
e7ml9_BDzcFufbPjo1/view?usp=sharing  
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John Ford’s The Queen: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/930049 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14GOL5rPf6lcYb-
e7ml9_BDzcFufbPjo1/view?usp=sharing  

John Ford’s ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/771031 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V9aUtdKeYWY6DRoVimK-
Vq6J8a6DL9JN/view?usp=sharing  

John Webster’s The White Devil: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1000808 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19zCtHbfGVamswILTd8MUDWC1
pabCUEs8/view?usp=sharing  

King Edward III: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/814530 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_gqk9Es--
Qvi8EjqY_4OztVsCiVJcQ0j/view?usp=sharing  

The Merry Devil of Edmonton: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/957047 

Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/915455 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bX1a4cbdne38rgJ2sy4A4_8SIQ_ljn
CW/view?usp=sharing  

The Taming of a Shrew: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1052341 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FsrQNk4Z1TAbiW_5VCD303Vn
EZqR6tP/view?usp=sharing  

Tarlton’s Jests: A Retelling 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/772884 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QcGqnBsSPsRdPwctADo6DytHqZ
SyDMkG/view?usp=sharing  

The Trojan War and Its Aftermath: Four Ancient Epic Poems 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/486330 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/277646 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yl8jYM0EJwB99WnoNlZRQEIms
6UJIpFW/view?usp=sharing  

William Shakespeare’s 5 Late Romances: Retellings in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/724666 

William Shakespeare’s 10 Histories: Retellings in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/776868 

William Shakespeare’s 11 Tragedies: Retellings in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/776890 

William Shakespeare’s 12 Comedies: Retellings in Prose 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/715562 

William Shakespeare’s 38 Plays: Retellings in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/777062 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling 
in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/396839 

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling 
in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/502075 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 1: A Retelling 
in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/675826 
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William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 2: A Retelling 
in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/687115 

William Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 3: A Retelling 
in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/694202 

William Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well: A Retelling in 
Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/660279 

William Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/561440 

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/411180 

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/474177 

William Shakespeare’s Coriolanus: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/651995 

William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/607757 

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/521558 

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/494583 

William Shakespeare’s Henry VIII: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/702433 

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/417297 
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William Shakespeare’s King John: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/667943 

William Shakespeare’s King Lear: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/549148 

William Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/640495 

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/371976 

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/530136 

William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/485384 

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in 
Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/510046 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in 
Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/389517 

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in 
Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/432053 

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/469501 

William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/588726 

William Shakespeare’s Richard II: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/633694 
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William Shakespeare’s Richard III: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/598141 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/385811 

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in 
Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/424622 

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/437521 

William Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/626171 

William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/569421 

William Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/617533 

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/404123 

William Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona: A Retelling 
in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/575743 

William Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen: A Retelling in 
Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/712849 

William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale: A Retelling in Prose  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/539561 
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OTHER FICTION 

Candide’s Two Girlfriends (Adult) 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/247531 

The Erotic Adventures of Candide (Adult) 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/249299 

Honey Badger Goes to Hell — and Heaven 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/306009 

I Want to Die — Or Fight Back 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/83479   

“School Legend: A Short Story” 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1123252 

“Why I Support Same-Sex Civil Marriage” 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/34568 

CHILDREN’S BIOGRAPHY 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/96982 

PERSONAL FINANCE 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/469305 

ANECDOTE COLLECTIONS 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/310277 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/106782 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/106861 
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250 Music Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/427367 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/105419 

Boredom is Anti-Life: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/156495 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/97814 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/159914 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/98030 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/98364 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/254240 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/98212 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/99002 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/99313 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/105652 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/105939 
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The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/99159 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/98588 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108542 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108809 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108821 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108830 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108841 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108857 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/34647  

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/100442 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/100473 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/100544 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/106442 
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The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108060 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/107239 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/107576 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/106234 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/104257 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/107847 

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108564 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/34822 

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/35011 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/97550 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108582 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108392 
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The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 
Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108398 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 
Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108422 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/107097 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/107857 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108598 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/108801 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/209963 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/97267 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/96869 

PHILOSOPHY FOR THE MASSES 

Philosophy for the Masses: Ethics 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/374071 

Philosophy for the Masses: Metaphysics and More 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/374629 

Philosophy for the Masses: Religion 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/376026 
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DISCUSSION GUIDE SERIES 

Dante’s Inferno: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/342391 

Dante’s Paradise: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/345337 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/344723 

Forrest Carter’s The Education of Little Tree: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/340944 

Homer’s Iliad: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/364356 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/360552 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/352848 

Jerry Spinelli’s Maniac Magee: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/339978 

Jerry Spinelli’s Stargirl: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/340610 

Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/352048 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Black Cauldron: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/339002 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Book of Three: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/339120 
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Lloyd Alexander’s The Castle of Llyr: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/338589 

Lois Lowry’s Number the Stars: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/339720 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/350434 

Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/348104 

Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court: A 
Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/351719 

Mark Twain’s The Prince and the Pauper: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/349030 

Nancy Garden’s Annie on My Mind: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/339564 

Nicholas Sparks’ A Walk to Remember: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/356224 

Virgil, “The Fall of Troy”: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/356868 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/358529 

Voltaire’s Candide: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/346971 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/355953 
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William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/354870 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Discussion 
Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/355465 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/354231 

William Sleator’s Oddballs: A Discussion Guide 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/353345 

*** 

GOOD DEEDS SERIES (PLURAL) 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds: Volume 1 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qQ-
aJ4kjGQti20c3G2CPm1zile51Yd-5/view?usp=sharing  

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds: Volume 2 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h1ZaZEixmzjGLHI5_57AwTFuQ0
2g8lL3/view?usp=sharing  

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds: Volume 3 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12iOTDEzHV6P576LGAijcPQgpt1o
gax0R/view?usp=sharing  

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds: Volume 4 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z0-CAMz-
4ulX29CAIHNU16Z912eNqt-v/view?usp=sharing  

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  
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The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds: Volume 5 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y7DlPdu-
eZwA23gEHPT2YWMT0W5r8eu7/view?usp=sharing  

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds: Volume 6 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zHZv2iTHQnbVY0n_LihTWXKO
vUr4_hyr/view?usp=sharing  

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds: Volume 7 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FSCTtviio4xrX7e07-
OuAgYpxmWlIPuk/view?usp=sharing  

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com/4  

*** 

You’ve Got to Be Kind: Volume 1 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GfiQMNnQ4G0CHGt1AZQQIPO
DV596k30j/view?usp=sharing  

You’ve Got to Be Kind: Volume 2 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OHcETsSaWbIhFPIZWeW0laO6
mdHVbcph/view?usp=sharing  

You’ve Got to Be Kind: Volume 3 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XZCFlAWhtXPnf35OGlUoh991i05
D0Bs0/view?usp=sharing  

You’ve Got to Be Kind: Volume 4 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cj8yIDLmFFG6dGzLpoVE3RrQ3
-LhKV0d/view?usp=sharing  

You’ve Got to Be Kind: Volume 5 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LxqLrwm898Chg3mnRY2NiGZA4
FkFdOXR/view?usp=sharing  
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You’ve Got to Be Kind: Volume 6 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PmAxX5C-
viQF0GfIpsM7mTtsyQ9lfm8J/view?usp=sharing  

You’ve Got to Be Kind: Volume 7 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bq_SmSf4rsWdtqA7p0kN9tJ5ip3g
qEht/view?usp=sharing  

*** 

The Kindest People: Be Excellent to Each Other (Volume 1) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FqbObI95XKwIr1QWn0lBFDSNsI
ENTR9B/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Be Excellent to Each Other (Volume 2) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QWF5bRarJBauD7Qdb-
_99K9UuQBL_fZ7/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Be Excellent to Each Other (Volume 3) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gUUA4ms-
CX7BvVlOaNmpYswPN-eBfKIa/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Be Excellent to Each Other (Volume 4) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BXLhqmY1qOEaF4u5IMRpSCm7
H6jy2mj_/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Be Excellent to Each Other (Volume 5) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pks6XXM4T-
r_r4cBBSmUIlP0jARS8i-0/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Be Excellent to Each Other (Volume 6) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ohXsEp79jwf8OdlIXI7I3nPIotjX5
wWb/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Be Excellent to Each Other (Volume 7) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_orz__RY0T3A-
kpa7fpbS8koDwp0I91p/view?usp=sharing 

*** 
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The Kindest People: Heroes and Good Samaritans (Volume 1) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13X4KOLTIvPVwSBo1ijX0aJABB8
wbgZyT/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Heroes and Good Samaritans (Volume 2) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wbRuc4G0EdFeM4UVWk6LwbxD
KkF19T2s/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Heroes and Good Samaritans (Volume 3) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ksyO9KnAJ6yGpK5CNMY12Ry9
HTQ9vxm1/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Heroes and Good Samaritans (Volume 4) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NuAM7qAb_XLRGHxUTMLrm2
PhOfjU7Fk8/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Heroes and Good Samaritans (Volume 5) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T5HB-
AwL4S61aj4lLK3K5Q0ulgQbarR7/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Heroes and Good Samaritans (Volume 6) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PYx6MyYI9YY_RKCv3nUZnENw
v0jIxfRn/view?usp=sharing  

The Kindest People: Heroes and Good Samaritans (Volume 7) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I8aphNRXnok_slWALv8s8TjJ344s
ZVml/view?usp=sharing  

*** 

COMPOSITION PROJECTS 

Composition Project: Writing an Autobiographical Essay 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1138445  

Composition Project: Writing a Hero-of-Human-Rights Essay 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/481598  

Composition Project: Writing a Problem-Solving Letter 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1138745  
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TEACHING 
 
How to Teach the Autobiographical Essay Composition Project in 9 
Classes 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/487660  

*** 

IT’S A WONDERFUL WORLD SERIES (Stories and Anecdotes 
and Opinions) 

It’s a Wonderful World: Volumes 1-7 

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog429065578.wordpress.c
om/690  

*** 

THE RELATIONSHIP BOOKS SERIES 

The Relationship Books (Volume 1-8) 

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog429065578.wordpress.c
om/674  

BE KIND AND BE USEFUL SERIES (Stories and Anecdotes and 
Opinions) 

Be Kind and Be Useful: Volumes 1-4) 

https://wordpress.com/page/davidbruceblog429065578.wordpress.c
om/686  

*** 

BRUCE’S MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS SERIES 

Bruce’s Music Recommendations: Volumes 1-8 

https://anecdotesandmusic.wordpress.com/2022/04/26/bruces-
music-recommendations-free-pdfs/  

*** 

davidbruceblog #1 

http://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/ 
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davidbruceblog #2 

https://davidbrucemusic.wordpress.com 

davidbruceblog #3 

https://cosplayvideos.wordpress.com 

davidbruceblog #4 

https://davidbruceblog4.wordpress.com 

David Bruce Books: Free PDFs 

davidbrucebooks: EDUCATE YOURSELF 

https://davidbruceblog429065578.wordpress.com  

Anecdotes, Arts, Books, and Music 

https://anecdotesandmusic.wordpress.com 

George Peele: English Dramatist 

https://georgepeeleenglishdramatist.wordpress.com  

David Bruce’s Books at Blogspot 

https://davidbrucebooks.blogspot.com  

David Bruce’s Books at WIX 

https://bruceb22.wixsite.com/website/blog  

David Bruce’s Books at Smashwords  

http://www.smashwords.com/profile/view/bruceb 

David Bruce’s Books at Apple Books 

https://itunes.apple.com/ie/artist/david-bruce/id81470634 

David Bruce’s Books at Kobo  

https://www.kobo.com/us/en/search?query=david%20bruce&fcsea
rchfield=Author  

David Bruce’s Books at Barnes and Noble 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/%22David%20Bruce%22;jsess
ionid=D4DEC0519518F94804E91EDDBB9A431F.prodny_store02-
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atgap06?Ntk=P_key_Contributor_List&Ns=P_Sales_Rank&Ntx=
mode+matchall  

*** 

DANTE PDFs and LINKs 

https://cosplayvideos.wordpress.com/dante-pdfs-and-links/ 

*** 

FREE EBOOKS BY DAVID BRUCE (PDFs)  

https://wordpress.com/view/cosplayvideos.wordpress.com 

*** 

INFERNO SMASHWORDS (EBOOKS) 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/89244 

PURGATORY  SMASHWORDS (EBOOKS) 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/210951 

PARADISE  SMASHWORDS (EBOOKS) 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/238110 

DIVINE COMEDY  SMASHWORDS (EBOOKS) 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/238180 

*** 

INFERNO: CANTO 1 RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2016/12/31/dantes-inferno-
canto-1/  

INFERNO: CANTO 2  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/01/dantes-inferno-
canto-2/  

INFERNO: CANTO 3  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/02/dantes-inferno-
canto-3/  
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INFERNO: CANTO 4  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/03/dantes-inferno-
canto-4/  

INFERNO: CANTO 5  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/04/dantes-inferno-
canto-5/  

INFERNO: CANTO 6  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/05/dantes-inferno-
canto-6-retelling-the-gluttonous/  

INFERNO: CANTO 7  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/06/dantes-inferno-
canto-7-the-wasters-hoarders-wrathful-and-sullen/  

INFERNO: CANTO 8  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/07/dantes-inferno-
canto-8-retelling-the-boatman-phlegyas-and-filippo-argenti/  

INFERNO: CANTO 9  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/08/dantes-inferno-
canto-9-retelling/  

INFERNO: CANTO 10  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/09/dantes-inferno-
canto-10-heretics-in-flaming-tombs/  

INFERNO: CANTO 11  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/10/dantes-inferno-
canto-11-retelling-virgil-teaches-dante/  

INFERNO: CANTO 12  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/11/dantes-inferno-
canto-12-retelling-the-minotaur-and-the-river-of-boiling-blood/  

INFERNO: CANTO 13  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/12/dantes-inferno-
canto-13-retelling-the-suicides/  
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INFERNO: CANTO 14  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/13/dantes-inferno-
canto-14-retelling/  

INFERNO: CANTO 15  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/14/dantes-inferno-
canto-15-retelling-ca/  

INFERNO: CANTO 16  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/15/dantes-inferno-
canto-16-retelling-the-violent-against-nature-continued/  

INFERNO: CANTO 17  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/16/dantes-infernp-
canto-17-retelling-geryon/  

INFERNO: CANTO 18  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/17/dantes-inferno-
chapter-18-retelling-panders-and-seducers-flatterers/  

INFERNO: CANTO 19  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/18/dantes-inferno-
canto-19-retelling-the-simonists/  

INFERNO: CANTO 20  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/19/dantes-inferno-
canto-20-retelling-the-soothsayers-and-fortune-tellers/  

INFERNO: CANTO 21  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/20/dantes-inferno-
canto-21-retelling-the-grafters/  

INFERNO: CANTO 22  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/21/dantes-inferno-
canto-22-retelling/  

INFERNO: CANTO 23  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/22/dantes-inferno-
canto-23-retelling-the-hypocrites/  
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INFERNO: CANTO 24  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/23/dantes-inferno-
canto-24-retelling-the-thieves-including-vanni-fucci/  

INFERNO: CANTO 25  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/24/dantes-inferno-
canto-25-retelling-the-transformation-of-thieves/  

INFERNO: CANTO 26  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/25/dantes-inferno-
canto-26-retelling-evil-advisers-ulyssesdiomed/  

INFERNO: CANTO 27  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/26/dantes-inferno-
canto-27-retelling-guido-da-montefeltro/  

INFERNO: CANTO 28  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/27/dantes-inferno-
canto-28-retelling-the-schismatics/  

INFERNO: CANTO 29  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/28/dantes-inferno-
canto-29-retelling-the-falsifiers-alchemists/  

INFERNO: CANTO 30  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/29/dantes-inferno-
canto-30-retelling-the-falsifiers-evil-impersonators-counterfeiters-
and-liars/  

INFERNO: CANTO 31  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/30/dantes-inferno-
canto-31-retelling-towering-giants/  

INFERNO: CANTO 32  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/31/dantes-inferno-
canto-32-retelling-caina-and-antenora/  
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INFERNO: CANTO 33  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/01/dantes-inferno-
canto-33-retelling/  

INFERNO: CANTO 34  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/dantes-inferno-
canto-34-retelling-the-ultimate-evil/  

*** 

PURGATORY: CANTO 1  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/03/dantes-
purgatory-canto-1-retelling-the-island-of-purgatory-and-cato-the-
guard/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 2  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/04/dantes-
purgatory-canto-2-retelling-ew-souls-arrive-in-purgatory/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 3  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/05/dantes-
purgatory-canto-3-retelling-prepurgatory-the-excommunicated/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 4  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/06/dantes-
purgatpry-canto-4-retelling-prepurgatory-the-spiritually-lazy-
purgatory/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 5  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/07/dantes-
purgatory-canto-5-retelling-prepurgatory-those-who-repented-
while-meeting-violent-sudden-deaths/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 6  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/08/dantes-
purgatory-canto-6-retelling-sordello/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 7  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/09/dantes-
purgatory-canto-7-retelling-prepurgatory-the-negligent-princes/ 
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PURGATORY: CANTO 8  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/10/dantes-
purgatory-canto-8/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 9  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/11/dantes-
purgatory-canto-9-retelling-prepurgatory-first-prophetic-dream-
and-saint-peters-gate/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 10  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/12/dantes-
purgatory-canto-10-retelling-first-ledge-pride-purgatory/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 11  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/13/dantes-
purgatory-canto-11-retelling-first-ledge-aldobrandesco-oderisi-
provenzan/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 12  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/14/dantes-
purgatory-canto-12-retelling-first-ledge-exempla-of-pride/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 13  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/15/dantes-
purgatory-canto-13-retelling-second-ledge-envy-sapia/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 14  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/16/dantes-
purgatory-canto-14-retelling-second-ledge-envy-guido-del-duca-
rinier-da-calboli/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 15  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/17/dantes-
purgatory-canto-15-retelling-third-ledge-anger/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 16  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/18/dantes-
purgatory-canto-16-retelling-third-ledge-anger-marco-lombard/ 
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PURGATORY: CANTO 17  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/19/dantes-
purgatory-canto-17-retelling-fourth-ledge-sloth/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 18  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/20/dantes-
purgatory-canto-18-retelling/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 19  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/21/dante-
purgatory-canto-19-retelling-fifth-ledge-avarice-and-wastefulness/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 20  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/22/dantes-
purgatory-canto-20-retelling-avarice-and-wastefulness-hugh-capet/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 21  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/23/dantes-
purgatory-canto-21-retelling-fifth-ledge-avarice-and-wastefulness/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 22  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/24/dantes-
purgatory-canto-2-retelling-sixth-ledge-gluttony-statius/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 23  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/25/dantes-
purgatory-canto-23-retelling/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 24  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/26/dantes-
purgatory-canto-24-retelling/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 25  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/27/dantes-
purgatory-canto-25-retelling-seventh-ledge-lust-body-soul-
relationship/ 
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PURGATORY: CANTO 26  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/28/dantes-
purgatory-canto-26-retelling-seventh-ledge-lust-guido-guinizelli-
and-arnaut-daniel/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 27  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/01/dantes-
purgatory-canto-27-retelling/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 28  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/02/dantes-
purgatory-canto-28-retelling-forest-of-eden-matelda/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 29  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/03/dantes-
purgatory-canto-29-retelling-forest-of-eden-pageant-of-revelation/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 30  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/04/dantes-
purgatory-canto-30-retelling-forest-of-eden-exit-of-virgil-entrance-
of-beatrice/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 31  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/05/dantes-
purgatory-canto-31-retelling-forest-of-eden-lethe/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 32  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/06/dantes-
purgatpry-canto-32-retelling-forest-of-eden-pageant-of-church-
history/ 

PURGATORY: CANTO 33  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/07/dantes-
purgatory-canto-33-retelling-forest-of-eden-purgation-completed/ 

*** 

PARADISE: CANTO 1  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/08/dantes-paradise-
canto-1-retelling-beatrice-and-dante-rise-from-eden/ 
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PARADISE: CANTO 2  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/dantes-paradise-
canto-2-retelling-moon-dark-spots/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 3  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/10/dantes-paradise-
canto-3-retelling-piccarda-and-the-empress-constance-
unfulfilment-of-religious-vows/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 4  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/11/dantes-paradise-
canto-4-retelling-location-of-souls-the-absolute-versus-the-
conditional-will/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 5  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/12/dantes-paradise-
canto-5-retelling-moon-compensation-for-broken-vows/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 6  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/13/dantes-paradise-
canto-6-retelling-mercury-roman-emperor-justinian/ 

PARADISE: CANTO  7 RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/14/dantes-paradise-
canto-7-retelling-mercury-the-mystery-of-redemption/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 8  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/15/dantes-paradise-
canto-8-retelling-venus-charles-martel/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 9  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/16/dantes-paradise-
canto-9-retelling-venus-cuanza-folquet-rahab/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 10  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/17/dantes-paradise-
canto-10-retelling-sun-saint-thomas-aquinas/ 
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PARADISE: CANTO 11  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/18/dantes-paradise-
canto-11-retelling-sun-saint-thomas-aquinas-praises-saint-francis-
of-assisi/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 12  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/dantes-paradise-
canto-12-retelling-sun-saint-bonaventure-praises-saint-dominic/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 13  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/20/dantes-paradise-
canto-13-retelling-saint-thomas-aquinas-discusses-solomon/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 14  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/21/dantes-paradise-
canto-14-retelling-sun-solomon-mars-symbolic-cross/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 15  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/22/dantes-paradise-
canto-15-retelling-mars-cacciaguida/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 16  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/23/dantes-paradise-
canto-16-retelling-mars-cacciaguidas-florence/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 17  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/24/dantes-paradise-
canto-17-retelling-cacciaguidas-prophecy/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 18  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/25/dantes-paradise-
canto-18-retelling-jupiter-lovers-of-justice/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 19  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/26/dantes-paradise-
canto-19-retelling-jupiter-symbolic-eagle/ 
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PARADISE: CANTO 20 RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/27/dantes-paradise-
canto-20-retelling-two-pagans-in-paradise-ripheus-and-trajan/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 21  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/28/dantes-paradise-
canto-21-retelling-saturn-symbolic-ladder-saint-peter-damian/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 22  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/29/dantes-paradise-
canto-22-retelling-saturn-saint-benedict/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 23  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/30/dantes-paradise-
canto-23/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 24  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/31/dantes-paradise-
canto-24-retelling/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 25  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/01/dantes-paradise-
canto-25-retelling-gemini-saint-james-examines-dantes-hope/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 26  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/02/dantes-paradise-
canto-26-retelling-gemini-saint-john-examines-dantes-love-adam/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 27  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/03/dantes-paradise-
canto-27-retelling-gemini-heavens-wrath-at-the-sinful-church-the-
primum-mobile/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 28  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/04/dantes-paradise-
canto-28-retelling/ 
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PARADISE: CANTO 29  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/05/dantes-paradise-
canto-29-retelling-primum-mobile-the-creation-and-fall-of-angels/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 30  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/06/dantes-paradise-
canto-30-retelling-mystic-empyrean-the-river-of-light-the-mystical-
rose/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 31  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/07/dantes-paradise-
canto-31-retelling-mystic-empyrean-saint-bernard/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 32  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/08/dantes-paradise-
canto-32-retelling-mystic-empyrean-saint-bernard-and-the-saints-
in-the-rose/ 

PARADISE: CANTO 33  RETELLING 

https://davidbruceblog.wordpress.com/2017/04/09/dantes-paradise-
canto-33-retelling-saint-bernard-prays-to-mary-the-trinity-and-
christs -dual-nature/ 

 


